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This book, Language Technologies for a Multilingual Europe, is a reissue of the
Special Issue on Technologies for a Multilingual Europe, which was originally
published as Vol. 3, No. 1 of theOpenAccess online journal Translation: Computa-
tion, Corpora, Cognition (TC3). After the editors of TC3 had decided to transition
the journal into a different format – into the Open Access book series Translation
andMultilingual Natural Language Processing – they invited us to prepare a reis-
sue of our compilation, originally published in 2013. While several smaller typos
in the original manuscripts have been fixed, the papers in this collection have not
been substantially modified with regard to the original publication, which is still,
for archival reasons, available at http://www.blogs.uni-mainz.de/fb06-tc3/vol-3-
no-1-2013/.
Since the original publication, Multilingual Europe has made several impor-
tant steps forward. A new set of EU projects onmultilingual technologies andma-
chine translationwas funded in 2015, e.g., QT21, HimL and CRACKER.TheCrack-
ing the Language Barrier federation (http://www.cracking-the-language-barrier.
eu) was established as an umbrella organisation for all projects and organisations
working on technologies for a multilingual Europe. At the time of writing META-
NET is organising the next META-FORUM conference, which is to take place in
Brussels on 13/14 November 2017. One of the key topics of this conference is
the Human Language Project – a large, coordinated funding programme span-
ning from education to research to innovation, which aims at bringing about the
much needed boost in research and a paradigm shift in processing language au-
tomatically. First steps towards the Human Language Project were discussed at
a workshop in the European Parliament in early 2017. Moreover, the Common
Language Resources and Technology Infrastructure (CLARIN), founded in 2012
by ten European countries, doubled its number of members since then.
The editors of this special issuewould like to thank the series editors, especially
Oliver Culo, for the opportunity to publish a reissue of our original compilation.








The roots of this special issue of Translation: Computation, Corpora, Cognition go
all the way back to 2011. At the end of September of that year, the guest editors or-
ganised a workshop at the Conference of the German Society for Computational
Linguistics and Language Technology (gscl), which took place in Hamburg. The
topic of the gscl 2011 conference – “Multilingual Resources and Multilingual
Applications” – had already set the stage for our pre-conference workshop on
September 27, 2011, which put special emphasis on “Language Technology for a
Multilingual Europe”.
Our intention behind this workshop was to bring together various groups con-
cerned with the umbrella topics of multilingualism and language technology, es-
pecially multilingual technologies. This encompassed, on the one hand, repre-
sentatives from research and development in the field of language technologies,
and on the other hand users from diverse areas such as, among others, industry,
administration and funding agencies. Two examples of language technologies
that we mentioned in the call for contributions were Machine Translation and
processing of texts from the humanities withmethods drawn from language tech-
nology, such as automatic topic indexing, and text mining, as well as integrating
numerous texts and additional information across languages.
What these kinds of application areas and research and development in lan-
guage technology have in common is that they either rely – critically – on lan-
guage resources (lexicons, corpora, grammars, language models etc.) or produce
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these resources. Amultilingual Europe supported by language technology is only
possible if an adequate and interoperable infrastructure of resources (including
the related tooling) is available for all European and other important languages. It
is necessary that the aforementioned groups and other communities of develop-
ers and users of language technology stand as a single homogenous community.
Only if all members of our (quite heterogeneous and hitherto mostly fragmented)
community stand together and speak with one voice, it will be possible to assure
the long-term political acceptance of the “Language Technology” topic in Europe.
The Workshop “Language Technology for a Multilingual Europe” was co-or-
ganised by two gscl working groups (Text Technology and Machine Translation)
and meta-net (http://www.meta-net.eu). meta-net, an eu-funded Network of
Excellence, is dedicated to building the technological foundations of a multilin-
gual European information society. To this end, meta-net is forging meta, the
Multilingual Europe Technology Alliance.
This special issue of Translation: Corpora, Computation, Cognition includes the
majority of the papers presented at the gscl 2011 Workshop “Language Technol-
ogy for a Multilingual Europe”, held at the University of Hamburg on September
27, 2011, along with several additional contributions.
The first article, “Machine Translation – Past, Present and Future”, provides
an overview of what must be considered the essential core of multilingual tech-
nologies. Setting the stage, Daniel Stein looks at the history of mt and discusses
current approaches and future perspectives. The backgrounds of the next two
articles are two interlinked eu-funded initiatives. Georg Rehm describes the Net-
work of Excellence meta-net, which consists of 60 research centres in 34 Eu-
ropean countries, and its goal to build the technological foundations of a multi-
lingual Europe. He provides a summary of one of the key outcomes of the ini-
tiative, “The meta-net Strategic Research Agenda for Language Technology in
Europe”. In his article “Metadata for the Multilingual Web”, Felix Sasaki provides
an overview of the Internationalization Tag Set (its) which will become a w3c
recommendation later in 2013. its 2.0 is one of the key results from the European
Union-funded Multilingual Web project.
The second part of this special issue contains six full research papers. First
is Uwe Reinke with a paper on the “State of the Art in Translation Memory
Technology”, that focused upon technologies applied by human translators. He
takes a detailed look at major concepts and recent trends in research and also in
commercial Translation Memory (tm) systems, with an emphasis on integrating
mt into tm, data exchange formats, and approaches of improving the informa-
tion retrieval performance of tm systems. As a complement to the technologies
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used by translators, Melanie Siegel examines “Authoring Support for Controlled
Language and Machine Translation”, i. e., language technologies that help and
assist authors to produce high quality documents. She concludes that it is nec-
essary to combine methods from authoring support and mt and to make them
integrated tools in the production and translation process. The paper “Integra-
tion of Machine Translation in On-line Multilingual Applications” by Mirela-
Stefania Duma and Cristina Vertan takes a look at a difficult and challenging
problem that mt, especially statistical mt, is confronted with domain adaptation.
The method employed by the authors for this task is language model interpola-
tion, which produces good results even when only sparse domain-specific train-
ing data is available. This, in turn, is an advantage for less-resourced languages.
The next article concentrates on a specialised application that provides help for
users of monolingual or crosslingual search. In “Disambiguate Yourself – Sup-
porting Users in SearchingDocuments withQueryDisambiguation Suggestions”,
Ernesto William De Luca and Christian Scheel describe a semantic approach and
a corresponding architecture and prototype for making more sense of queries as
they are typed in by the user. The penultimate article, “Multilingual Knowledge
in Aligned Wiktionary and OmegaWiki for Translation Applications”, goes back
to the topic of mt. Michael Matuschek, Christian M. Meyer, and Iryna Gurevych
take a look at multilingual lexical-semantic resources and their role in translin-
gual technologies.They focus on two crowd-sourced resources and present meth-
ods for aligning these resources in order to combine them on the level of word
senses, this way providing increased coverage and improved interoperability. In
the final article, Igor Leturia and colleagues present “The BerbaTek project for
Basque: Promoting a less-resourced language via language technology for trans-
lation, content management and learning”. In this joint project between compa-
nies and research centres, the partners developed several technologies for the
Basque language which is, as the meta-net study “Europe’s Languages in the
Digital Age” pointed out, among the 21 European languages in danger of digital
extinction.
Since we held the workshop, there have been quite a few very positive develop-
ments in the area of multilingual language technologies from Europe for Europe.
Among those developments are a new series of projects funded by the European
Commission such as, for example, QTLaunchPad, or additional projects around
the open source machine translation systemMoses. In addition, meta-net organ-
ised its third meta-forum conference in June 2012, which was attended by more
than 250 participants from the domains of research, industry, administration,
and politics. Important milestones for the work of meta-net were the publica-
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tion of the meta-net Language White Papers (September 2012) and the meta-net
Strategic Research Agenda for Multilingual Europe 2020 (January 2013). While the
first funded phase of the initiative came to an end on January 31, 2013, there will
be a fourth meta-forum conference later this year (http://www.meta-forum.eu).
Among the topics of meta-forum 2013 are upcoming opportunities for multi-
lingual technologies in the frameworks of Connecting Europe Facility (cef) and
Horizon 2020. On February 29, 2012, the Common Language Resources and Tech-
nology Infrastructure (clarin) received eu-eric legal status, as the second Eu-
ropean Research Infrastructure overall. These initiatives clearly demonstrate the
emphasis the European Commission lays on the further development of language
resources and language technology.
This special issue would not have been possible without the help of several
colleagues. First of all, the guest editors would like to thank all authors who
contributed articles to this special issue and those who presented papers at the
workshop back in September 2011. We would like to thank the reviewers who
provided valuable and helpful feedback to all authors. Many thanks are also due
to our colleague Sarah Weichert (dfki) who supported us in a critical phase dur-
ing the preparation of this special issue. Finally, we would like to express our
gratitude towards the editors of Translation: Computation, Corpora, Cognition,
especially Oliver Čulo, who not only made it possible that we could publish the
results of our workshop in this journal but also constantly supported us when-
ever necessary.
Georg Rehm, Felix Sasaki, Daniel Stein, Andreas Witt June 21, 2013
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Chapter 2
Machine translation: Past, present and
future
Daniel Stein
Universität Hamburg, Hamburger Zentrum für Sprachkorpora
The attempt to translate meaning from one language to another by formal means
traces back to the philosophical schools of secret and universal languages as they
were originated by Ramon Llull (13th c.) or Johann Joachim Becher (17th c.). Today,
machine translation (mt) is known as the crowning discipline of natural language
processing. Due to current mt approaches, the time needed to develop new systems
with similar power to older ones has decreased enormously. In this article, the
history of mt, the difference with computer aided translation, current approaches
and future perspectives are discussed.
1 History of machine translation
Although the first systems of mt were built on the first computers in the years
right after World War II, the history of mt does not begin, as often stated, in the
1940s, but some hundred years ago. In order to judge current developments in
mt properly, it is important to understand its historical development.
1.1 Universal and secret languages
Most likely the first thoughts on mt emerged out of two philosophical schools
that dealt with the nature of language and resulted in similar insights, although
stemming from different directions. The first was directed at creating secret lan-
guages and codes in order to communicate in secrecy. The second evolved from
the ideal of a universal language which would allow communication without
borders in the times after Babylonian language confusion.
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Noteworthy proponents of the movement of universal languages were the
Catalan philosopher Ramon Llull (1243 to ca. 1316, often referred to by the la-
tinized version of his name, Raimundus Lullus) and the German philosopher and
mathematician Gottfried Wilhelm Leibnitz (1646–1716). Llull developed a theory
of logic that allowed objectifying the reasoning on God and the world by means
of a formal language. His ideas were later used by Leibnitz in his theory of mon-
ades (first use of this term in 1696), in which he tries to develop a set of the
smallest units of meaning (“termini primi”) to compose all thinkable thoughts.
Other attempts were started by a precise determination of the inventory of the
world in the form of a taxonomy in order to find all sayable things (Gardt 1999).
In the long history of secret languages and hidden codes, the German physi-
cian and alchemist Johann Joachim Becher developed a system in 1661 that is
especially interesting in the context of mt, as it appears to be very similar to
the first technical approaches in the late 1940s. It is called “Character pro noti-
tia linguarum universal” and offers “Eine geheimschriftliche Erfindung, bisher
unerhört, womit jeder beim Lesen in seiner eigenen Sprache verschiedene, ja
sogar alle Sprachen, durch eintägiges Einarbeiten erklären und verstehen kann”
(Becher 1962) (“A secret and currently unknown language invention that enables
everyone to explain and understand different and even all languages after a one-
day orientation by reading in their own language.”). The approach is based on
dictionaries that are related to each other by number codes, which is more or
less identical to what was then called “mechanical translation”. But despite the
obvious relationship to Becher, the influence of the school of universal languages
on mt was small. In contrast, with the development of the science of secret lan-
guages, cryptology continuously gained in importance.
In World War II, the decipherment of the German enigma code was regarded
as a crucial point.The British team around Alan Turing, located in Bletchley Park,
was responsible for this urgent project and achieved the breaking of the code
by means of statistical methods that were processed on computing machines.
Without their knowledge, these scientists laid the foundations for practical mt.
Considering the experiences of Bletchley Park, the exchange of letters byWar-
ren Weaver and Andrew Booth is regarded as the birth of mt. Weaver wrote:
[…] it is very tempting to say that a book written in Chinese is simply a
book written in English which was coded into the ‘Chinese Code’. If we
have useful methods for solving almost any cryptographic problem, may it
not be that with proper interpretation we already have useful methods for
translation? (Weaver 1955)
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1.2 Evolution of MT
Although mathematical methods prove useful for cryptology, they turned out to
be inadequate for more challenging and complex translation tasks. Accordingly,
the systems that were subsequently developed were based on dictionaries and
selectively used syntactic operations (this was the time when J.J. Becher’s article
on the universal language was republished with the subtitle “A programming
approach from the year 1661”). From today’s point of view, these approaches
were remarkably naïve.
The constant threat of the Cold War caused euphoria in government and mili-
tary circles regarding the anticipated possibilities of mt. Until 1966, large amounts
of money were spent in order to develop mt systems, mostly for the English-
Russian language constellation. But with the publication of the famous Auto-
matic Language Processing Advisory Committee (alpac) report, on behalf of
the us administration, the cia and the National Science Foundation, funding de-
creased immediately, due to the anticipation that mt would be neither useful nor
seemed to provide any considerable advance or meaningful progress (Hutchins
1996). With the exception of some practically-oriented teams in Europe and the
usa, research and development of mt expired.
In order to react to the results of the alpac report and the reduction of re-
sources, the discourse became more classically scientific and tried to integrate
linguistic knowledge on a broader basis, above all, semantic analysis. The results
that were achieved by these approaches were promising and so, in the middle of
the 1970s and in the course of the rapid development of technology and the intro-
duction of the first personal computers, mt research was revitalized and headed
to a continuously increasing popularity from the beginning of the 1980s.
Ten years later, however, in the middle of a syntax- and semantics-based mt
system era, an ibm research group led by Peter F. Brown published an article
(Brown et al. 1988), which suggested the return to statistical methods for a new
mt system. Technological advances and the increased availability of language re-
sources such as machine readable parallel corpora had changed the underlying
conditions significantly. Thus, the results seemed very promising, especially re-
garding the extremely condensed time that would be necessary in order to create
a state of the art mt system. As a result, the majority of mt research switched to
statistics-based mt in the following years, as it was possible to create compara-
ble mt systems without years of work and the expertise of a team of linguists. A




Since then there has been a lot of development in statistical mt (smt). While
the first systems were only trained to compare the probabilities of co-occurring
words, later approaches tried to use groups of words instead, n-grams of differ-
ent sizes. But pure smt seemed to hit its frontiers as there were several shortcom-
ings and problems confusingly similar to those of rule-based mt systems and it
seemed to be impossible to solve them by just using bigger corpora. Hence, the
focus in mt research changed again. Actually, various trends were discussed si-
multaneously, e.g. smt for lesser resourced languages or example-based methods.
Since the middle of the 2000s hybrid approaches that combine smt with linguis-
tic knowledge (“context-based” or “knowledge-based” mt) were often seen and
a new trend of the last years is to use corpora that are not parallel but at least
comparable. One of the most recent interesting developments links back to the
beginning of mt, i.e. as well to the famous memorandum by Warren Weaver as
to the creators of secret languages mentioned above: After the success of Kevin
Knight, Beáta Megyesi and Christiane Schaeferin in deciphering the Copiale
codex (Knight et al. 2011), a German 18th century text with freemasonry back-
ground, the use of decipherment strategies in mt underwent a renaissance (Dou
& Knight 2012).
2 Machine translation vs. computer-aided translation
An important distinction exists between mt and computer aided translation (cat).
While the (today not that often announced) goal of mt is a so-called fahqt (fully
automatic high quality translation), in cat, tools and methods that assist hu-
man translators in the translation process are researched and developed. A well-
known and widely used example of cat is the use of translation-memory sys-
tems (tms). A tms combines a user friendly translator front end with a database
that saves all translations that have been done in a certain project (the transla-
tion memory), as well as a component that analyzes the units that are still to be
translated for similarities with the ones in the translation memory. If a similarity
beyond a certain threshold is found, the system enables the translator to modify
the translation or, in cases of 100% similarity, just replaces it. Without a doubt,
this kind of tool turned out to be impressively useful for translators in the do-
mains of technical documentation or software localization. But of course cat is
not designed for the translation of literary texts – the localization of video games
seems to be situated in between these poles, as the texts are often combinations
of technical and literary writing. Further components of a tms may involve mt
for units with lower similarities, the automatic transliteration of numbers, dates
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and other placeable elements, or the implementation of user-made dictionaries
for terminology management (Seewald-Heeg 2002).
3 Typology
As described above, in the course of the years several approaches to the task of
mt have evolved. Today, the most important ones are rule-based mt (rbmt) and
smt. Although they sometimesmay still be understood as concurring approaches,
the general view seems to be that both statistical as well as linguistic approaches
may serve as tools in themachine translation toolkit that may be freely combined
in order to improve results. In the next sections the twomain representatives and
the most common alternative approaches will be discussed (Jekat & Volk 2010).
3.1 Rule-based MT
rbmt today is often considered the “classical approach” and is still regularly used
in commercial solutions, although with the withdrawal of Systrans “Babelfish”,
the most popular representative of this approach has disappeared. The results of
rbmt systems range from useful to hilarious, depending on the concrete text and
its complexity with regard to common problems such as resolution of anaphors
or lexical ambiguities, as well as the language pair and even the translation direc-
tion, as well as if the text is in a certain domain or contains special terminology
(which is, given a prepared system, easier to process than general language).
A loose distinction between three levels of complexity of mt is common and
the results, as well as the expenses, differ significantly: direct, transfer and inter-
lingual translation.
Themajority of rbmt systems is based on the transfer methodwhich processes





mt systems that are based on direct translation simply replace words on a word
by word basis and only rely on a parallel dictionary – so they do neither analysis
nor transfer or generation. Often, positional changes are also included in order to
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follow the word order of the target language.This approach is only of interest for
a few possible application scenarios, but in general it may rather be considered a
theoretical measure to demonstrate the benefits and advantages of a translation
system. Historically, however, this is how the first systems were designed.
3.1.2 Transfer
Transfer translations define a set of rules ranging from morphology and syn-
tax to semantics and context. Regarding the complexity of these rules there are
no limits and tens of thousands of rules, combinations and exceptions may be
coded. In practice, however, there seems to exist a point where higher complex-
ity no longer yields better results. Instead, internal conflicts and contradicting
rules produce arbitrary new errors. The majority of the existing rbmt systems
can be considered a part of the transfer level.
3.1.3 Interlingua
The third level of complexity, Interlingua, is based on the utopia of a neutral
language that would be able to represent all meaningful information of every ut-
terance in every language. On the scale presented above for Interlingua systems
there is no need to transfer from one language to another as they use a common
metalanguage that is able to express the meaning of both in an unambiguous
way. This universal language (“Interlingua”) would be the target language for ev-
ery translation in the first place and in the next step it would be the source for the
composition of meaning in the target language. Unfortunately, such a language
has not yet been found, although several attempts have been made, beginning
with the thoughts of Llull and Leibnitz, over to “semantic primitive” as in the
work of Anna Wierzbicka (Wierzbicka 1996) and later on in experiments using
constructed languages such as Esperanto or Lojban. Although this approach is
considered optimal, it should be noted that even a perfect interlingua could make
things potentially even more complicated due to its abstraction (Nicholas 1996).
3.2 Statistics-based
As mentioned above, the new rise of smt began in 1988 when ibm researcher
Peter Brown presented a new approach to mt that was solely based on statistic
measures (Brown et al. 1988) at the second tmi conference of the CarnegieMellon
University. The basic principle is that every translation decision is made based
on conditional probabilities, i.e. the probability that an event will occur when
10
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another event is known to occur (or has already occurred). As a resource, instead
of complex rule sets, large parallel corpora are needed.
3.2.1 Functioning
From a formal point of view, smt works like this: In order to translate the arbi-
trary French sentence f to English, one can consider all possible and impossible
English sentences e as potential translations of f. But some are more probable
translations than others. 𝑝(𝑒|𝑓 ) is the probability that 𝑒 is a valid translation of 𝑓 .
Philosophically speaking, we assume that the speaker of 𝑓 initially conceived 𝑒
and then internally translated 𝑒 to 𝑓 before uttering it. This construction is used
to define the goal of smt: Find the original sentence e which is the most probable
translation. Please note that this assumption is similar to Weaver’s remark about
understanding Chinese as English that is encrypted with the Chinese code.
This ideal situation is confronted with the impossibility of accessing all sen-
tences of a language. Therefore, smt works with approximations, so-called mod-
els. A bilingual aligned corpus defines the translation model that represents all
possible translations between two languages, i.e. the larger the translationmodel,
the better the expected results. Generally, every word is considered a potential
translation of all the others, but the probability is the highest for those with
which they are aligned.
An additional monolingual corpus of the target language is defined as the lan-
guagemodel. It represents all valid sentences (or better, words or word sequences,
which is a more operable abstraction) of a language. A search algorithm then de-
termines the sentence by finding the highest product of the values sentence for
validity (language model), word translation and word order (translation model).
The result is the most probable translation.
The concrete probabilities used by the computer are estimated with Bayes’
Theorem.
𝑃𝑟(𝑒|𝑓 ) = 𝑃𝑟(𝑒) ∗ 𝑃𝑟(𝑓 |𝑒)𝑃𝑟(𝑓 )
This formula can be reduced to the search of the maximum value of the terms
𝑃𝑟(𝑒) (“probability that 𝑒 has been said by someone”) and 𝑃𝑟(𝑓 |𝑒) (“probability
that someone would translate 𝑒 to 𝑓 ”).
ê = argmax𝑒 𝑃𝑟(𝑒) ∗ 𝑃𝑟(𝑓 |𝑒)𝑒
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Brown used the English-French parallel “Hansard” corpus, which consists of
protocols from the Canadian parliament. Hence, this is where the example lan-
guages e and f derive from.
In the beginning smt was mainly based on Brown’s original model, i.e. the tar-
get language utterances were derived according to Shannon’s Information The-
orem out of a noisy channel translation model. But since 2002, when Och and
Ney proposed a system in which the noisy channel was replaced by a discrimi-
native log linear model (Och & Ney 2002), this approach became established as
de facto standard as it allows to add additional features next to the language and
translation model (Chiang 2012).
3.2.2 SMT types
The analysis of whole sentences makes little sense: How often is it possible to
translate the exact same sentence that is already present in the translationmodel?
As long as an smt system does not have a corpus that indeed contains all (or
at least almost all) possible sentences of a language, it is useful to reduce the
considered unit. Therefore, there is the differentiation between word-based and
phrase-based smt.
3.2.2.1 Word-based SMT
TheWord-based is the original approach and analyzes data on the level of simple
lexical units. This means that one word in the source language has to correspond
to one word in the target language. But unfortunately, it is quite often the case
that a word has to be translated by more than one simple lexical unit, e.g. the
English verb slap has to be translated to Spanish dar una bofetada. This is a con-
struction that is possible to model with word-based smt, but to perform a trans-
lation in the opposite direction, i.e. to translate from dar una bofetada to slap, is
impossible. And as a matter of fact, so-called multi-word expressions (mwe) are
by far the biggest part of the lexicon of any natural language – but that does
not answer the question of which concepts are expressed through mwe in which
language.
A related problem is that words may belong together although there are other
words between them (e.g. so-alled separable verbs in German). It is impossible
to translate them correctly when the relation between them is not considered,
as with e.g. the word ab in the construction reiste … ab, derived from the verb
abreisen, in the German sentence in example 1.
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“I left after only fourteen days”
This is especially problematic for languages with a strongly deviating syntax,
e.g. in regard to the position of the finite verb.
3.2.2.2 Phrase-based SMT
Phrase-based smt is an approach that tries to solve the problems mentioned
above and is common for actual smt systems. But the term ‘phrase’ does not
indicate that the systems are able to identify, analyze or separate linguistically
motivated phrases, e.g. noun phrases that may be composed of (complex) deter-
miners and (compound) nouns. It rather refers to sequences of successive words
(n-grams) that are derived from data.
The use of n-gram-based phrases in smt addresses some of the shortcomings of
word-based smt: it is possible to translate one word with many and vice versa?
Additionally, the broadened context enables better disambiguation algorithms.
For example, it is impossible to decide whether English pretty should be trans-
lated as German schön or as ziemlich without knowing if the next word is flower
or much, and thus it cannot be translated properly by word-based smt but by
phrase-based. Depending on the size of the word sequences (i.e. the n-gram
window) it might also be possible to address problems regarding differences in
word order or other syntactical phenomena. Hierarchical phrase-based smt, also
known as syntax-based smt, is an advanced approach that allows the use of tree-
based syntax data in the phrase-model (Koehn 2010).
3.2.3 Pros and cons of SMT
The great advantage of smt is the possibility to create a working mt system with-
out any knowledge of the source or target languages and their special features. As
a matter of fact, the translation quality of an unadapted (i.e. pure smt) system is
generally weak (mainly depending on the corpora used). However, SMT systems
are still comparable to rbmt systems and – in the view of decades of language
rule modeling – a ground-breakingly fast approach to proportionately robust mt
systems, both in terms of time and money. So mt becomes within reach for lan-
guages that do not possess sufficient manpower to create a work-intensive rbmt
system, but for which sufficient resources (i.e. bitexts) exist (which for instance
is the case for most of the official languages of the European Union).
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In terms of translation quality it can be stated that rbmt and smt are similarly
error-prone, but have some principal differences regarding the error types. Thus,
one can easily observe that rbmt systems produce better sentences in terms of
word order, syntax and coherence, but smt systems produce better translations
in terms of word choice, disambiguation, etc. Multi-word expressions or proverbs
may also be translated without the effort of enumerating them beforehand (but
only if they are present in sufficient number in the corpora to be identified sta-
tistically). Hence, one can state the basic philosophy of smt as “bigger corpora
means better results”.
However, the disadvantages of smt are closely related to the advantages. Due
to the fact that every translation is produced by opaque calculation processes
over gigantic text quantities, it is nearly impossible to identify the potential
causes of failures. Therefore, manual correction efforts for systematic errors are
laborious and may often result in just adding better examples manually in order
to change the statistical measure of a misinterpretation. Additionally, it is nec-
essary to mention that for certain language pairs immense problems may arise,
especially if they involve a fundamentally different structure in terms of inflec-
tion, word order, use of pronouns, number and kind of temporal forms, etc. For
instance, the translation of German separable verbs often results in a missing
finite verb which is essential to a sentence’s meaning. According to this, it be-
comes evident that the best translations are obtained when the smt is created,
trained and used for a special domain. The simple philosophy of smt mentioned
above also includes a disadvantage: If bigger corpora mean better results, this
means that a corpus can be too small but never big enough.
3.2.4 Parallel, comparable and low-resource corpora
Another access point to improve smt are the requirements of language data for
training and translation purposes. As described above, the first approaches ob-
ligated the use of large parallel corpora, i.e. corpora in which every sentence is
aligned to a translated version of itself – for every language pair. Nevertheless,
large parallel corpora exist for many language pairs, the corpora generally con-
sist of parliamentary proceedings and their professional translations or a similar
text type, e.g. from the European Parliament or the already mentioned Cana-
dian Hansard Corpus. Therefore, the use of political and economic terminology
is highly overrepresented compared to corpora with standard language.
The creation of parallel corpora for other language domains constitutes a com-
plex and laborious task even for languages with many speakers, but it is, as a
third shortcoming, very hard to manage for lesser-resourced languages where
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the corpus not only needs to be compiled or translated, but simply written in first
place. Due to this, a new approach is working with so-called comparable corpora,
i.e. corpora that are not parallel but related to each other, such as Wikipedia ar-
ticles. Changes in the processing of the translation model in another approach
resulted in the use of largermonolingual corpora and smaller parallel ones. Bridg-
ing through similar, but better-resourced languages, e.g. in the case of using Span-
ish as a bridge to translate English to Catalan, is also a way to deal with this.
3.3 Hybrid systems
Hybrid approaches try to combine the advantages of several systems. This is es-
pecially the case for smt:There are numerous articles describing the combination
of smt with syntactic preprocessing, semantic disambiguation or similar appli-
cations. Often the combination of approaches broadens the scope of research
possibilities for unfavorable language pairs, sometimes due to strong divergence
in terms of inflection and word order, or due to the fact that one or both of the
languages in question are lesser-resourced ones. But although there has been
quite a lot of effort in this research direction and most of the approaches have
indeed improved the translation quality (at least a bit), there does not seem to be
a breakthrough in sight.
3.4 Perspectives
mt research has experienced some highs and lows in its history. Although a
fahqt is no longer the single goal of mt, the last years have been characterized
by increasing mt research funding and diversification of the topics of interest.
This may be due to the fact that freely available state of the art mt systems, e.g.
by Google or Microsoft, have demonstrated the high usability of mt, even though
the systems are not perfect.
The combination of approaches to creating hybrid systems, e.g. the use of lin-
guistic information and statistical data, has become one of the most researched
fields in mt over the last decade. The integration of syntax into phrase-based
smt systems has reanimated the search for the right kind of linguistic data (e.g.
multi-word expressions, linguistically motivated phrases, etc.) to be integrated
as well as the kind of preprocessing that is needed for it (syntax trees, support of
variables, etc.). This way, the type and state of resources are rated more appropri-
ately than in the beginning of smt research.This is also relevant in the context of
domain adaption, i.e. the identification of data that are necessary to represent a
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closed domain and the expansion to new fields as it turns out that the automatic
translation of specialized domains is more reliable.
Recently there has been a shift from the “traditional” language pairs in mt,
namely English, Russian, German, French, Spanish and in the last years also Chi-
nese and Japanese, to lesser-resourced ones. Especially the expansion of the Eu-
ropean Union has been a starting point for growing research in this area as there
are speakers of 23 languages that demand participation at every level and in their
mother tongue for a growing amount of texts and offers such as ecommerce. The
automatic translation between language pairs that do not include English also
reinforces attempts to deal with complex problems of morphology.
Another topic of still growing interest is the automatic evaluation of transla-
tions – either with the focus on metrics that underline the currently standard
metric bleu (e.g. by using syntax information) or with the focus on reusing good
translations as additional training data.
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The META-NET strategic research
agenda for language technology in
Europe: An extended summary
Georg Rehm
DFKI GmbH
Recognising Europe’s exceptional demand and opportunities for multilingual lan-
guage technologies, 60 leading research centres in 34 European countries joined
forces in meta-net, a European Network of Excellence. meta-net has developed a
Strategic Research Agenda (sra) for multilingual Europe – the complex planning
and discussion process took more than two years to complete. While the complete
sra has been published elsewhere (Rehm&Uszkoreit 2013), this heavily condensed
version provides an extended summary as an alternative mode of access and to en-
able interested parties to familiarise themselves with its key concepts in an efficient
way.
1 Introduction
Themultilingual setup of our European society imposes grand societal challenges
on political, economic and social integration and inclusion, especially in the cre-
ation of the single digital market and unified information space targeted by the
Digital Agenda (European Commission 2010). Asmany as 21 European languages
are at risk of digital extinction (Rehm & Uszkoreit 2012). They could become vic-
tims of the digital age as they are under-represented online and under-resourced
with respect to language technologies. Huge market opportunities remain un-
tapped because of language barriers. If no action is taken, many European cit-
izens will find that speaking their mother tongue leaves them at a social and
economic disadvantage.
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Language technology is themissing piece of the puzzle that will bring us closer
to a single digital market. It is the key enabler and solution to boosting future
growth in Europe and strengthening our competitiveness. The key question is:
Will Europe wholeheartedly decide to participate in this fast growing market?
Although we use computers to write, phones to chat and the web to search for
knowledge, Information Technology (it) does not yet have access to themeaning,
purpose and sentiment behind our trillions of written and spoken words. Tech-
nology will bridge the rift separating it and the human mind using sophisticated
technologies for language understanding. Today’s computers cannot understand
texts and questions well enough to provide translations, summaries or reliable
answers, but in less than ten years such services will be offered for many lan-
guages. Technological mastery of human language will enable a host of innova-
tive it products and services in commerce, administration, government, educa-
tion, health care, entertainment, tourism and other sectors.
Recognising Europe’s exceptional demand and opportunities, 60 leading re-
search centres in 34 European countries joined forces in meta-net (http://www.
meta-net.eu), a European Network of Excellence dedicated to the technologi-
cal foundations of a multilingual, inclusive, innovative and reflective European
society and partially supported through several projects funded by the Euro-
pean Commission (ec). meta-net assembled the Multilingual Europe Technol-
ogy Alliance (meta) with more than 700 organisations and experts representing
multiple stakeholders. In addition, meta-net signed collaboration agreements
and memoranda of understanding (see meta-net 2013) with more than 40 other
projects and initiatives in the field such as clarin (Common Language Resources
and Technology Infrastructure, http://www.clarin.eu) and FLaReNet (Fostering
Language Resources Network, http://www.flarenet.eu).
Working together with numerous organisations and experts from a variety
of fields, meta-net has developed a Strategic Research Agenda (SRA, Rehm &
Uszkoreit 2013). Our recommendations forMultilingual Europe 2020, as specified
in the sra, are based on a thorough planning process involving more than one
thousand experts.
We predict, in line with many other forecasts, that the next generation of it
will be able to handle human language, knowledge and emotion in competent
and meaningful ways. These new competencies will enable an endless stream
of novel services that will improve communication and understanding. Many
serviceswill help people learn about and understand things such asworld history,
technology, nature and the economy. Others will help us to better understand
each other across language and knowledge boundaries.Theywill also drivemany
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other services including programmes for commerce, localisation, and personal
assistance.
Our ultimate goal is monolingual, crosslingual and multilingual technology
support for all languages spoken by a significant population in Europe. To achieve
this, we recommend focusing on three priority research topics connected to in-
novative application scenarios that will provide European research and develop-
ment (r&d) in this field with the ability to compete with other markets and subse-
quently achieve benefits for European society and citizens as well as an array of
opportunities for our economy and future growth. We are confident that upcom-
ing eu funding programmes, specifically Horizon 2020 (European Commission
2012b) and Connecting Europe Facility (European Commission 2011a), combined
with national and regional funding, can provide the necessary resources for ac-
complishing our joint vision.
A recent policy brief (Veugelers 2012) proposes that Europe specialises in new
ict (Information and Communications Technology) sectors as a means for post-
crisis recovery. The European problem lies less in the generation of new ideas
than in their successful commercialisation. The study identifies major obstacles:
the lack of a single digital market, and the absence of ict clusters and power-
ful platform providers. It suggests that the eu policy framework could overcome
these barriers and leverage the growth potential of new ict markets by extend-
ing research and infrastructure funding to pre-commercial projects, in particu-
lar those involving the creation of ict clusters and platforms. This is exactly the
goal we are trying to achieve. Our recommendations envisage five lines of action
for large-scale research and innovation. First, there are three priority research
themes: Translingual Cloud, Social Intelligence and e-Participation and Socially
Aware Interactive Assistants. The other two themes focus upon Core Technologies
and Resources for Europe’s Languages and a European Service platform for Lan-
guage technologies.
The objective of the priority research themes is to turn our joint vision into
reality and allow Europe to benefit from a technological revolution that will over-
come barriers of understanding between people of different languages, people
and technology, and people and the digitised knowledge of mankind.
2 Multilingual Europe: Facts and opportunities
During the last 60 years, Europe has become a distinct political and economic
structure. Culturally and linguistically it is rich and diverse. However, every-
day communication between Europe’s citizens, enterprises and politicians is in-
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evitably confronted with language barriers. They are an invisible and increas-
ingly problematic threat to economic growth (Economist 2012). The eu’s insti-
tutions spend about one billion Euros per year on translation and interpretation
to maintain their policy of multilingualism (European Commission 2012c) and
the overall European market for translation, interpretation, software localisation
and website globalisation was estimated at 5.7 billion Euros in 2008.
The only – unacceptable and rather un-European – alternative to a multilin-
gual Europe would be to allow a single language to take a predominant position
and replace all other languages in transnational communication. Another way
to overcome language barriers is to learn foreign languages. Given the 23 offi-
cial eu languages plus 60 or more other languages spoken in Europe (European
Commission 2012a), language learning alone cannot solve the problem. Without
technological support, our linguistic diversity will be an insurmountable obsta-
cle for the entire continent. Only about half of the 500 million people who live
in the eu speak English. There is no such thing as a lingua franca shared by the
vast majority of the population.
Less than 10% of the eu’s population arewilling or able to use online services in
English, which is whymultilingual technologies are badly needed to support and
to move the eu online market from more than 20 language-specific sub-markets
to one unified single digital market with more than 500 million users and con-
sumers. The current situation with “many fragmented markets” is considered
one of the main obstacles that seriously undermine Europe’s efforts to exploit
ict fully (European Commission 2010).
Language technology is a key enabler for sustainable, cost-effective and so-
cially beneficial solutions to overcome language barriers. It will offer European
stakeholders tremendous advantages, not only within the European market, but
also in trade relations with non-European countries, especially emerging econo-
mies.
In the late 1970s the eu realised the relevance of language technology as a
driver of European unity and began funding its first research projects, such as
eurotra. After a longer period of sparse funding (Joscelyne & Lockwood 2003;
Lazzari 2006), the European Commission set up a department dedicated to lan-
guage technology and machine translation a few years ago. Selective funding
efforts have led to a number of valuable results. For example, the ec’s translation
services now use Moses, which has been mainly developed in European research
projects. However, these never led to a concerted European effort through which
the eu and its member states systematically pursue the common goal of provid-
ing technology support for all European languages.
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Europe now has a well-developed research base. Through initiatives such as
clarin and meta-net the community is well connected and engaged in a long
term agenda that aims gradually to strengthen language technology’s role. What
is missing in Europe is awareness, political determination and political will that
would take us to a leading position in this technology area through a concerted
funding effort. This major dedicated push needs to include the political determi-
nation to modify and to adopt a shared, eu-wide language policy that foresees
an important role for language technologies.
Europe’s more than 80 languages are one of its richest and most important
cultural assets, and a vital part of its unique social model (European Commission
2008; 2012a). While languages such as English and Spanish are likely to thrive
in the emerging digital marketplace, many European languages could become
marginal in a networked society. This would weaken Europe’s global standing
and run counter to the goal of ensuring equal participation for every European
citizen regardless of language. A recent unesco report on multilingualism states
that languages are an essential medium for the enjoyment of fundamental rights,
such as political expression, education and participation in society (unesco 2007;
2008; 2011b; Vannini & Crosnier 2012).
Many Europeans find it difficult to interact with online services and participate
in the digital economy. According to a recent study, only 57% of internet users
in Europe purchase goods and services in languages that are not their native lan-
guage. Fifty-five percent of users read content in a foreign language while only
35% use another language to write e-mails or post comments on the web (Euro-
pean Commission 2011c). A few years ago, English might have been the lingua
franca of the web but the situation has now drastically changed. The amount of
online content in other European as well as Asian and Middle Eastern languages
has exploded (Ford & Batson 2011). Already today, more than 55% of web-based
content is not in English.
The European market for translation, interpretation and localisation was es-
timated to be 5.7 billion Euros in 2008. The subtitling and dubbing sector was
at 633 million Euros, while language teaching at 1.6 billion Euros. The overall
value of the European language industry was estimated at 8.4 billion Euros and
expected to grow by 10% per year, i. e., resulting in ca. 16.5 billion Euros in 2015
(European Commission 2009b; 2011b). Yet, this existing capacity is not enough
to satisfy current and future needs, e. g., with regard to translation (DePalma &
Kelly 2009). Already today, Google Translate translates the same volume per day
that all human translators on the planet translate in one year (Och 2012).
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Despite recent improvements, the quality, usability and integration ofmachine
translation into other online services is far from what is needed. If we rely on ex-
isting technologies, automated translation and the ability to process a variety of
content in a variety of languages will be impossible.The same applies to informa-
tion services, document services, media industries, digital archives and language
teaching. The most compelling solution for ensuring the breadth and depth of
language usage in tomorrow’s Europe is to use appropriate technology. Still, the
quality and usability of current technologies is far from what is needed. Espe-
cially the smaller European languages suffer severely from under-representation
in the digital realm.
Drawing on the insights gained so far, today’s hybrid language technology
mixing deep processing with statistical methods could be able to bridge the gap
between all European languages and beyond. In the end, high-quality language
technology will be a must for all of Europe’s languages for supporting the polit-
ical and economic unity through cultural diversity. The three priority research
themes are mainly aimed at Horizon 2020 (European Commission 2012b). The
more infrastructural aspects, platform design and implementation and concrete
language technology services are aimed at cef (European Commission 2011a). An
integral component of our strategic plans are the member states and associated
countries: it is of utmost importance to set up, under the umbrella of the sra, a
coordinated initiative both on the national (member states, regions, associated
countries) and international level (ec/eu), including research centres as well as
small, medium and large enterprises whowork on or with language technologies.
3 How can language technology help?
We believe that Language Technology made in Europe for Europe will significantly
contribute to future European cross-border and cross-language communication,
economic growth and social stability while establishing for Europe a worldwide,
leading position in technology innovation, securing Europe’s future as a world-
wide trader and exporter of goods, services and information. There are many
societal changes and challenges as well as economic and technological trends
that confirm the urgent need to include sophisticated language technology in
our European ict infrastructure. Among these changes and challenges are lan-
guage barriers (European Commission 2009a), an ageing population, people with
disabilities, immigration and integration, personal information services and cus-
tomer care, operation and cooperation on a global scale, preservation of cul-
tural heritage, linguistic diversity (wsis 2003; unesco 2011a), social media and
e-participation as well as market awareness and customer acceptance.
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Multilingualism has become the global norm rather than the exception (Van-
nini & Crosnier 2012). Future applications that embed information and commu-
nication technology require sophisticated language technologies. Fully speech-
enabled autonomous robots could help in disaster areas by rescuing travellers
trapped in vehicles or by giving first aid. Language technology can significantly
contribute towards improving social inclusion and can help us provide answers
to urgent social challenges while creating genuine business opportunities. Lan-
guage technology can now automate the very processes of translation, content
production, and knowledge management for all European languages. It can also
empower intuitive language/speech-based interfaces for household electronics,
machinery, vehicles, computers and robots.
4 Language technology 2012: Current state
Answering the question on the current state of a whole r&d field is both diffi-
cult and complex. For language technology, even though partial answers exist in
terms of business figures, scientific challenges and results from educational stud-
ies, nobody has collected these indicators and provided comparable reports for
a substantial number of European languages yet. In order to arrive at a compre-
hensive answer, meta-net prepared theWhite Paper Series “Europe’s Languages
in the Digital Age” (Rehm & Uszkoreit 2012) that describes the current state of
language technology support for 30 European languages (including all 23 official
eu languages).This immense undertaking has been in preparation since mid 2010
and was published in the Summer of 2012. More than 200 experts participated to
the 30 volumes as co-authors and contributors.
The differences in technology support between the various languages and ar-
eas are dramatic and alarming. In all of the four areas we examined (machine
translation, speech processing, text analytics, language resources), English is
ahead of the other languages but even support for English is far from being per-
fect. While there are good quality software and resources available for a few
larger languages and application areas, others, usually smaller or very small lan-
guages, have substantial gaps. Many languages lack even basic technologies for
text analytics and essential language resources. Others have basic resources but
the implementation of semantic methods is still far away. Currently no language,
not even English, has the technological support it deserves. Also, the number of
badly supported and under-resourced languages is unacceptable if we do not
want to give up the principles of solidarity and subsidiarity in Europe.
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Themeta-netWhite Paper Series is fully available online at http://www.meta-
net.eu/whitepapers. On this website we also present the press release “At least
21 European Languages in Danger of Digital Extinction” which was circulated
on the occasion of the European Day of Languages 2012 (Sept. 26), and also its
impact around the world. The echo generated by our press release shows that
Europe is very passionate and concerned about its languages and that it is also
very interested in the idea of establishing a solid language technology base for
overcoming language barriers.
5 Language technology 2020: The meta-net technology
vision
We believe that in the next it revolution computers will master our languages.
Just as they already understand measurements and formats for dates and times,
the operating systems of tomorrow will know human languages. They may not
reach the linguistic performance of educated people and they will not yet know
enough about the world to understand everything, but they will be much more
useful than they are today and will further enhance our work and life.
The broad area of communication among people will see a dramatically in-
creased use of sophisticated language technology (lt). By the year 2020, with
sufficient research effort on high-quality automatic translation and robust accu-
rate speech recognition, reliable dialogue translation for face-to-face conversa-
tion and telecommunication will be possible for at least hundreds of languages,
across multiple subject fields and text types, both spoken and written. Author-
ing software will check for appropriate style according to genre and purpose and
help evaluate comprehensibility. It will flag potential errors, suggest corrections,
and use authoring memories to suggest completions of started sentences or even
whole paragraphs. By 2020 tele-meetings will be the norm for professional meet-
ings. lt will be able to record, transcribe, and summarise them. Brainstorming
will be facilitated by semantic lookup and structured display of relevant data,
proposals, pictures, and maps. Business email will be embedded in semantic pro-
cess models to automate standardised communication. Even before 2020, email
communication will be semantically analysed, checked for sentiment indicators,
and summarised in reports. Semantic integration into work processes, thread-
ing, and response management will be applied across channels, as will machine
translation and analytics.
Human language will become the primary medium for communication be-
tween people and technology. The voice-control interfaces we see today for
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smartphones and search engines are just the modest start of overcoming the com-
munication barrier between humankind and the non-human part of the world.
Only a few years ago the idea of talking to a car to access key functions would
have seemed absurd, yet it is now commonplace. Recently the concept of a per-
sonal digital assistant has increased in popularity. We will soon see much more
sophisticated virtual personalities with expressive voices, faces, and gestures.
They will become an interface to any information provided online.Themetaphor
of a personal assistant is powerful and extremely useful, since such an assistant
can be made sensitive to the user’s preferences, habits, moods, and goals. By the
year 2020 we could have a highly personalised, socially aware and interactive vir-
tual assistant. Having been trained on the user’s behaviour and communication
space, it will proactively offer advice and it will be able to speak in the language
and dialect of the user but also digest information in other natural and artificial
languages and formats. The assistant will translate or interpret without the user
even needing to request it. By 2020 there will be a competitive landscape of intel-
ligent interfaces to all kinds of objects and services employing human language
and other modes for effective communication.
In the context of the Semantic Web, Linked Open Data and the general seman-
tification of the web as well as knowledge acquisition and ontology population,
lt can perform many tasks in the processing of knowledge and informa-
tion. It can sort, categorise, catalogue, and filter content and it can deliver the
data for data mining in texts. lt can connect web documents with meaningful hy-
perlinks and it can produce summaries of larger text collections. Opinion mining
and sentiment analysis can find out what people think about products, person-
alities, or problems and analyse their feelings about such topics. In the next few
years we will see considerable advances for all these techniques. For large parts
of research and application development, language processing and knowledge
processing will merge. The predicted and planned use of language and knowl-
edge technologies for social intelligence applications will involve text and speech
analytics, translation, summarisation, opinion mining, sentiment analysis, and
several other technologies. In 2020, lt will enable forms of knowledge evolu-
tion, transmission and exploitation that speed up scientific, social, and cultural
development. The effects for other knowledge-intensive application areas such
as business intelligence, scientific knowledge discovery, and multimedia produc-
tion will be immense.
The wide range of novel or improved applications in our shared vision repre-
sents only a fragment of the countless opportunities for lt to change our work
and everyday life. Language-proficient technology will enable or enhance appli-
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cationswherever language is present. It will change the production,management,
and use of patents, legal contracts, medical reports, recipes, technical descrip-
tions, and scientific texts, and it will permit many new voice applications such
as automatic services for the submission of complaints and suggestions, for ac-
cepting orders, and for counselling in customer-care, e-government, education,
community services, etc.
6 Language technology 2020: The meta-net priority
research themes
In ten years or less, basic language proficiency is going to be an integral com-
ponent of any advanced it. It will be available to any user interface, service
and application. Additional language skills for semantic search, knowledge dis-
covery, human-technology communication, text analytics, language checking,
e-learning, translation and other applications will employ and extend the basic
proficiency. The shared basic language competence will ensure consistency and
interoperability among services. Many adaptations and extensions will be de-
rived and improved through sample data and interaction with people by power-
ful machine learning techniques.
In the envisaged big push toward realising this vision by massive research and
innovation, the technology community is faced with three enormous challenges:
Richness and diversity. A serious challenge is the sheer number of languages,
some closely related, others distantly apart. Within a language, technology
has to deal with dialects, sociolects, registers, jargons, genres and slangs.
Depth and meaning. Understanding language is a complex process. Human lan-
guage is not only the key to knowledge and thought, it also cannot be in-
terpreted without shared knowledge and active inference. Computational
language proficiency needs semantic technologies.
Multimodality and grounding. Human language is embedded in our daily activi-
ties. It is combined with other modes and media of communication. It is
affected by beliefs, desires, intentions and emotions and it affects all of
these. Successful interactive language technology requires models of em-
bodied and adaptive human interaction with people, technology and other
parts of the world.
It is fortunate for research and economy that the only way to effectively tackle
the three challenges involves submitting the evolving technology continuously
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to the growing demands and practical stress tests of real world applications. Only
a continuous stream of technological innovation can provide the economic pull
forces and the evolutionary environments for the realisation of the grand vision.
We propose five major action lines of research and innovation:
• Three Priority Research Themes along with application scenarios to drive
research and innovation. These will demonstrate novel technologies in
show-case solutions with high economic and societal impact. They will
open up numerous new business opportunities for European language-
technology and -service providers.
1. Translingual Cloud: generic and specialised federated cloud services for
instantaneous reliable spoken and written translation among all Eu-
ropean and major non-European languages.
2. Social Intelligence and e-Participation: understanding and dialogue
within and across communities of citizens, customers, clients and
consumers to enable e-participation and more effective processes
for preparing, selecting and evaluating collective decisions.
3. Socially Aware Interactive Assistants that learn and adapt and that pro-
vide proactive and interactive support tailored to specific situations,
locations and goals of the user through verbal and non-verbal multi-
modal communication.
• The other two themes focus upon base technologies and a service platform:
4. Core technologies and resources for Europe’s languages: a steadily
evolving system of shared, collectively maintained interoperable
core technologies and resources for the languages of Europe and
selected other languages. These will ensure that our languages will
be sufficiently supported and represented in the next generations of
it.
5. A European service platform for language technologies for supporting re-
search and innovation by testing and showcasing research results,
integrating various services, even including professional human ser-
vices, will allow small to medium enterprise (sme) providers to offer
component and end-user services, and share and utilise tools, com-
ponents and data resources.
These priority themes have been designed with the aim of turning our vi-
sion into reality and to letting Europe benefit from a technological revolution
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that will overcome barriers of understanding between people of different lan-
guages, between people and technology and between people and the knowledge
of mankind. The themes connect societal needs with lt applications.
6.1 Priority theme 1: Translingual cloud
The goal is a multilingual European society, in which all citizens can use any ser-
vice, access all knowledge, enjoy all media and control any technology in their
mother tongues. This will be a world in which written and spoken communica-
tion is not hindered anymore by language barriers and in which even specialised
high-quality translation will be affordable. The citizen, the professional, the or-
ganisation, or the software application in need of cross-lingual communication
will use a single access point for channelling text or speech through a gateway
that will instantly return the translations into the requested languages in the re-
quired quality and desired format. Behind this access point will be a network
of generic and special-purpose services combining automatic translation or in-
terpretation, language checking, post-editing, as well as human creativity and
quality assurance.
Priority Research Theme 1: Translingual Cloud
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Figure 1: Priority Research Theme 1: Translingual Cloud
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One key component of this service (see Figure 1) is a use and provision plat-
form for providers of computer-supported top-quality human translation, multi-
lingual text authoring and quality assurance by experts. Other important compo-
nents are trusted service centres as certified service providers fulfilling highest
standards for privacy, confidentiality and security of source data and translations
and quality upscale models embedded into services permitting instant quality up-
grades if the results of the requested service levels do not yet fulfil the quality
requirements.
6.2 Priority theme 2: Social Intelligence and e-Participation
The central goal behind the second theme is to use information technology and
the digital content of the web for improving effectiveness and efficiency of deci-
sion-making in business and society (see Figure 2). Social intelligence builds on
improved text analyticsmethodologies but goes far beyond the analysis. One goal
is the analysis of large volumes of social media, comments, blogs, forum postings
etc. of citizens, customers, consumers and other stakeholder communities. Part
of the analysis is directed to the status, opinions and acceptance associated with
the individual information units. As the formation of collective opinions and
attitudes is highly dynamic, new developments need to be detected and trends
analysed. As emotions play an important part in individual actions such as voting,
buying, supporting, donating and in collective opinion formation, the analysis of
sentiment is a crucial component of social intelligence.
Social intelligence can also support collective deliberation processes. Today
any collective discussion processes involving large numbers of participants are
bound to become intransparent and incomprehensible rather fast. By recording,
grouping, aggregating and counting opinion statements, pros and cons, support-
ing evidence, sentiments and new questions and issues, the discussion can be
summarised and focussed. Decision processes can be structured, monitored, doc-
umented and visualised, so that joining, following and benefitting from them
becomes much easier. The efficiency and impact of such processes can thus be
greatly enhanced.
A key enabler will be technologies that can map large, heterogeneous, and, to
a large extent, unstructured volumes of online content to actionable representa-
tions that support decision making and analytics tasks. Suchmappings can range
from the relatively shallow to the relatively deep, encompassing coarse-grained
topic classification at the document or paragraph level or the identification of
named entities, as well as in-depth syntactic, semantic and rhetorical analysis
at the level of individual sentences and beyond or the resolution of co-reference
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Priority Research Theme 2: Social Intelligence and e-Participation
From shallow to deep, 
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Figure 2: Priority Research Theme 2: Social Intelligence and e-
Participation
or modality cues within and across sentences. Technologies such as, e. g., infor-
mation extraction, data mining, automatic linking and summarisation have to
be made interoperable with knowledge representation and semantic web meth-
ods. Drawing expertise from related areas such as knowledge management, in-
formation sciences, or social sciences is a prerequisite to meet the challenge of
modelling social intelligence (Généreux & Hamon 2012).
6.3 Priority theme 3: Socially aware interactive assistants
Socially aware interactive assistants are conversational agents (see Figure 3).
Their socially-aware behaviour is a result of combining analysis methods for
speech, non-verbal and semantic signals. They support people interacting with
their environment, including human-computer, human-agent/robot, and compu-
ter-mediated human-human interaction. The assistants must be able to act in
various environments, both indoor, outdoor and virtual environments, and also
be able to communicate, exchange information and understand other agents’ in-
tentions. They must be able to adapt to the user’s needs and environment and
have the capacity to learn incrementally from all interactions and other sources
of information.
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The ideal socially aware multilingual assistant can interact naturally with hu-
mans in any language and modality. It can adapt and be personalised to indi-
vidual communication abilities, including special needs (for the visual, hearing,
or motor impaired), affections, or language proficiencies. It can recognise and
generate speech incrementally and fluently. It is able to assess its performance
and recover from errors. It can learn, personalise itself and forget. It can assist in
language training and education, and provide synthetic multimedia information
analytics.
Priority Research Theme 3: Socially-Aware Interactive Assistants
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Figure 3: Priority Research Theme 3: Socially Aware Interactive Assis-
tants
In addition to significantly improving core speech and language technologies,
the development of socially aware interactive assistants requires several research
breakthroughs.With regard to speech recognition, accuracy and robustness have
to be improved. Methods for self-assessment, self-adaptation, personalisation,
error-recovery, learning and forgetting information, and also for moving from
recognition to understanding have to be developed. Concerning speech synthe-
sis, voices have to be made more natural and expressive, control parameters have
to be included for linguistic meaning, speaking style, emotion, etc.They also have
to be equipped with methods for incremental conversational speech, including
filled pauses and hesitations.
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6.4 Theme 4: Core language resources and technologies
The three priority research themes share a large and heterogeneous group of
core technologies for language analysis and production that provide develop-
ment support through basic modules and datasets (see Figure 5). To this group
belong tools and technologies such as, among others, tokenisers, part-of-speech
taggers, parsers, tools for building language models, information retrieval tools,
machine learning toolkits, speech recognition and speech synthesis engines, and
integrated architectures.Many of these tools depend on specific datasets (i. e., lan-
guage resources), for example, very large collections of linguistically annotated
documents (monolingual or multilingual, aligned corpora), treebanks, grammars,
lexicons, terminologies, dictionaries, ontologies and language models. Both tools
and resources can be rather general or highly task- or domain-specific, tools
can be language-independent, while datasets are, by definition, language-specific.
There are also several types of resources, such as corpora for machine translation
or spoken dialogue corpora specific to one or more of the priority themes.
A key component of this research agenda is to collect, develop and make avail-
able core technologies and resources through a shared infrastructure so that the
research and technology development carried out in all themes can make use of
them. Over time, this approach will improve the core technologies, as the specific
research will have certain requirements on the software, extending their feature
sets, performance, accuracy, etc. through dynamic push-pull effects. Conceptual-
ising these technologies as a set of shared core technologies will have positive ef-
fects on their sustainability and interoperability. Also, many European languages
other than English are heavily under-resourced (Rehm & Uszkoreit 2012).
The European academic and industrial technology community is fully aware
of the need for sharing resources such as language data, language descriptions,
tools and core technology components as a basis for the successful development
and implementation of the priority themes. Initiatives such as FLaReNet (Cal-
zolari et al. 2011) and clarin have prepared the ground for a culture of shar-
ing, meta-net’s open resource exchange infrastructure, meta-share, is provid-
ing the technological platform as well as legal and organisational schemes (see
http://www.meta-share.eu). All language resources and basic technologies will
be created under the core technologies umbrella.
6.5 Theme 5: A European service platform for language technologies
We recommend the design and implementation of an ambitious large-scale plat-
form as a central motor for research and innovation in the next phase of it evo-
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lution and as a ubiquitous resource for the multilingual European society. The
platform will be used for testing, showcasing, proof-of-concept demonstration,
avant-garde adoption, experimental and operational service composition, and
fast and economical service delivery to enterprises and end-users (see Figure 4).
The creation of a cloud platform for a wide range of services dealing with hu-
man language, knowledge and emotion will not only benefit the individual and
corporate users of these technologies but also the providers. Large-scale ict in-
frastructures and innovation clusters such as this one are foreseen in the Digital
Agenda for Europe (European Commission 2010: 24).
A top layer consists of language processing such as text filters, tokenisation,
spell, grammar and style checking, hyphenation, lemmatising and parsing. At a
deeper level, services will be offered that realise some degree and form of lan-
guage understanding including entity and event extraction, opinion mining
and translation. Both basic language processing and understanding will be used
by services that support human communication or realise human-machine in-
teraction. Part of this layer are question answering and dialogue systems as well
as email response applications. Another component will bring in services for
processing and storing knowledge gained by and used for understanding and
communication. This part will include repositories of linked data and ontologies.
These in turn permit a certain range of rational capabilities often attributed to
a notion of intelligence. The goal is not to model the entire human intelligence
but rather to realise selected forms of inference that are needed for utilising
and extending knowledge, for understanding and for successful communication.
These forms of inference permit better decision support, pro-active planning and
autonomous adaptation. A final part of services will be dedicated to human emo-
tion. Since people are largely guided by their emotions and strongly affected by
the emotions of others, truly user-centred it need facilities for detecting and in-
terpreting emotion and even for expressing emotional states in communication.
All three priority areas will be able to contribute to and at the same time draw
immense benefits from this platform.There are strong reasons for aiming at a sin-
gle service platform for the three areas and for the different types of technologies.
They share many basic components and they need to be combined for many valu-
able applications, including the selected showcase solutions of the three areas.
6.6 Languages to be supported
The sra has a much broader scope in terms of languages to be supported than
our study “Europe’s Languages in the Digital Age” (Rehm & Uszkoreit 2012). The
set of languages to be reflected with technologies include not only the 23 official
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Figure 4: European Service Platform for Language Technologies
languages of the eu but also recognised and unrecognised regional languages and
the languages of associated countries or non-member states. Equally important
are the minority and immigrant languages that are in active use by a significant
population in Europe (for Germany, these are, among others, Turkish and Rus-
sian; for the uk, these include Bengali, Urdu/Hindi and Punjabi). An important
set of languages outside our continent are those of important political and trade
partners such as Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Russian, andThai. meta-net already
has good working relationships with several of the respective official bodies, es-
pecially efnil (European Federation of National Institutions for Language), npld
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(Network to Promote Linguistic Diversity), and also the Maaya World Network
for Linguistic Diversity. The concrete composition of languages to be supported
by this agenda’s research programme up until the year 2020 and beyond depends
on the composition of participating countries and regions and also on the specific
nature of the funding instruments used and combined for realising the ambituous
plan.
6.7 Structure and principles of research organisation
The three proposed priority research themes overlap in technologies and chal-
lenges. The overlap reflects the coherence and maturation of the field. At the
same time, the resulting division of labour and sharing of resources and results
is a precondition for the realisation of this highly ambitious programme. The
themes need to benefit from progress in core technologies of language analy-
sis and production such as morphological, syntactic and semantic parsing and
generation. But each of the three areas will concentrate on one central area of
language technology: the Translingual Cloud will focus on cross-lingual tech-
nologies such as translation and interpretation; the Social Intelligence strand
will take care of knowledge discovery, text analytics and related technologies;
the research dedicated to Interactive Assistants will take on technologies such
as speech and multimodal interfaces (see Figure 5).




The final model for the organisation of collaboration will have to be guided by
a thoughtful combination of the following basic approaches. The collaboration
will be interdisciplinary, flexible, evolutionary and analytical. It will be staged in
two major phases (2015–2017, 2018–2020). We will make heavy use of improving
systems by bootstrapping earlier systems and prototypes and by collaborating
very closely with relevant areas of service and technology industries.
7 Towards a shared European programme
In the Strategic ResearchAgendameta-net recommends setting up a large,multi-
year programme on language technologies to build the technological foundations
for a truly multilingual Europe. The research strands and associated sets of ap-
plications we suggest to build in the next ten years are of utmost importance for
Europe. Through these technologies we will be able to overcome language barri-
ers in spoken and written communication, we will be able to carry out country-
and language-border-crossing debates and we will enable new forms and means
of communication. We are confident that the impact of our technologies will be
so immense that they will be able to help establishing a sense of a European iden-
tity in the majority of European citizens. The research plan described in the sra
will generate a countless number of opportunities, it will significantly partici-
pate to Europe’s future growth and will secure Europe’s position in many global
markets.
Due to the scope and duration of the suggested action, our preferred option is
to set up a shared programme between the European Commission and the Mem-
ber States as well as Associated Countries. First steps along those lines have been
taken at meta-net’s meta-forum 2012 conference in Brussels, Belgium, on June
21, 2012, when representatives of several European funding agencies (Bulgaria,
Czech Republic, France, Hungary, The Netherlands, Slovenia) who participated
in a panel discussion on this topic unanimously expressed the urgent need for
setting up such a shared programme (meta-net 2012a).
The programme will include a carefully planned governance structure. Here,
first steps have been taken as well: meta-net has an Executive Board with cur-
rently 12 members, the operations of the network and its bodies are specified
in its Statutes (meta-net 2012b). Furthermore, a legal person for meta-net was
established. This legal person, meta-trust aisbl, is an international non-profit
organisation under Belgian law (meta-net 2012c). These proven and established
structures can be used as starting points for the governance structure of a future
programme.
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Metadata for the multilingual web
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We describe the Internationalization Tag Set (ITS) 2.0, an upcoming standard to
foster the development of the multilingual Web. its 2.0 provides metadata to inte-
grate workflows for content production, localization and language technology.The
technical goal is to achieve better results in content creation and other language-
related processes; the goal in terms of community building is to raise awareness of
needs in multilingual workflows.This aim is also supported by providing re-usable
software components for various use cases.1
1 Introduction
Content in languages other than English is growing on the Web. But so far a lot
of content resides in “language silos”. A study by Ford & Batson (2011) reveals
that Web pages rarely have links to other languages even of neighbouring coun-
tries. Also, the links to English web pages are rather few. This demonstrates that
English has not developed into the “lingua franca” of the Web. This has a huge
economic impact. A Flash Eurobarometer (2011) study indicates for example that
51% of European retailers sell via the Internet, but only 21% support cross-border
transactions.
The situation of language silos is also given on the Semantic Web. Ell et al.
(2011) have analysed human-readable labels in the Semantic Web. Less than 5%
of Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) have a language tag, and less than 1%
contain labels in several languages. One might argue that in the Semantic Web
human readable labels are not needed. But to query the Semantic Web across
1The work described in this paper was funded by the European Commission (project name
MultilingualWeb-LT) through the Seventh Framework Programme (FP7) Grant Agreement No.
287815.
Felix Sasaki. Metadata for the multilingual web. In Georg Rehm, Felix Sasaki, Daniel Stein
& Andreas Witt (eds.), Language technologies for a multilingual Europe: TC3 III, 43–53. Berlin:
Language Science Press. DOI:10.5281/zenodo.1291928
Felix Sasaki
languages, query authors need to work with labels or inter-language links lead-
ing to resources in their own languages; otherwise non-Japanese speakers, for
instance, cannot make use of URIs like http://ja.dbpedia.org/page/講談社 to for-
mulate adequate queries across languages in the Semantic Web.
Translation and creation of cross-language links between (Semantic) Web re-
sources can improve the situation.The challenge here is scalability and cost. Lan-
guage technology like cross-lingual search and machine translation has gained
widespread adoption (e.g. as part of search-engine interfaces). But the transla-
tion quality often is rather poor, especially if “distant” languages like German
and Japanese are processed, or languages with smaller speaker communities are
in scope. As Kornai (2012) discusses, such languages rarely have a lobby on the
Web: they lack basic language resources for creating multilingual applications
and might even face a “digital extinction”.
This paper explores how standardization can help to address challenges faced
by the multilingual Web. The upcoming standard “Internationalization Tag Set
(its) 2.0”2 fills a gap that hinders better quality in translation on the Web: the
availability of metadata to influence multilingual content authoring, translation
and localization workflows, using humans and/or language technology.
2 Background
2.1 The MultilingualWeb community
The standardization of its 2.0 has emerged from the MultilingualWeb project3.
Funded by the European commission and lead by thew3c (WorldWideWeb Con-
sortium), the project started in 2010 with two aims. First, MultilingualWeb brings
together stakeholders who are interested in the multilingual Web: language tech-
nology researchers, localization service providers, Web technology developers
and standardization experts, users from various communities and policy makers
who support various regions and their linguistic diversity.
Second, MultilingualWeb has the aim of detecting gaps that hinder the adop-
tion of the multilingual Web. The focus here is gaps related to standardization.
Since MultilingualWeb is lead by the w3c, which is the main provider of Web
technology standardization building blocks, MultilingualWeb is in a good posi-
tion to discuss standardization related gaps and to help closing these.
2The latest draft of its 2.0 is available at http://www.w3.org/TR/its20/ The predecessor its 1.0
is available at http://www.w3.org/TR/its/
3See http://multilingualweb.eu/ for further information.
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MultilingualWeb is running workshops as the main instrument to achieve its
goals. Since the start of the first underlying eu project, the eu thematic net-
work MultilingualWeb, four workshops have taken place. Due to the success of
the workshops, the MultilingualWeb brand was continued: the successor project
called MultilingualWeb-LT (mlw-lt)4 is supporting the standardization of its
2.0 within w3c and the continuation of the MultilingualWeb workshop series
and its community. The creation of the mlw-lt eu project and the related w3c
group working on its 2.0 was a direct result of community building at Multilin-
gualWeb workshops.
2.2 Metadata for the MultilingualWeb: A simple example
At the MultilingualWeb workshops, the topic of metadata for supporting multi-
lingual content creation and related processes came up frequently. Some meta-
data items like language or character encoding information have been in use for
quite some time and are available in various parts of the Web architecture, e.g.
htmlWeb content or http server settings. One concrete metadata item has been
lacking for a long time: a means to identify pieces of content as non-translatable.
Such translation metadata is useful both for language technology, i.e. machine
translation systems, and human translators. A standardized means to convey the
metadata can ease the creation of high quality localization workflows. The meta-
data is created by content producers in one language, taken up by localization
service providers, and brought to various (human) translators. Here themetadata
helps to create a better translation result.
The predecessor of its 2.0, that is its 1.0, provides a “Translate” metadata
item. Metadata items in its 1.0 and its 2.0 are so-called “data categories”. Dis-
cussion about adding a “translate” attribute implementing the “Translate” meta-
data category in html5 started in 2008; the attribute eventually was added to
the html5 draft in 2012. The MultilingualWeb community helped significantly
to raise awareness about the topic, see e.g. the presentation of Ishida & Kosek
(2011).
2.3 From “Translate” to enhanced metadata
Soon after adding the attribute to html5, two onlinemachine translation services
provided support: Bing Translator and Google Translate. 5 This demonstrated the
usefulness of metadata for multilingual Web content processing.
4See http://www.w3.org/International/multilingualweb/lt/ for further information.




However, the “Translate” data category is only the tip of the iceberg: already
its 1.0 provides further data categories like “Terminology” markers for terms,
“Elements within Text” indicators of nested text flows (e.g. embedded footnotes)
and others.
The scope of its 1.0 is xml content; for its 2.0, the aim is to provide the data
categories also for html5 or other flavours of html. In addition, its 2.0 provides
further data categories that support workflows between Web content authoring
environments, language technology applications and localization tools.
3 Introduction to ITS 2.0
3.1 Basic principles
Both its 1.0 and its 2.0 share the same basic principles. Metadata items, that is the
“data categories”, are defined independently of their usage or “implementation”.
An example is the “Translate” data category. Its purpose is to convey two kinds
of information: a piece of content is translatable or not. The implementation of
“Translate” can happen via a “translate” attribute as in html5. Adding its markup
directly into a document is called the its “local approach”.
In many workflows, data categories are not set by content creators locally for
each piece of information. The metadata is rather introduced by information ar-
chitects working on a document format or project template basis. For this sce-
nario, its provides an xml approach of “global rules”. The following its file con-




The “its:rules” element serves as a wrapper. The “its:translateRule” element
contains a “selector” attribute. Via an XPath expression, all “code” elements are
selected.The “translate” attribute set to “no” expresses that these elements should
not be translated.
its global rules are independent of a given document, that is: what “code” ele-
ments are matched depends on the actual content being processed.
In addition to global rules and local markup, its provides further data category
specific definitions, like inheritance behaviour of its information (e.g. inheriting
“Translate” information to child elements of selected element nodes) or defaults.
For example the default for “Translate” is that elements are translatable and at-
tribute values are not translatable.
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3.2 Types of content: from XML to HTML
As described above, its 1.0 was defined with a focus on xml content. This raises
the question how xml specific technologies like XPath can be used to process
other types of Web content. A few years ago the focus of web technology de-
velopment was on xhtml, the xml version of html. Today html5 needs to be
taken into account. It provides an xml form too, but also a widely used, non-xml
serialization.
The its 2.0 approach to accommodate this development has four aspects. First,
data categories that are available natively in html are mapped to its 2.0 defini-
tions, so that an its 2.0 processor can take the html markup into account. This
approach is taken e.g. for the “Translate” data category and the “Language Infor-
mation”data category, which conveys language information in the same way as
the html “lang” or xhtml “xml:lang” attributes.
Second, its 2.0 provides counterparts of its local markup in a manner that
easily can be integrated into Web content. The below example shows local its
markup for “Terminology” information in an arbitrary xml format, using a “term”
attribute in the its namespace.
<p ...>
And he said: you need a new
<quote its:term =”yes”>motherboard</quote>
</p>
The html counterpart replaces the xml namespace mechanism with a hard-
wired prefix its-*.
<p ...>
And he said: you need a new
<quote its-term=”yes”>motherboard</quote>
</p>
The html validation service validator.nu,6 which is the basis for the html5
part of the w3c markup validator, already provides a preset (html5 + svg1.1 +
MathML3.0 + its2.0) for validating this kind local its 2.0 in html5 markup.
Third, to be able to re-use global rules with various serialization flavours of
html5, its 2.0 foresees a processing chain that takes the serializations as input
and creates one common dom (document object model) in memory representa-
tion. This representation can be processed with XPath. The output then can be
serialized into different forms. The aforementioned validator.nu service provides
an html5 parser to realize both the dom generation and the output serializations.
6See http://validator.nu/ for more information.
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Finally, in its 2.0, the selection mechanism of global rules, that is XPath, can
be replaced by css selectors. Various libraries to convert css selectors into XPath
expressions exist; in this manner, content authors and content managment sys-
tem (cms) template editors can use the selectors technology of their preference
and convert the css selectors into XPath before actual processing. This approach
helps to make its data categories accessible for a wide range of users.
3.3 A birds eye view on ITS data categories
its 1.0 provides data categories with a focus on two areas. The first is transla-
tion and localization processes. “Translate” or “Term” are examples of relevant
data categories. The second area is called “internationalization”. In its 1.0, inter-
nationalization related data categories encompass metadata needed for content
authoring in specific cultural or language regions. The main data categories here
are: “Ruby”, used to add among others pronunciation information to texts e.g. in
the Japanese script; and “Directionality”, used to specify the base writing direc-
tion for e.g. the Arabic or Hebrew script.
In its 2.0, localization related data categories are being extended and language
technology related metadata is provided. An example for new localization re-
lated data categories is “Locale Filter”. It identifies content that is relevant (or
not relevant) for a given locale. “Allowed characters” defines characters that are
permitted to appear in a piece of content, e.g. in certain parts of a user interface.
Language-technology related data categories help to create workflows includ-






The “selector” attribute selects the body of the html content via an XPath
expression, in the same manner as the selector described above for the “trans-
lateRule” element. The “domainPointer” attribute selects keywords available in
the html content: a certain “meta” element. Such domain information then can
be used e.g. by machine translation systems to choose the appropriate subsystem
being trained for certain text domains.
Another language-technology related data category is “mt Confidence”. A ma-
chine translation system can use it to express confidence information about the
translation. For other data categories like “Terminology”, which may be created
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via automatic annotation processes, such confidence information is provided as
well.
4 Metadata versus, for or in linguistic annotation?
Annotating textual content as a resource for language related processing is not
new. Linguistic corpora including annotations have been developed for decades.
Efforts in a forum like iso tc 37 / sc4 have led to standards for linguistic anno-
tation. its both 1.0 and 2.0 are different with respect to their main focus. They
do not focus on adding information about linguistic categories on various lev-
els (e.g. morphology, syntax, semantics) to textual content, but non-linguistic,
mostly process related metadata (e.g. start time, end time, CPU seconds used
etc.).
However, some data categories for its 2.0 have a close relation to linguistic
annotations. An example is the aforementioned “Terminology”. A data category
that has been added to its 2.0 is called “Text Analysis”. It uses the prefix “its-ta”
in html. The aim is to represent the output of an automatic annotation process.
In the below example it is assumed that the string “Dublin” has been annotated






“ta-confidence” provides tool-generated confidence information, similar to “mt
Confidence” or confidence information for “Terminology”. “ta-class-ref” contains
a reference to the class of unit being annotated, here making use of the nerd on-
tology, see Rizzo et al. (2012). “ta-ident-ref” is a unique identifier of the unit, here
taken from the dbpedia structured information source, see Kobilarov et al. (2007).
Making this kind of metadata available beyond the realm of language tech-
nology has great promises. Localization workflows can convey information to
translators and speed up translation. In the above example, the “its-ta-ident-ref”
attribute helps to disambiguate the reference of Frankfurt in the given text.
Before providing real value, however, challenges have to be addressed. Some
tools may assign different ta-ident-ref attributes to the same unit. This leads to a
need for annotating the same content with competing pieces information. Many
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approaches to realizing this requirement exist7 – but should its 2.0 try to adopt
these?
Such topics are currently under discussion. The direction seen on the horizon
is along the lines of “divide and conquer”: its 2.0 will keep the focus on simple
inline annotations, providing mostly container attributes for the output of text
analysis tools. In case of conflicting information or decisions to be taken about
how to categorize concurrent annotations, its 2.0 is only a starting point for
further linguistic processing.
The decision about what formats are to be used here is out of scope for its
2.0. Nevertheless, the current its 2.0 draft provides an algorithm to convert its
2.0 annotated documents into the NIF format, see Rizzo et al. (2012). Using a NIF
wrapper, more complex linguistic processing can take place, and the output can
be integrated into its 2.0 “ta-*” representations again.
5 Use cases and reference implementations
its 2.0 by no means tries to solve all issues of metadata for the multilingual Web.
As the previous section has shown, areas like linguistic annotation are rather left
to other technology areas and standardization efforts. its 2.0 focuses on certain
use cases. These also have driven the definition of the standard itself. Below is a
short summary of major use cases. Additional information is provided by Lieske
(2013).
5.1 Simple machine translation
In this use case, xml or html5 documents are translated using a machine transla-
tion service.The textual content is extracted based on its 2.0 data categories. The
extracted content is then sent to the machine translation service. The translated
content is finally merged back into the original format.
For this use case, “Translate” and “Locale Filter” are useful data categories.
“Elements within Text” helps to drive the extraction process as well, e.g. for sep-
arating footnotes from the overall text flow. Another data category is “Preserve
space”: it helps to assure proper handling of whitespace in the translated text.
Depending on the capabilities of the machine translation system, “Domain” in-
formation can be taken into account as well.
7The tei provides an overview of these approaches, see http://www.tei-c.org/release/doc/tei-
p5-doc/en/html/NH.html
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5.2 Translation package creation
The aim here is to convert input text into a translation package format like xliff.
Like in the machine translation use case, its 2.0 metadata drives the extraction
process. Compared to that use case, additional data categories are taken into
account, like “Allowed Characters” or “Terminology”. During the extraction pro-
cess, the its 2.0metadata is transformed into an xliff representation. The actual
role of the metadata then depends on the translation tool being used.
5.3 Integration of CMS and TMS systems
OftenWeb content is created via a cms. Hence, the integration of a cmswith trans-
lation managment systems tms is a major task for creating localization work-
flows. In this use case, its 2.0 data categories help to streamline the localization
workflow.
The same data categories as in the translation package creation are relevant
for this use case. The main difference is that no dedicated package format like
xliff is being used.
5.4 Terminology and text analysis annotation
These use cases encompass the automatic services to create its 2.0 annotations
described above.
5.5 Reference implementations
The use cases are demonstrated by various reference implementations. These are
being developed within the eu project underlying the mlw-lt group. The output
mostly will be open source implementations, to foster the widespread adoption
of the metadata.
6 Conclusion and future work
This paper described its 2.0, an upcoming standard that provides metadata to in-
tegrate workflows for content production, localization and language technology.
We discussed the MultilingualWeb community whose efforts led to the creation




Various metadata items, so-called “data categories”, are being provided by its
2.0. We discussed some of them; the area of text analysis annotation has chal-
lenges and promises and may help to apply language-technology based, linguis-
tic annotations within localization tool chains. Finally, we discussed some use
cases that demonstrate the application of its 2.0 metadata, and reference imple-
mentations.
The metadata definitions of its 2.0 were finalized during 2013, and reference
implementations helped to foster their adoption. The publication of the final its
2.0 standard was issued on 29 October 2013.
The work undertaken for its 2.0 has focused on basic infrastructure for the
multilingual Web. Currently detailed topics of the next decade for research in
the area of language technology are being defined. The meta-net Strategic Re-
search Agenda (sra), described by Rehm in this volume, played a major role in
shaping these topics. Among these are areas like multilingual Semantic Web,
which has been discussed in the introduction of this paper. One future challenge
will be how to use such data from or for the multilingual Semantic Web in local-
ization or language technology applications, while also taking its 2.0 metadata
into account.
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State of the art in Translation Memory
Technology
Uwe Reinke
Cologne University of Applied Sciences
Commercial Translation Memory systems (tm) have been available on the market
for over two decades now. They have become the major language technology to
support the translation and localization industries. The following paper will pro-
vide an overview of the state of the art in tm technology, explaining the major con-
cepts and looking at recent trends in both commercial systems and research. The
paper will start with a short overview of the history of tm systems and a descrip-
tion of their main components and types. It will then discuss the relation between
tm and machine translation (mt) as well as ways of integrating the two types of
translation technologies. After taking a closer look at data exchange standards rel-
evant to tm environments, the focus of the paper then shifts towards approaches
to enhance the retrieval performance of tm systems looking at both non-linguistic
and linguistic approaches.
1 Introduction
TranslationMemory (tm) systems are themost widely used software applications
in the localization of digital information, i.e. the translation and cultural adapta-
tion of electronic content for local markets. The idea behind its core element,
the actual “memory” or translation archive, is to store the originals and their
human translations of e-content in a computer system, broken down into man-
ageable units, generally one sentence long. Over time, enormous collections of
sentences and their corresponding translations are built up in the systems. tms al-
low translators to recycle these translated segments by automatically proposing
a relevant translation from the memory as a complete (“exact match”) or partial
solution (“fuzzy match”) whenever the same or a similar sentence occurs again
Uwe Reinke. State of the art in Translation Memory Technology. In Georg Rehm, Felix Sasaki,
Daniel Stein & Andreas Witt (eds.), Language technologies for a multilingual Europe: TC3 III, 55–
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in their work. This increases the translator’s productivity and helps ensure that
the same terminology and expressions are consistently used across translations.
Thus, tms facilitate and speed-up the translation of a rapidly growing amount of
specialised texts.
No other technology has changed the general conditions of translation as a
professional service as radically as tm systems have done over the past 20 years.
This might be due to the fact that tms mainly support professional translators in
their routine work without radically influencing cognitive translation processes
in those situations that require the creativity and knowledge of the human trans-
lator.
Today most professional translators use tm technology on a regular basis Mas-
sion (2005); Lagoudaki (2006). The most well-known commercial systems are
Across, Déjà Vu, memoQ, MultiTrans, sdl Trados, Similis, Transit andWordfast.1
2 Translation memory systems
2.1 History
The basic idea of computer-assisted reuse of human translations can be traced
back to the 1960s, when the European Coal and Steel Community (ecsc) de-
veloped and used a computer system to retrieve terms and their contexts from
stored human translations by identifying those sentences whose lexical items
most closely matched the lexical items of a sentence to be translated.
The translation of the sentence (i.e. the sentence stored in the database) is
not done by the computer, but by a human translator. However, since the data
produced by each query are added to the database, the more the system is in use,
the greater is the probability of finding sentences that have the desired term in
the proper context (alpac 1966: 27).
Yet, modern tm systems differ considerably from the former ecsc application.
As the quote below from the alpac report shows, the latter was rather something
like a bilingual keyword in context (kwic) retrieval tool that mainly served the
purpose of showing source language terms and their target language equivalents
in their respective contexts. Retrieving previous translation units for reuse was,
if at all, a secondary goal:
The system utilized at ceca is one of automatic dictionary look-up with
context included. […] [T]he translator indicates, by underlining, the words
1For a brief overview on tm technology see also Somers (2003) and Reinke (2006). Comprehen-
sive investigations can be found in Reinke (2004).
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withwhich he desires help.The entire sentence is then keypunched and fed
into a computer. The computer goes through a search routine and prints
out the sentence or sentences that most nearly match (in lexical items)
the sentences in question. The translator then receives the desired items
printed out with their context and in the order in which they occur in the
source. (alpac 1966: 27)
A much broader reuse of existing machine-readable human translations with
a clear focus on facilitating and accelerating revision processing by identifying
unchanged passages was envisaged in a model developed by the translation ser-
vice of the German Federal Army in the early 1970s (Krollmann 1971). Apart from
using several lexical databases this model also envisaged subsystems for storing
and analysing text corpora and translation archives stored on magnetic tape:
[…] via descriptors or keywords, large batches of text could automatically
be searched for particular passages and then be displayed on video screens
as an aid to the translator; […] For revised new editions of translations only
the changed passages would have to be retyped. Insertion of changes and
corrections into the old text would automatically be done by computer […].
(Krollmann 1971)
At the end of the 1970s European Comission translator Peter Arthern (1979)
proposed even more far reaching computer-assisted support for the translator.
His suggestions have to be seen in the context of a discussion led at that time
within the European Commission about the use of terminology databases and
the feasibility of introducing the mt system Systran. While Krollmann’s (1971)
model only seemed to include the reuse of identical text fragments (today known
as “exact matches”), Arthern suggests a system that can also retrieve from the ref-
erence material similar source language sentences and their translations (today
known as “fuzzy matches”):
This would mean that, simply by entering the final version of a text for
printing, as prepared on the screen at the keyboard terminal, and indicat-
ing in which languages to compare the new text, probably sentence by
sentence, with all the previously recorded texts prepared in the organiza-
tion in that language, and to print out the nearest available equivalent for
each sentence in all the target languages, on different printers.
The result would be a complete text in the original language, plus at least
partial translations in as many languages as were required, all grammati-
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cally correct as far as they went and all available simultaneously. Depend-
ing on how much of the new original was already in store, the subsequent
work on the target language texts would range from the insertion of names
and dates in standard letters, through light welding at the seams between
discrete passages, to the translation of large passages of new text with the
aid of a term bank based on the organization’s past usage. (Arthern 1979:
94f. my emphasis)
While Arthern did not tackle the issue of “the nearest available equivalent” –
or “similarity” – in more detail, he even envisaged the possibility of integrating
tm and machine translation (mt):
Since this form of machine-assisted translation would operate in the con-
text of a complete text-processing system, it could very conveniently be
supplemented by ‘genuine’ machine translation, perhaps to translate the
missing areas in texts retrieved from the text memory. (Arthern 1979: 95)
Yet, it took another decade before the ideas sketched by Krollmann and Arth-
ern became part of real applications and market-ready systems.The notion of au-
tomatically retrieving “exact matches” was first implemented in the early 1980s
by alps Inc. (later alpnet Corporation) in a simple component called “Repeti-
tions Processing” as part of the company’s commercial mt system called Trans-
lation Support System (tss) (Seal 1992). The reuse of similar sentences (“fuzzy
matching”) was supported by the first commercial tm systems like ibm Transla-
tion Manager, and Trados Translator’s Workbench II that did not appear in the
market before the early 1990s.2
2.2 Components
Apart from the “memory” or translation archive as its core element, a typical
tm system consists of an array of tools and functionalities to assist the human
translator. These usually include:
• a multilingual editor for reading source texts and writing translations
in all relevant file formats of different word processing programs, dtp sys-
tems, etc., protecting the layout tags of these formats against accidentally
being deleted or overwritten
2Hutchins (1998) and Reinke (2004: 36–41) provide further information on the history of tm
systems.
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• a terminologymanagement program formaintaining termbases to store,
retrieve, and update subject-, customer-, and project-specific terminology
• an automatic term recognition feature for automatically looking up in
the termbase all terms that occur in the source text segment the translator
is currently working on
• a concordance tool allowing users to retrieve all instances of a specific
search string (single words, word groups, phrases, etc.) from a tm and view
these occurrences in their immediate context
• a statistics feature providing a rough overview of the amount of text
that can be reused from a tm for translating a new source document
• an alignment tool to create tm databases from previously translated doc-
uments that are only available as separate source and target text files by
comparing a source text and its translation, matching the corresponding
segments, and binding them together as units in a tm.
In addition, a few tm systems offer terminology extraction as an optional or
an integrated feature to assist in populating termbases and setting up the ter-
minology for an e-content localization project by extracting mono- or bilingual
lists of potential terms from a selection of electronic (source and/or target) texts.
Today, many tm suites also include support for machine translation, either by
offering interfaces with mt systems or even by integrating their own mt compo-
nent. Finally, some kind of project management (pm) support is built into most
tm systems. These pm features may support:
• file handling and management (specification of all source language files,
project-relevant termbases and tm databases, assistance in defining folder
structures)
• management of client and translator data (addresses, contact persons, trans-
lators’ skills, equipment, availability, etc. )
• workflow management (deadlines, project progress, etc.).
Figure 1 provides an overview of how the major components of a standard tm
environment interact, while Figure 2 gives an example for a typical user interface
of a commercial tm system.
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Figure 1: Components and processes in a translation memory (tm) sys-
tem (excluding project management and machine translation function-
alities)
Although professional translators often stress the need to constantly adjust to
rapid technological changes in the field (some complaining about this constant
pressure, others rather regarding it as a professional necessity and a challenge),
it must be said that all in all the core functionalities of commercial tm systems
have remained very much the same since the first – mostly still ms-dos-based –
applications became available at the beginning of the 1990s. Even the first ver-
sions contained a translation memory, a terminology management system and a
(multilingual) editor, providing features like exact and fuzzy matching, pretrans-
lation3, concordance lookup, terminology recognition, etc. (Figure 3). Of course,
the matching algorithms – although still being based on simple character match-
3Pre-translation refers to the batch process “of comparing a complete source text to a Transla-
tion Memory database and automatically inserting the translations of all exact matches found
in the database.The result is a hybrid text containing pretranslated and untranslated segments.”
(eCoLoRe 2012)
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Figure 2: User interface of sdl Trados Studio
ing procedures – have been altered and modified to a considerable extent, and
many additional features and functionalities have been added, so that a grow-
ing number of scholars, professionals and application providers now prefer to
call tm systems “translation environments” or “translation environment tools
(TEnT)” (CERTT 2012: 8).
What has changed dramatically indeed during the last two decades is the trans-
lation workflow, i.e. the way the translation processes are organized and the way
the parties involved in these processes interact and collaborate. The introduction
of client/server solutions after the turn of the millennium enabled new ways of
real-time collaboration among distributed teams but led to even more contro-
versial discussions about intellectual property rights on tm data collections and
liability issues. The near future will reveal to which extent new buzzword tech-
nologies and forms of collaboration like “cloud computing” and “crowd sourcing”
will actually affect translation workflows and work situations.
2.3 Types of TM systems
In most systems available on the market the tm is a database. Each record in a tm
database contains a translation unit (tu) consisting of a pair of source and target
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Figure 3: Fuzzy matching and terminology recognition in TRADOS
Translator’s Workbench II
text segments.4 In addition to the tu, there may be further information on the
creation and modification dates, the person who created or modified the entry,
the project(s) or customer(s) the tu is used for, etc.
A major feature of a typical tm database is the fact that it grows incrementally.
The database is ‘dynamic’ because new tus – regardless of whether they are
created from scratch or by adjusting the translation of a similar tu retrieved
from the tm – are added during the translation process.
4In most tms, translation units consist of source language sentences and their target language
equivalents. Apart from 1:1 equivalences, where a sentence from the source text is transferred
into one sentence in the target text, this can also include 1:n and n:1 relations, depending on the
decisions taken by the individual translator. Moreover, smaller tus having the size of clauses
or phrases, larger units based on paragraphs, or nested units starting at paragraph level and
then assigning further relations at sentence level may also occur.
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Basically, there are three ways of feeding a tm:
• While translating: When translating a text using a tm database each seg-
ment from the source text will be automatically stored in the database
along with its translation.
• By importing another tm database: This can either be a tm created with
the same tm system or a tm available in the TranslationMemory eXchange
format (tmx), which is supported by all commercial systems.
• By aligning existing translations and their original texts: With the help of
an alignment tool it is possible to create tm databases from the source and
target text files of previous translation projects.
Some tm systems do not make use of the database approach but store entire
source and target text pairs in their proprietary formats as reference material
for future reuse in related translation projects. While tm databases constitute an
amalgamation of translation units that isolates each segment from its context,
the reference text approach makes it easier to take context into account during
the matching process. On the other hand, this approach is rather static, i.e. it
is not possible to immediately reuse tus that have just been created. Therefore,
systems based on the reference text approach also create a so called temporary
“fuzzy index”, which is a kind of temporary database providing access to recently
created tus as well as fuzzy-match functionality. In turn, tm systems following
the database approach have tried to overcome the complete decontextualisation
of their tus by adding so-called “context matches” or “perfect matches”, where
an exact match is preceeded and/or followed by another exact match, i.e. the seg-
ment to be translated and the match retrieved from the tm have the same textual
environment. This is achieved by simply storing in the tm database the relevant
context segments together with the actual tus and sometimes by additionaly tak-
ing into account information obtained from style sheets, document templates or
structural document markup (Chama 2010). Some database-oriented tm systems
have also included the reference text approach as an additional option to retrieve
translaslation units for reuse by allowing to specify bilingual files from previous
translation projects and combining them with tm databases. In general, it seems
that the developers of commercial tm systems more and more try to combine
the advantages of both the database-oriented and the reference text-oriented ap-
proaches.
Another major issue in tm technology is the retrieval of fragments below sen-
tence level. Most commercial tm systems now offer some kind of subsegment
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matching. The simplest form of subsegment matching is to look for complete tm
database and termbase units that are part of the current souce language segment
and automatically insert their target language sections, thus usually creating sug-
gestions that form a mix of source and target language fragments and require
further adaptation (“fragment assembly”). A more complex way of finding sub-
segments is to retrieve longest common substrings (lscs) from tm database units
(Figure 4). Finally, a third – and probably the most productive – way of subseg-
ment matching that can be found in commercial tm systems is to automatically
suggest target language fragments while typing a translation (auto-completion;
Figure 5). These fragments are retrieved from bilingual lexicons that were statis-
tically generated from tm databases (Chama 2010).
Figure 4: Subsegment matching in Kilgray MemoQ
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Figure 5: Subsegment matching in sdl Trados Studio
2.4 Translation memory and machine translation
2.4.1 Distinction between TM and MT
tm technology is not to be confused with machine translation.Whereas mt trans-
lates without human intervention, tm systems provide features and tools to store
and retrieve segments translated by a human translator. Despite this essential dis-
tinction between tm and mt, tm technology shares certain commonalities with
both example-based machine translation (ebmt), an approach first suggested in
Japan in the early 1980s (Nagao 1984), and statistical machine translation (smt),
an approach developped at ibm in the late 1980s (Brown et al. 1988) that did not
have its breakthrough before the turn of the millenium and is considered the
state-of-the art paradigm in mt today (Koehn 2010: 17f). Both tm and ebmt/smt
try to retrieve “best matches” for the sentences of the text to be translated from a
bilingual text archive or database containing sentence-level alignments of exist-
ing translations and their original texts.5 Yet, there are fundamental differences
between the purposes of ebmt/smt and tm systems. A tm is mainly an informa-
tion retrieval application that leaves decisions about whether and how to reuse
and adjust the retrieved results – and thus the actual translation task – to the
human translator. ebmt and smt produce translations by automatically selecting
suitable fragments from the source language side of the retrieved tus and build-
ing the translation from the corresponding elements of the target language side.
Due to the complexity of this recombination task, not every tu contained in a
translation archive is equally suited for reuse in tm systems and ebmt or smt
environments.
5Both ebmt and smt are corpus-based approaches, so that the term corpus-based mt (cbmt) is
used as an umbrella for both as opposed to rule-based mt (rbmt) (Carl & Way 2003: xviii).
The major difference between ebmt and smt is that smt considers translation as a “statistical
optimization problem” (Koehn 2010: 17) and is based on probability calculations over large
bilingual corpora, while ebmt tries to find analogies between an input sentence and examples
from a bilingual corpus applying more “traditional” linguistic means like (morpho-)syntactic
analysis and thesauri. For an extensive overview on ebmt see Carl & Way (2003) and Somers
(2001). A comprehensive introduction to smt can be found in Koehn (2010).
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2.4.2 Integration of TM and MT
For good reason mt has so far been used very little in high quality e-content
localization. mt is only suited for a very limited range of text types, and source
texts have to be carefully tailored to the capabilities and restrictions of an mt
system to minimize the amount of time and effort needed for post-editing.
Nevertheless, tm suites increasingly offer support for mt. Basically, there are
two possible ways of combining mt and tm:
1. Batch processing (usually during data preparation): In a batch scenario, all
segments of the source text that do not produce an exact or high percentage
“fuzzymatch”when being comparedwith the tm databasemay be exported
for processing by mt. After the unknown segments have been translated
by the mt application, the new translation units can be merged into the tm
database. When the translator works on the text, the units generated by
the mt system will be presented as candidate translations, possibly with a
predefined matching penalty.
2. Interactive processing (during the translation stage proper): In an interac-
tive scenario, translators can invoke the mt system each time there is no
match with the tm database. If the result from the mt system proves help-
ful, it can be edited as necessary. The resulting translation unit will then
be stored in the tm database for future reuse.
Commercial tm systems like Across or sdl Trados Studio offer interfaces to
both rbmt and smt systems. Large MT companies like Sybase report productiv-
ity gains by combining smt and tm, provided that the mt system has been trained
with a large-enough company-specific bilingual corpus (cf. Bier 2012). Like other
large companies Sybase has carried out experiments using the freely available
smt system Moses (Koehn et al. 2007) interactively together with a tm system.
Bier (2012) mentions faster turnaround (delivery time decreased by an average
of 50%), 20–30% cost reductions for updates, stable translation quality (no visible
impact on style with full post-editing, fewer content errors, slight increase in mi-
nor linguistic errors) and a rise in productivity between 5 and 70% (depending on
the kind of source texts, the terminology used and the performance of individual
translators).6
6For a comparison of tm and smt output see also Offersgaard et al. (2008). Offersgaard et al.
report high productivity gains of more than 65% for certain domains and for situations in
which the tm database does not produce matches for two thirds or more of the sentences
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2.5 Data exchange standards for TM systems
2.5.1 Overview
A versatile tm system must be able to handle the full range of proprietary and
standard file formats in which e-content can be produced and exchanged. One of
the major metastandards that play a central role in technical documentation is
the eXtensible Markup Language (xml) (w3c 2008). xml provides a framework
for the creation of markup languages for all kinds of individual document types,
and there is a growing number of xml-based standards and formats to support
various aspects of the documentation and localization process. While standards
like DocBook (oasis 2006), dita (oasis 2007), and xliff (oasis 2008) are related
to the creation and exchange of localizable content, tmx (lisa 2005), srx (lisa
2008) and tbx (iso 2008) serve the purpose of facilitating the exchange of refer-
ence material (tm databases and termbases).
Current efforts like Linport (Language Interoperability Portfolio, Linport 2012)
and tipp (Translation Interoperability Protocol Package, InteroperabilityNow!
2012) focus on the development of a standard for the exchange of complete trans-
lation projects between different translation environments.
2.5.2 Supporting standards for the exchange of localizable e-content
For public xml-based standards like DocBook, dita und xliff, tm systems should
include import routines that provide an automatic distinction between so-called
“external” xmlmarkup elements, that need not bemodified during the translation
process, and “internal” elements, which the translator may need to move, add or
delete. Translatable and non-translatable attribute values should be distinguished
automatically as well.
For proprietary xml-based formats, tm systems should provide a feature to
create import routines from a combination of various sources, i.e. xml document
type definitions (dtds), xml schema definition files (xsds) and localizable xml
content files, keeping the effort for manually correcting translation-related set-
tings for the indiviudal xml elements and attributes as small as possible.
Content in formats like xliff, which mainly serve the purpose of exchanging
bilingual files during the localization process, must be diplayed correctly in the
tm system’s multilingual editor, i.e. for editors using separate windows or table
to be translated. Guerberof (2009) also reports higher processing speed for post-editing smt
output comparedwith tmmatches, but also points to the fact that deviation between individual
subjects is very high.
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columns for source and target languages, the <source> and <target> elements
of an xliff file must be placed into the correct windows or columns (Figure 6).
Moreover, metadata like translation comments and information on the process-
ing status of translation units should be adequately imported, displayed and ex-
ported without any loss of information (Figure 7).
Finally, it must be taken into account that xliff is a kind of hybrid format,
because apart from localizable content xliff files can also contain bilingual ref-
erence material from previous versions or related documents. tm systems must
be able to recognize this reference material in an xliff file and store it in a tm
database together with relevant metadata also contained in the xliff file, like
information on match values, authors, systems used to create the material, etc.
(Figure 8).
Figure 6: Fragment from an xliff file in a text editor and in an xliff
translation editor
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Figure 7: Complex xliff file containing various metadata
Figure 8: xliff file containing various reference material
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2.5.3 Supporting standards for the exchange of reference material
The exchange of tm database elements mainly causes problems with respect to
the maintenance of layout information and dynamic fields (i.e. placeholders for
embedded objects and automatically adjustable content like cross-references and
other variables) contained in tus and the exchange of information on rules used
for the segmentation of text into tus.
To keep the loss of layout-related information and placeholders for embed-
ded objects and dynamic fields contained in tus as minimal as possible when
exchanging tms between different applications most tm systems support tmx
Level 2. The tmx standard has been available since 1998. It has been developed
by the Localization Industry Standards Association (lisa), which was an inter-
est group of major information technology companies and localization service
providers. After lisa became insolvent in 2011. tmx is now being maintained
by the Localization Industry Standards (lis) Industry Specification Group (isg)
of the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (etsi) (gala 2012) and
the standard is freely available from the website of the Globalization and Local-
ization Association (gala).7
Breaking up text into smaller tus requires segmentation rules that may differ
between languages as well as text types and file formats. Examples include indi-
vidual punctuation characters like the quotation mark in Spanish or the different
treatment of colons, semi-colons and other characters depending on language
and text type. In order to overcome a loss in reusability of tus due to different
segmentation rules applied in different tms the Segmentation Rules eXchange
(srx) standard was introduced in 2004. The segmentation rules contained in an
srx file (Figure 9) must be applied when exporting and importing tms as well as
during the actual translation process when the current source text has to be split
up into tus.
Like tmx, srx was developed by lisa and is now being maintained by etsi. It
can also be downloaded from the gala website.
Exchanging data between the terminology management components of vari-
ous tm systems can be much more challenging than sharing tms among various
applications.This is due to the fact that the structure and complexity of termbases
may differ severely from system to system and – in the case of user-definable en-
try structures – even among termbases created with the same application. It has
taken a long time since the efforts to define a universal exchange format for ter-
7gala is a non-profit organization of localization and translation service providers, language
technology developers and other companies involved in language services or technology. The
former lisa standards can be found at http://www.gala-global.org/lisa-oscar-standards.
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Figure 9: Section from an srx file
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minological data have lead to the Termbase eXchange Standard (tbx). Although
tbx has become an iso standard in 2008 (cf. iso 2008) the format is still not prop-
erly supported by all tm systems.
2.6 Advantages and limitations of TM systems
The advantages of using tm systems are fairly obvious: they increase the transla-
tor’s productivity and enhance translation quality by ensuring that terminology
and expressions are used consistently within and across translations. Users in
industry and international organizations usually claim a 25% to 60% rise in pro-
ductivity (Reinke 2004: 113f.). However, at least in some industries productivity
gains seem to come to an end after a certain time. Thus, at Sybase “[t]raditional
tm technology [is] almost fully exploited” with “ca. 80% of costs spent on ‘new’
words” and “only 20% spent on recycling” (Bier 2012). Bier also states that there
are “[n]o more improvements in turnaround times” as the average productivity
of translators has remained at a maximum level of 2.400 words per day for years.
Figure 10: Examples in English (en) and German (de), demonstrating
shortcomings of fuzzy match algorithms (Reinke 2006: 64)
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Furthermore, it must be stated that the use of tm systems may also have nega-
tive effects on translation quality. One of the major disadvantages of tm systems
is that they usually operate at sentence level. Thus, there is a serious danger that
the translator will focus too much on isolated sentences, possibly disregarding
the contexts they are embedded in (Reinke 2004: 136f.).
Examples (A) and (B) in Figure 10 examplify this problem with respect to ref-
erential and lexical ambiguity. In example (A) the pronoun it is an anaphoric
reference to the noun phrase the cover in the previous sentence. As the German
translation die Abdeckung is female, the pronoun should be female as well (i.e.
sie). In the same English sentence in the tm the pronoun it refers to a different
noun phrase with a German translation using a neuter noun like das Kabel, so
that it has to become es. Thus, an exact match for It can be hot yields a translation
that does not fit the current context. In example (B) terms like installation or gen-
eral language words like proceed are lexically ambiguous. Installation could, for
instance, refer the installation of a piece of software or to a piping system, while
to proceed with s.th.might mean to continue a process that has been interrupted or
to go on with the next step of a process. These different meanings require different
translations in German. Therefore, an exact match from the tm might produce
an incorrect translation.
The matching algorithms of tm systems are based on very simple formal cri-
teria like the similarity of character strings. Thus, the human translator’s notion
of the degree of similarity between a segment to be translated and a segment re-
trieved from the database may differ considerably from the degree of similarity
calculated by the tm system. This may lead to situations where “exact matches”
yield wrong translations (examples A to C in Figure 10) or one translation of a
“fuzzy match” requires little or no adjustment, while another “fuzzy match” with
the same similarity value is not useful at all, e.g., because the content belongs to
a different (sub-)domain (example D in Figure 10).
Despite these drawbacks, it should be noted that tm systems generally inte-
grate into the translation workflow comparatively smoothly. As opposed to mt,
they leave human translators in control of the actual translation process, while
relieving them from routine work and maintaining translation as a creative act
whenever the linguistic resourcefulness of a human being is required.
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3 Approaches to enhance the information retrieval
performance of TM systems
3.1 Approaches not applying “linguistic knowledge”
Although commercial tm systems have been available for over two decades, their
retrieval performance has not improved considerably in terms of quality and
quantity. Of course, thematching algorithms have been altered andmodified over
time, but they still rely on simple character- or token-based matching procedures
without taking into account linguistic aspects like morphosyntactic, syntactic or
semantic features that may determine the “similarity” of translation units.8 Even
rather straightforward approaches that do not rely on “linguistic knowledge” but
could, for instance, easily improve the retrieval performance for tus containing
so-called placeable and localizable elements9 are not yet a matter of course in
commercial tm systems.
Azzano (2011) presents a detailed analysis of the question at what extent the
occurrence of placeable and localizable elements influence the retrieval perfor-
mance of commercial tm systems. He found that placeable elements sometimes
lead to comparatively low fuzzy match values because some systems treat them
like standard text when comparing the lengths of source language segments
(SegSL) to be translated and source language segments from a tm (SegSLTM).
Instead, it would be more reasonable to use a fixed penalty when SegSL and
SegSLTM only differ with respect to the placeable elements they contain while
the remaining standard text is identical.
Azzano (2011) also reports that some systems yield exact matches when SegSL
and SegSLTM contain both identical text and identical placeable elements and
just differ in the order or position of the placeable elements. This is a serious
mistake because in most cases these modifications will also be relevant to the
new translation if the target language segment from the tm (SegTLTM) will be
reused.
8For a brief overview on similarity measures relevant to tm systems see Trujillo (1999: 61–68),
Reinke (2004: 193–198), Sikes 2007.
9Placeable elements like tags, inline graphics and dynamic fields usually do not contain translat-
able text. They can often be copied (“placed”) into the target text without any need for further
modifications. Tags are markup elements in html and xml files; inline graphics and dynamic
fields typically occur in dtp formats and Microsoft Word files. Localizable elements like num-
bers, dates, urls or e-mail addresses, in turn, consist of plain text following a certain pattern,
so that they can be identified without any “linguistic knowledge”. The localization of these
elements follows given rules and often does not influence the remaining parts of a tu.
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Comparatively simple methods could also be applied to improve the retrieval
of tm segments containing localizable elements. Instead of treating them like
plain text they should be seen as special elements that follow certain patterns.
These patterns can be recognized with the help of regular expressions. For the
calculation of match values the same principles already suggested for placeable
elements could be applied (i.e. using a fixed penalty if SegSL and SegSLTM differ
in terms of localizable elements). Azzano (2011) found that to a certain extent
commercial tm systems do apply regular expressions to identify localizable el-
ements, but for some elements like complex numerical patterns they still show
severe weaknesses, whereas other elements are not recognized at all. Although
there are useful and well-known regular expressions, e.g. for identifying urls in
plain text (Goyvaerts & Levithan 2009), these are hardly implemented in com-
mercial tm systems. Azzano (2011) suggests a number of regular expressions to
improve the recognition of various localizable elements.
3.2 Approaches applying “linguistic knowledge”
3.2.1 Current approaches in commercial and research systems
Linguistics-driven efforts on enhancing retrieval in tm systems are basically mo-
tivated by two different goals:
1. improving recall and precision of (monolingual) retrieval, i.e. enhancing
quantity, quality and ranking of matches, at segment level and at subseg-
ment level (retrieval of “chunks”, (complex) phrases, clauses) by enriching
the retrieval algorithms of tm systems with “linguistic knowledge”
2. automated adjustment of fuzzy matches to enhance reusability and reduce
postediting efforts by integrating smt technology into tm systems.
With Similis the French company Lingua et Machina produces one of the very
few commercial tm systems that do not only rely on character-based matching
algorithms but also try to integrate linguistic methods by using morphosyntactic
analysis and shallow parsing to identify fragments below segment level (Planas
2005). Planas (2005) describes his system as “second generation translation mem-
ory software”. Of course, this kind of linguistically enhanced application is only
available for a restricted number of language pairs.10 Investigations indicate that
10Currently Similis supports combinations between English, German, French, Italian, Spanish,




at least for certain language combinations like English-German the system only
identifies rather short phrases like simple nps but cannot retrieve larger syntac-
tical units, which would be desirable for the support of professional computer-
assisted human translation (Kriele 2006; Macken 2009). Figures 11 and 12 illus-
trate these findings for an English-German example shown the Similis transla-
tion and alignment editors.
Linguistically enhanced tm systems have mainly been developed and tested
as research systems (Gotti et al. 2005; Hodász & Pohl 2005; Mitkov & Corpas
2008). Like Similis they mostly integrate morphosyntactic analysis and shallow
syntactic parsing. However, there are even efforts to include semantic informa-
tion to improve the retrieval of sentence-level praraphrases that differ lexically
and syntactically (Mitkov & Corpas 2008). Due to the rather restricted availabil-
ity of semantic data in relevant subject areas, the relevance of these approaches
within commercial implementations is still rather small.
Figure 11: English-German example for subsegment retrieval in Similis
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Figure 12: Subsegment alignment in Similis
More recent research on enhancing retrieval in tm systems mainly seems to
focus on improving the reusability of fuzzy matches by applying methods from
smt (Biçici & Dymetman 2008; Zhechev & van Genabith 2011; Koehn & Senellart
2010). The aim is to identify those fragments that make the difference between
a segment to be translated and a fuzzy match retrieved from a tm database and
adjust their translations automatically using smt procedures. Ideally, for the hu-
man translator there would be no additional post-editing effort for these matches.
However, one should have a careful “empirical look” at the question how this
“fusion” of human translation and machine translation at segment level actually
affects the post-editing of fuzzy matches and at what extent it really enhances
the productivity of human translators as well as text quality.
3.2.2 Integrating robust linguistic procedures into existing commercial
systems
Ways of integrating standard methods and procedures known from computa-
tional linguistics into commercial tm systems are currently analyzed at Cologne
University of Applied Sciences in a research project supported by the German
Federal Ministry of Education and Research (bmbf) (Azzano et al. 2011). The fo-
cus of the project lies on enhancing the performance of commercial tm systems
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with respect to the retrieval of paraphrase patterns and subsegment fragments
as well as on improving term recognition and validation with the help of ro-
bust procedures for morphosyntactic and sentence syntactic analysis. The goal
is to develop interface models and prototypical interfaces between commercial
tm systems and “lingware” using sdl Trados Studio 2009 and the morphosyn-
tactic analysis tool mpro (Maas et al. 2009) as a prototypical environment and
German and English as prototypical languages to gain experiences for the de-
velopment of further language modules and for applying the results to other tm
systems.
At first, relevant similarity patterns were identified and classified using au-
thentic multilingual technical documentation (user manuals and operating in-
structions from various areas). For this purpose, tm databases were created and
compared with “related” texts (updates, texts on closely related items of commu-
nication, texts belonging to related text types and dealing with the same topic
of communication). Currently the master tm database contains 51.000 segments.
Both the segments from the tm databases and the texts “related” to the tm mate-
rial were morphosyntactically annotated with mpro. To identify relevant similar-
ity patterns the “related” texts were automaticallymatchedwith the tm databases
using the pretranslate function. In many cases the resulting match values and
the similarity judgments of human translators differed considerably. In a further
step, the linguistic differences between the segments of the new, “related” texts
and the matches from the tm were described and categorized in order to iden-
tify linguistic features that may help to enhance the retrieval performance of
commercial tm systems.
To integrate morphosyntactical information into the commercial tm a stand-
alone sql database was developed. This “linguistic tm” is built from the morpho-
syntactically annotated segments of the commercial tm and – apart from the
tokens of the text surface – mainly contains information obtained from lemma-
tization, compound analysis and word class recognition. The segments of the
“linguistic tm” are linked to the “originals” in the commercial tm via unique ids.
To accelerate the retrieval of relevant tus from the sql database the data is stored
in the form of suffix arrays (Aluru 2004).
When looking up tus in the “linguistic tm” during the translation process each
SLSeg first need to be morphosyntactically analyzed and annotated. The actual
retrieval process then consists of two steps. First, the tokens found in the SLSeg
to be translated are compared with the tokens in the SLSegTMling to determine
whether one or more SLSegTMling completely or partially contain SLSeg. A sec-
ond query searches the “linguistic tm” for all SLSegTMling with morphosyntactic
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patterns similar to those of the SLSeg to be translated. For all results of both
queries the Longest Common Substrings (lcs) between SLSeg and SLSegTMling
are calculated using Generalized Suffix Arrays (gsa) (Rieck et al. 2007). In order
to rank the results a formula is developed that combines the matches obtained
from the two queries taking into consideration the number and the length of lcs
as well as their position in SLSeg and SLSegTMling (Hawkins & Giraud-Carrier
2009).
4 Conclusions and outlook
This paper has given an overview of the state of the art in tm technology, explain-
ing the major concepts and looking at recent trends in both commercial systems
and research. As tm and mt “have been developed very much in isolation” be-
cause “different communities played a role in each technology’s development”
(Koehn & Senellart 2010) and computational linguistics has long ignored the rel-
evance of tm as a major language technology used in professional translation,
there is still ample scope for further research as well as for closer collaboration
between academia and the language translation industry.
An important field that could not be touched upon in this paper for reasons
of space and time is empirical research on how tm and mt and the combination
of both actually integrate into the translation workflow and how they influence
the work of the translator. Paulsen Christensen & Schjoldager (2010: 99), identi-
fied three different areas of empirical tm research, namely “technology-oriented”,
“workflow-oriented” and “translation-theoretical”, and conclude that
Empirically documented knowledge about the nature and applications of
tm systems and translators’ interaction with them is both scarce and frag-
mented. In particular, more research is needed on how translators interact
with tm technology and on how it influences translators’ cognitive pro-
cesses.The translation profession itself will also welcomemore knowledge
about the translators’ perspective on tm technology. (Paulsen Christensen
& Schjoldager 2010: 99)
Research into these areas has only just begun and it is to be hoped that in
the near future more funding will be made available in this direction, because
language technology for a multilingual society must, like any technology, serve
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Authoring support for controlled




Automatic authoring support for controlled language on the one hand andmachine
translation on the other have previously been seen as two distinct tools in the
text processing process. This paper describes methods for the close integration of
both, resulting in better written documents as well as machine translation output
of higher quality. The methods were implemented in an existing tool for automatic
authoring support.
1 Introduction
With the internationalization of the market for technology products and tech-
nologies, the demand for translation of technical documentation is increasing.
Especially in the European Union there is a raising awareness that it is not suffi-
cient to provide English language documentation, but that documentation needs
to be translated into the native language of the users. These translations must
be quickly available, upgradable, available in multiple languages simultaneously,
and of high quality. At the same time there are significant technological advances
in machine translation: there are rule-based and statistical systems, but also hy-
brid translation methods. More and more companies are supporting their trans-
lation efforts with machine translation. Nevertheless, there are several problems:
• Users are not familiar with the possibilities and limitations of machine
translation. This is why their expectations are not met and they are left
disappointed.
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• To evaluate and test the systems, inappropriate texts, such as prose, are
used.
• Technical documentation that is translated using machine translation of-
ten lacks sufficient quality comparable to texts that are sent to human
translators. However, human translators can compensate for this lack of
quality in the source document while machine translation systems cannot.
• Statistical machine translation systems must be trained on parallel data.
Often translation memory data files1 are used for training. However, since
this data is often accumulated over a number of years and has been orig-
inally translated by various different translators, it contains erroneous or
inconsistent translations. The machine translation systems trained on this
data reflect the heterogeneity of their training data which consequently
leads to translations of bad quality.
Authoring support with language technology methods aims to support au-
thors in the writing process. Tools based on methods from computational lin-
guistics such as Acrolinx (www.acrolinx.com) are often used by authors of tech-
nical documentation.These tools provide support in checking spelling, grammar,
and style, as well as in terminology extraction, terminology checking, and sen-
tence clustering.2 Users of authoring support software, on the other hand, make
use of translation memory tools, such as trados (www.trados.com). These tools
provide access to previously translated sentences, based on fuzzy matching algo-
rithms. Users of authoring support tools are currently starting to try out machine
translation software. Often enough, they are not aware of the possibilities and re-
strictions of different machine translation methods and tools, which causes them
to give up on these tools altogether. For the aforementioned reasons these tools
remain distinct, although users already combine them in their daily work.
With the exception of some experiments such as Roturier (2006), authoring
support and machine translation have generally been considered two distinct
areas. We want to show that both of these areas can benefit from a combination
of methods.
The first goal is to specify some of the possibilities and limitations of machine
translation, to deduce options for the authoring of source language documents
and to support these through automated processes.
1Translationmemory data contains human-translated parallel sentences that professional trans-
lators store in a database in order to reuse the translations. For a more detailed description, see
§3.3.
2For a detailed description, see §3.1.
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The second goal is to reduce manual post-editing effort by enhancing the qual-
ity of the machine translation output, since experiments (such as Allen 2001 and
Plitt & Masselot 2010) have shown that manual post-editing on high-quality ma-
chine translation output is much faster than the process being completed entirely
by humans.
We combine methods from machine translation and authoring support and
thus enhance the writing as well as the translation process. Methods and pro-
cesses need to interfere, as authors and translators need to understand the other’s
way of structuring and processing work.
To this end we will give an overview of related work that our methods and
ideas build upon. We will introduce relevant methods of authoring support, ma-
chine translation, and human translation. We will describe how methods from
authoring support help users of machine translation to get better performance
while explaining at the same time how methods from machine translation can
be used in authoring support.
Experiments and evaluations on which this paper is based have mostly been
conducted on German language examples. Rules and methods are implemented
using the Acrolinx authoring support software and tested on Google Translate,
Langenscheidt T1, and Systran machine translation systems.
2 Related work
Banerjee et al. (2012) investigate the effect of normalizing source language text,
through for example, spell checking, in comparison to data supplementation.
They conclude that “[f]or more noisy datasets […] normalization does improve
translation quality more effectively than data supplementation” (2012: 175).
Thurmair (2009) lists several pre-editing methods for statistical machine trans-
lation: compounding analysis, syntactic pre-processing (well-formed phrases are
the only ones that are allowed in the phrase table) and reordering of source lan-
guage words in a sentence. Our approach to pre-editing is similar to Thurmair’s,
but focuses on pre-editing rather than on pre-processing, and it tries to find a set
of rules that are efficient for pre-editing.
In Siegel & Bredenkamp (2011) we have shown the impact of controlled lan-
guage writing on the understandability and translatability of text, as was also
done by Reuther (2003). This research focused on human understanding and




Genzel (2010) and others reorder the words in the source language sentence,
so that it better fits the word order of the target language. They can show an
improvement on the bleu score of the translation. In contrast, we focus on pre-
editing mechanisms that tend to have a positive effect on readability, correctness,
and consistency of the source language text, as well as on machine translation.
Hutchins (2005) gives examples for controlled English rules that might affect
machine translation quality. He does not refer to automatic checking of these
rules.
Thicke (2011) describes the effect of using rules described in the Global En-
glish Style Guide (Kohl 2008) for pre-editing and terminology adaptations in the
machine translation system: “untrained mt is two times faster to post-edit than
to translate from scratch; trained mt is three times faster; and trained mt with
source control is four times faster.” We follow a similar approach to pre-editing,
but also include rules that are specific for machine translation, while the Global
English Style Guide was assumed for human translation and non-native English.
Various studies, including O’Brien & Roturier (2007) and Aikawa et al. (2007)
have shown that pre-editing of the source language text could lead to machine
translation quality improvements (in terms of either comprehensibility or post-
editing efficiencies). These studies already take automatic rules into account.
Plitt & Masselot (2010) evaluate the productivity of using statistical machine
translation and post-editing in comparison to human translation. They found
that “the post-editing of statistical machine translation […] allows translators to
substantially increase their productivity” (2010: 15). Even more surprising was
the result of the quality check: “To our surprise, translation jobs contained a
higher number of mistakes than post-editing jobs” (2010: 14). The use of machine
translation therefore did not only lead to productivity increase, but also to better
translation quality. We go one step further and try to support productivity and
translation quality with automatic authoring support in the post-editing process.
Simard et al. (2007) describe an automatic post-editing method in which a rule-
based machine translation system is enhanced with statistical post-editing. This
method copes with translation errors concerning terminology. This approach is
similar to our idea to use statistical machine translation methods for multilingual
terminology extraction and to use the results for terminology checking on the
machine translation output in the post-editing phase. However, we propose to
leave the post-editing process in the hands of human experts while supporting
them with necessary information from the authoring support tool.
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3 Basic methods in authoring support, machine
translation, and human translation
In this section, we describe the methods in authoring support, machine trans-
lation, and human translation that are relevant to our approach. Experiments,
implementations, and evaluations are based on these methods.
3.1 Methods in authoring support
Examples for linguistically-based authoring support are Acrolinx (www.acrolinx.
com) and LanguageTool (www.languagetool.org).These systems first analyse the
input using language technology methods, such as tokenization, morphology
analysis, and part-of-speech tagging. This linguistic annotation of language data
is the basis for further processing steps. We implemented the ideas described in
this paper as part of the Acrolinx software and were thus able to build on existing
language technology in this tool.
Spell checking and grammar checking can be based on morphology infor-
mation and rules that detect spelling and grammar errors.Thus, rules that require
context information can be implemented, such as in Example 3.1:
(1) a. “Meine Muttersprache ist Englisch.”
“My native language is English.”
b. “Das Auto ist englisch.”
“This car is English.”
The words “Englisch” and “englisch” are written with a capital or a lowercase
letter, depending on the context they are used in, and on their syntactic category
(pos): it is a noun in the first case and an adjective in the second.
Using the same mechanisms, style rules are defined. Style rules mark lan-
guage constructions that are not wrong as such, but difficult to understand or not
exactly adequate for the respective text type. For example, passive constructions
can be hard to understand and should not be used in technical documentation.
Kohl (2008) describes style rules for Global English and their implementation in
authoring support software.
Closely connected to spell checking is terminology checking. Again, while
spell checking marks errors, terminology checking marks words that are not ad-
equate for the text in the domain. The users (who generally work in a group of
authors) define a list of terms in a term bank, which are important for the domain
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and the texts. They also define a list of words that should not be used in that do-
main. Connecting this user-given information to the general language analysis
means that inflectional variants of these terms can be found and marked, such as
plural forms. A term variant detection algorithmmakes sure that further variants
(such as writing a compound with and without a hyphen) are marked as depre-
cated. In order to set up such a term bank, the user is supported by terminology
extraction methods. The aim of terminology extraction is to automatically detect
domain terminology in a given corpus. Terminology extraction is carried out us-
ing rules that build upon pos information and lemmatization that makes use of
morphology information.
The last relevant method is sentence clustering. The authoring support is
able to analyze a large amount of text data and find formulation variants, such as
“Stellen Sie die Maschine jetzt an” and “Stellen Sie jetzt die Maschine an” (‘turn
on the machine’). Here, the word order is distinct but there is no difference in
meaning. The user gets the suggestion to always pick one of these variants in
order to make the documents more consistent and therefore better translatable.
3.2 Methods in machine translation
First we look at two basically distinct approaches to machine translation: the
statistical approach and the knowledge-based (or rule-based) approach.There are
also quite a few attempts to combine the ideas of both, as in Eisele (2009) and in
Thurmair (2009), but a clear distinction at this point makes it easier to evaluate
the influence authoring support has on each of the two methods. Some of the
processes we propose can contribute to a hybrid machine translation system.
The knowledge-based approach to machine translation makes use of lin-
guistic information and dictionaries to define translation rules based on this in-
formation. Examples for such systems are Lucy (www.lucysoftware.com), Lan-
genscheidt T1 (www.langenscheidt.de), and systran (www.systransoft.com).We
expect an effect on the machine translation output when source language texts
are more correct and therefore easier to analyze with language rules.
The statistical approach to machine translation analyzes large amounts of
parallel data, sets up phrase tables in the source and in the target language and
combines the phrases in the translation task. This kind of parallel data is, for ex-
ample, available in translation memories. Examples for this approach are Google
Translate (translate.google.de) andMoses (Koehn et al. 2007). We expect an effect
on themachine translation outputwhen source texts are standardized, giving less
variation in formulations of text and training data.
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3.3 Methods in human translation
Most technical translations are carried out with the help of translation memories.
Translation memories are databases of sentences that have been professionally
translated in previous work.While translating, the translator uses the translation
memory database that tries to find sentences similar to the one he or she is about
to translate. If a similar sentence is found in the database, it can be re-used in the
new translation. Somers & Diaz (2004) show that the technology of translation
memories is similar to example-based translation – a method that is essential for
statistical machine translation which is in widespread use today. This is why it
can be said that many translators already use machine translation technology
today when using translation memories without realizing that they do.
The databases that gradually develop from the work of translators are a valu-
able data source for statistical machine translation. They provide parallel sen-
tences, translated by professional translators.
4 Authoring support for better machine translation
results
The language analysis technologies of intelligent authoring support tools provide
a basis for improving machine translation: automatic authoring support takes
over the tasks of tokenization, pos-tagging, morphology analysis, decomposition,
and shallow grammar analysis.
Authoring support provides rules concerning monolingual texts. In the pro-
cess of translation these rules can be applied to the source language text (pre-
editing) and to the target language text (post-editing). Further, authoring support
rules and methods can help in the evaluation of machine translation results.
4.1 Pre-editing: Optimization of source language documents
Often enough, users test machine translation engines using texts that are not
suited for that task. Sometimes they run tests with prose texts, such as excerpts
from historical literature. Prose typically contains a lot of metaphorical language
that is difficult to translate even for human translators. Sometimes they process
texts of low quality, full of errors.
Using authoring support in the pre-editing process means to correct spelling
and grammar errors in the source document. This example of a translation (of an
instructive text) using Langenscheidt T1 demonstrates the effect on data cleaning,
as in Example 4.1:
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(2) a. “Achten Sie darauf das der lnb fest am Arm des Spiegels montiert ist.”
“You pay attention to that that the lnb firmly at the arm of the mirror
is mounted.”
b. “Achten Sie darauf, dass der lnb fest am Arm des Spiegels montiert
ist.”
“Pay attention to the lnb being firmly mounted at the arm of the mir-
ror.”
Consistent and precise terminology helps the machine translation process. If a
terminology database is available, checking for terminological consistency sup-
ports the machine translation process. For example, in our experiments, the im-
precise term “Kerzenschlüssel” was translated to “candle key” while the precise
term “Zündkerzenschlüssel” was correctly translated to “sparking-plug wrench”.
Authoring support provides not only methods for terminology checking, but also
methods for terminology extraction in order to set up a terminology database, as
described in Section 3.1. Terminology extraction rules in software like Acrolinx
are based on linguistic information and run on data in the relevant domain.
Thus, the extracted terms are more useful than, for example, a general domain-
independent ontology.
Authoring support also contains style rules. These are defined along the lines
of consistency, clarity, understandability, and translatability of text. Many of
these rules are also useful formachine translation pre-editing. Here is an example
of a complex sentence structure where the general authoring rule for reformula-
tion is also helpful for machine translation, as in Example 4.1:
(3) a. “Eine zu lose Zündkerze hatWärmestau und schlechte Abdichtung zur
Folge, ein zu kräftiges Anziehen hingegen kann das Kerzengewinde
und sogar den Zylinderkopf beschädigen.”
“A too loose spark plug has been able to damage accumulation of heat
and bad seal for the consequence a too strong pickup on the other hand
the candle thread and even the cylinder head.”
b. “Eine zu lockere Zündkerze führt zu Wärmestau und schlechter Ab-
dichtung. Eine zu fest angezogene Zündkerze kann das Gewinde und
den Zylinderkopf beschädigen.”
“A too loose spark plug leads to accumulation of heat and bad seal. A
too firmly absorbed spark plug can damage the thread and the cylinder
head.”
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Another area of authoring support that can be of help in machine translation
is sentence normalization. Given a large amount of text data in the domain, sen-
tence clustering can find similar sentences and help standardize them. Example
4.1 shows an English sentence cluster found in technical documentation:
(4) a. For more information, consult our web page.
b. For more information, consult the web page.
c. Go to our web page to find more info.
Authoring support can make sure that in contexts like this only one specific
variant is used. If the variant selection is trained on machine translation training
data, it can be ensured that in case of variants in the source language text these
are changed to 100% matches in the machine translation training data.
These methods of pre-editing can, on the one hand, be applied by authors,
as is usually done in the technical documentation authoring process. Errors are
marked so that the author can come up with reformulations. Further, the author
gets a better understanding of the abilities and limits of machine translation as
such.
On the other hand, it is possible to automatically apply many of these reformu-
lations. In contrast to authoring support of technical documents, the main focus
here is on better machine translation results. Automatic application of rules is
much faster. It can be the case, however, that the writing style used in the source
language text will deteriorate when automatically applying rules without any
human intervention whatsoever.
4.2 Post-editing: Optimization of machine translation output
The authoring support tool works on and processes monolingual text. Therefore,
using the same mechanisms as in pre-editing, we can correct spelling, grammar
and style errors on the target language text. In order to collect errors to correct in
automatic post-editing, we conducted experiments with professional translators
performing post-editing on machine translation output. On top of spelling and
grammar corrections, we identified rules for automatic post-editing of German
machine translation output on this basis. Here are examples of these rules:
• correct terminology
• correct standard expressions
• correct word order
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• convert future tense to present tense
• convert indicative to causative
• convert “man” to passive
• convert series of “von”+ noun
Terminology correction is a major part of the corrected errors and thus re-
quires a specific focus. Allen (2001) shows tools that support humans in manually
adding unknown words to a dictionary and in domain-adaptation by manually
selecting the best translations of words in a certain domain. We propose to do
multilingual term extraction (a method that is part of authoring support), and
make use of term bank organization (with domains and linked terms) for the or-
ganization of the domain-dependent selection of translations. The terminology
can be adapted to the domain by extraction methods working on the training
data; a term bank is set up with information about the domain and used for ter-
minology checking on the source and target language texts.
4.3 Evaluation of machine translation
The authoring tool can also be used to evaluate machine translation results. Al-
ready in the project Verbmobil (Wahlster 2000) the idea came up to run different
machine translation machines in parallel and to choose the best result. What re-
sult can be seen as best is dependent on the translation task. In the Verbmobil
environment, picking the best result was often enough guided by time restric-
tion because this was a spoken dialogue translation situation, where processing
time is crucial. In translating technical documentation, a few seconds more or
less are not that important. More important, however, is the actual quality of
the machine translation result. The quality can be determined using authoring
support along the areas of spelling, grammar, style, and terminology checking of
the target language text. Checking results are combined in an evaluation value
that can directly be used to choose the best translation.
5 Machine translation methods for better authoring
support
The benefit of combining authoring support and machine translation is bidirec-
tional because authoring support can also benefit from methods developed for
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machine translation. The first connection is very basic: some of the rules devel-
oped in authoring support for machine translation pre-editing can also be used
in authoring support of technical documentation writing. Technical documenta-
tion often enough has to be translated to other languages. If the source language
document is organized such that it is easier to translate for machine translation
systems, it is also easier to translate (and to understand) for humans. Consider
the rules concerning reduction of ambiguity, for example. One of these rules re-
quires avoiding anaphoric pronouns. mt translates single sentences and is mostly
unable to take care of anaphora resolution. Human translators use translation
memories that also consist of single sentences. Therefore, this rule is useful for
both.
Another area is the set-up of a term bank for terminology checking. Using
paradigms from statistical machine translation, we extract phrase tables from
multilingual data. These phrase tables create a foundation to linking both terms
between languages, and terms within a particular language. The result is that
we have within each language synonyms of the extracted terms because these
terms were translated in the same way. For example, in German – English par-
allel data we found this cluster of words for English because all of these were
translated to the German word “Grundstellung”: starting position, basic position,
home position, basic setting, initial position, starting pos., normal position. This
word cluster actually builds a synonym cluster.These synonyms can be imported
into the term bank and then linked. This information can be used in terminology
checking, but also in sentence clustering as a similarity measure.
Finally, the multilingual term extraction results (with statistical machine trans-
lation methods) can again be used for rule-based machine translation to enhance
the domain-specific dictionaries and for statistical machine translation to make
the training data more consistent.
6 Experiments and evaluations
6.1 First experiment: Evaluate what type of authoring support is
useful for MT
The goal of the first set of experiments we conducted was to find out how to
set up the authoring support system in order to get the best results on machine
translation output.We started with only three documents and one rule-basedma-
chine translation system, Langenscheidt T1. We applied several existing rules of
authoring support and inspected the machine translation behavior. Here spelling
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and grammar correction on the source text turned out to be an important factor.
Further, we found out that rules concerning lexical items, such as the avoidance
of ambiguous words, have an important impact on the quality of machine trans-
lation.
Table 1: Application of rules and the effect onGoogle Translate and sys-
tran for German–English and German–Italian translation. Adapted
from Klausner (2011: 43).
Google Translate systran
English Italian English Italian
Avoiding man 3 3 nn nn
Separation of verb components 2 2 2 1
Fillers 1 1 3 3
Prepositions 1 1 nn nn
Word order 3 3 nn nn
can 3 3 nn nn
Simple list nn nn nn nn
Enumerations 3 2 2 2
One relative clause 3 3 3 3
Two relative clauses 3 3 2 2
Passive 3 3 3 2
Conditional clauses 2 2 2 2
Prepositional phrases 2 1 2 1
Questions 2 1 1 1
Swapping subject-object arguments nn nn 3 3
3: strong improvement, 2: slight improvement, 1: no improvement, nn:
improvement not necessary
6.2 Second experiment: Different MT systems and target languages
The next step was to take into account a statistical machine translation system
(Google Translate) and a rule-based system (systran) in order to find out if pre-
editing rules havemore influence on one or the other. Furthermore, we compared
the translations German – English and German – Italian in order to investigate
whether source language correction methods should be dependent on the target
language. For the results of this experiment, see Table 1. We identified style rules
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that have a similar effect on both machine translation systems.These include, for
example, ‘do not place two parts of a verb too far away from each other in the
sentence’ (“separation of verb components”), or rules that have a bigger impact
on the statistical system, such as ‘avoid the impersonal pronoun man’ as well as
rules that have an influence on the rule-based-system, such as ‘use standardword
order’. Simple lists can be handled by both machines and both target languages
and need not to be converted, while enumerations seem to be a problem in mt.
In this experiment,3 we could not find any differences in the influence of au-
thoring support rules on machine translation results that can be explained by the
structure of English or Italian as a target language. However, the results of the
experiment could be used to produce a linguistic resource for authoring support
checking, i.e., the 52 style rules used in the following experiments.
Table 2: Classification of errors in mt output of original text compared
to text, where pre-editing rules are applied
Evaluation Evaluation I Evaluation II Evaluation III Average
(original (pre-edited) (pre-edited) (pre-edited) evaluations
text) (pre-edited)
content words wrong 42 81 77 37 65
incorrect punctuation 11 4 8 4 5.33
incorrect word forms 17 27 7 3 12.33
incorrect word order 32 50 30 42 40.67
missing content words 16 1 17 3 7
other error 27a 15 27 19 20.33b
wrong functional words 26 34 40 21 31.67
total 171 212 206 129 182.33
a15.79%
b11.15%
6.3 Third experiment: Evaluate the effect of implemented rules on MT
results
The aim of the next round of experiments was to evaluate the effect of these
rules on machine translation results. To this end, a German text from the Open
Office documentation (http://opus.lingfil.uu.se/OpenOffice3.php) was corrected
along the lines of the authoring support checking results. Original and corrected




text (about 100 sentences each) were translated using Lucy (rule-based), Moses,
and Google Translate (both statistically-based) and their results were classified
by translators according to the identified translation errors.
The error classification (see Table 2) showed that the translation of the pre-
processed text containedmore errors that could be classified by professional tech-
nical translators. The category “other error” contained 15.79% for the machine
translation without pre-editing and only 11.15% for the machine translation with
pre-editing.4 It could also be shown that the results contained fewer grammar er-
rors (punctuation, word forms) if pre-editing was performed with the authoring
support rules.
Table 3 shows that there were no machine translation results categorized as
correct translations for the non-pre-edited texts, while with pre-edited machine
translation, 20% of the translations were correct.
Table 3: Comparison of sentences classified as correct translations,
original and pre-edited sentences
Evaluation Evaluation I Evaluation II Evaluation III Average
(original (pre-edited) (pre-edited) (pre-edited) evaluations
text) (pre-edited)
1.1. Lucy 0 1% 5% 10% 5.33%
1.2. Moses 0 1% 3% 9% 4.33%
Google Translate 0 4% 7% 7% 6%
total 0 7% 20% 33% 20%
6.4 Fourth experiment: Human post-editing of MT results
In another task (see Table 4), translators were asked to post-edit machine trans-
lation results. We calculated the total word-level Levenshtein distances between
machine translation output and post-edited machine translation output. Pre-ed-
iting using authoring support before machine translation processing lead to the
reduction of distance (15.82%) which indicates that post-editing is much less ef-
fort when pre-editing was involved as well.
4Other errors could be very different, such as untranslated words as in “By clicking of this
symbol you add a hyperlink of the current url to your document ein.” or translation close to
the (German) source text, such as “Did you split the page into columns or the cursor is in a
multi-column text frame, …”.
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Table 4: Total word-level Levenshtein distances between machine






6.5 Fifth experiment: Automatic evaluation of rule impact
In Roturier et al. (2012), we introduced a framework to analyze the impact of
source re-formulations on machine translation quality using automatic metrics
(see Figure 1). This approach will enable us to automatically evaluate the effect of
pre-editing rules on machine translation quality and therefore to get evaluations
on more data. First results show that grammar reformulations (leading to correct
grammar) seem to have a large influence on translation quality.




We have shown that methods from automatic authoring support and machine
translation can be applied to both tasks. Thus, authoring support and machine
translation should be integrated modules in the text production and translation
process. Automatic authoring support is monolingual; checking rules can only
be applied to either the source language text or the target language text, without
taking the translation into account. Therefore, multilingual terminology extrac-
tion on smt training data is a first step towards multilingual checking.
In order to further expand the integration, it is necessary to involve more lan-
guages in the evaluation tasks. We plan to include Chinese in our inspections.
As for the process itself, we will automate the pre- and post-editing process as
much as possible and evaluate whether the machine translation results can be
optimized with minimal or without any human intervention.
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Large amounts of bilingual corpora are used in the training process of statistical
machine translation systems. Usually a general domain is used as the training cor-
pus. When the system is tested using data from the same domain, the obtained
results are satisfactory, but if the test set belongs to a different domain, the trans-
lation quality decreases. This is due to insufficient lexical coverage, wrong choice
in case of polysemous words, and differences in discourse style between the two
domains. Thus, the need to adapt the system is an ongoing research task in ma-
chine translation. Some challenges in performing domain adaptation are to decide
which part of the system requires adaptation and to choose what method needs to
be applied. In this paper, we used language model interpolation as a domain adap-
tation method and proved that it is a fast state of the art method that can be used in
building adapted translation systems even when sparse domain specific material
is available (i.e. especially in the case of low-resourced language pairs). The best
improvement was of 15 bleu points over the baseline system.
1 Introduction
As a response to the increased need of managing data available on-line, tradi-
tional content management systems extended their functionality by offering a
web front-end facility, and more recently by including cloud services. In this ar-
ticle we will refer to this type of system as Web Content Management System
(wcms).
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Existentwcmss focus on storage of documents in databases and providemostly
full-text search functionality. These types of systems have limited applicability,
due to two reasons:
• data available online is often multilingual and
• documents within a cms are semantically related (share some common
knowledge, or belong to similar topics).
In short, in production environments, currently available cmss do not exploit
modern techniques from information technology like text mining, the semantic
web or machine translation. Current initiatives, such as the “Multilingual Web-
lt” (http://www.multilingualweb.eu/), are now developing standards and best
practices for dealing with multilingual content on the Web, but this has not yet
been systematically applied to CMSs.
The ict psp eu project atlas – Applied Technology for Language-Aided cms
(http://www.atlasproject.eu) – aims to fill this gap by providing three innovative
Web services within a wcms. These three Web services, i-Librarian, EUDocLib
and i-Publisher, are not only thematically differentiated, but also offer different
levels of intelligent information processing.
The atlas wcms makes use of state-of-the-art text-technological methods in
order to extract information and cluster documents according to a given hierar-
chy. A text summarization module and a machine translation engine as well as
a cross-lingual semantic search engine are embedded.
Currently the system is able to handle six languages (Bulgarian, English, Ger-
man, Greek, Polish and Romanian) from four language families. However, the
chosen framework allows other languages to be added at a later point.
The focus of this paper is on the machine translation engine within the atlas
project and on performing domain adaptation which gives significant improve-
ments over the baseline system when evaluated. It should also be stated that the
aim of the atlas project is to adapt state-of-the-art methods in language tech-
nology with the purpose of being integrated into a content management system,
thus the project is not only a research project, but also a product-oriented one.
Our attention focused on selecting the most adequate state-of-the-art method in
domain adaptation for machine translation.
In natural language processing, the notion of “domain” could refer to the genre,
the text type or the style of a document (Lee 2001). In this paper, we use the
definition from Plank (2011: Chapter 3) where a domain is defined by a corpus.
The problem of domain adaptation could be formulated as follows: given a large
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amount of bilingual source data (training data) and a small amount of target data,
the purpose of the domain adaptation task is to build a system that has a good
performance when evaluated on test sets that belong to the target domain. We
use the terms source domain and out-of-domain interchangeably. Also, the terms
target domain and in-domain are used interchangeably.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the atlas
Content Management System is described with details on the integration of ma-
chine translation into the atlas system. Section 3 presents the state of the art
in domain adaptation for statistical machine translation (smt) with insight on
the limitations of the current methods. The next section introduces the baseline
translation system we used and the resources needed in order to build it. The
experiments we performed in domain adaptation are presented in Section 5. We
conducted two types of experiments: firstly, we identified a state of the art do-
main adaptation method that is easy to use and gives significant improvements
over the baseline. Then, after deciding on the method, we performed various ex-
periments on different domains from the atlas project and on different language
pairs.The results are also presented in this section.The conclusions are presented
in the last section.
2 The ATLAS content management system
The core online service of the atlas platform is i-Publisher, a powerful web-
based instrument for creating, running and managing content-driven Web sites.
It integrates language-based technologies to improve content navigation, e.g. in-
terlinking documents based on extracted phrases, words and names, providing
short summaries and suggesting categorization concepts. Currently two differ-
ent thematic content-driven websites, i-Librarian and EUDocLib, are being built
on top of the atlas platform, using i-Publisher as the content management layer.
i-Librarian is intended to be a user-oriented website which allows visitors to
maintain a personal workspace for storing, sharing and publishing various types
of documents and to have them automatically categorized into appropriate sub-
ject categories, summarized and annotated with important words, phrases and
names. EUDocLib is planned as a publicly accessible repository of eu legal doc-
uments from the eur-lex collection with enhanced navigation and multilingual
access.
The i-Publisher service:
• is mainly targeted at small enterprises and non-profit organizations,
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• gives the ability to use a point-and-click interface to build content-driven
websites which provide a wide set of pre-defined functionalities andwhose
textual content is automatically processed, i.e. categorized, summarized,
annotated, etc.,
• enables publishers, information designers and graphic designers to easily
collaborate,
• aims at saving authors, editors and other contributors valuable time by
automatically processing textual data and allowing them to work together
to produce high quality content. The last evaluation round of the service
indicates that users indeed see the benefit of lt-Technologies embedded
into the system.
The i-Librarian service:
• addresses the needs of authors, students, young researchers and readers,
• gives the ability to easily create, organize and publish various types of
documents,
• allows users to find similar documents in different languages, to share their
own work with other people, and to locate the most relevant texts from
large collections of unfamiliar documents.
The EUDocLib service is a particular refinement of i-Librarian targeted at the
management of documents from the European Commission.
The services described above are supported through intelligent language tech-
nology components like automatic classification, named entity recognition and
information extraction, automatic text summarization, machine translation and
cross-lingual information retrieval.These components are integrated into the sys-
tem in a brick-like architecture, which means that each component is building on
top of the preceding one. The baseline brick is the language processing pipeline
component which ensures homogeneous linguistic processing of all documents
independent of their language (Belogay et al. 2011). A processing pipeline for a
given language includes a number of existing tools, adjusted and/or fine-tuned
to ensure their interoperability. In most respects, a language processing pipeline
does not require development of new software modules, but rather a combina-
tion of existing tools. The core atlas software package is distributed under the
gpl license. lt-plug-ins like the language processing chains or the mt-engine fol-
low a commercial licensing. iLibrarian is available as a web service and it has
unrestricted access.
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2.1 Machine translation in the ATLAS system
Machine Translation is a key component of the atlas system. The development
of the engine is particularly challenging as the translation should be applicable
to different domains. Additionally, the considered language pairs belong to the
low resourced group,1 for which bilingual training and test material is available
in limited amount.
The machine translation engine is integrated in two distinct ways into the
atlas platform:
• for the i-Publisher Service (a generic platform for generating websites), the
mt serves as a translation aid tool for publishing multilingual content. Text
is submitted to the translation engine and the result is subject to human
post-processing
• for i-Librarian and EUDocLib (dedicated Web services for collecting docu-
ments), the mt-engine provides a translation for evaluation, which means
that the user retrieving documents in different languages will use the en-
gine in order to get a clue about the documents, and decide if he will store
them. If the translation is considered acceptable it will be stored in the
database
The integration of a machine translation engine into a web-based content man-
agement system in general, and into the atlas system in particular, presents
several challenges from the user’s point of view, among which we mention two
challenges that were dealt with within the atlas system:
1. The user may retrieve documents from different domains. Domain adapta-
tion is a major issue in machine translation, and in particular in corpus-
based methods. Poor lexical coverage and false disambiguation are the
main issues when translating documents out of the training domain;
2. The user may retrieve documents from various time periods. As language
changes over time, language technology tools developed for modern lan-
guages do not work equally well on diachronic documents.
With the currently available technology, it is not possible to provide a trans-
lation system which is domain and language variation independent and works
for multiple heterogeneous language pairs. Therefore, our approach envisages a
1See http://www.meta-net.eu/whitepapers.
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system of user guidance, so that the availability and the foreseen system perfor-
mance are transparent at any time.
For the mt-engine of the atlas system we decided on a hybrid architecture
combining Example-Based Machine Translation (ebmt) (Gavrila 2011) and statis-
tical machine translation (smt) (Koehn et al. 2007) at the phrase-based level (no
syntactic trees will be used). An original approach of our system is the interac-
tion of the mt-engine with other modules of the system:
• The document categorization module assigns to each document one or
more domains. For each domain the system administrator has the possi-
bility to store information regarding the availability of a corresponding
specific training corpus. If no specific trained model for the respective do-
main exists, the user is provided with a warning that the translation may
be inadequate with respect to the lexical coverage.
• The output of the summarization module is processed in such a way that
ellipses and anaphoras are omitted, and lexical material is adapted to the
training corpus.
Figure 1: System architecture for the atlas-engine
The information extraction module provides information about document me-
tadata including publication age. For documents previous to 1900 we will not
provide a translation, explaining to the user that in absence of a training corpus
the translation may be misleading.
The domain and dating restrictions can be changed at any time by the sys-
tem administrator when an adequate training model is provided. The described
architecture is presented in Figure 1.
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In order to perform domain adaptation we collected domain specific corpora
for 13 upper domains in the categorization tree embedded in the atlas system
and performed various experiments to choose a fast and easy to use domain
adaptation method that can significantly improve the translation.
3 State of the art in domain adaptation for Statistical
Machine Translation
Domain adaptation (da) can be classified by taking into consideration themodels
that are adapted, the resources that are used or the type of supervision used.
In the following table, multiple types of approaches are presented. The num-
bers of the papers that appear after the table are given in the column “Reference”
according to the approach the paper uses in adaptation.
Table 1: Classification of Domain Adaptation approaches for smt
Approach Type Reference
Model Word alignment model 2
Language model 1, 3, 4, 6, 8
Translation model 3, 4, 5, 7, 8
Reordering model 4, 7, 9
Resources Monolingual corpora 5, 6, 7
Parallel corpora 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9
Comparable corpora 5
Web-crawled data 8
Supervision Supervised 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9
Unsupervised 5, 7
Semi-supervised 6
In the following, the state of the art in domain adaptation for statistical ma-
chine translation (smt) is presented with papers sorted chronologically by year
of publication. All papers evaluated their methods using one or more evaluation
metrics and the most common metric used was bleu (Papineni et al. 2002).
1. An unsupervised language model adaptation method is explored in
Zhao et al. (2004) where structured querymodels are used. Translations are
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obtained using a baseline translation system that uses a general language
model. Then the hypotheses from the output are converted into queries
with the aim of retrieving similar sentences from very large news docu-
ments collections. Using these retrieved sentences, a language model (LM)
is built and linearly interpolated with the baseline language model. The fi-
nal step consists in using the interpolated language model to produce new
translations.
2. Experiments in alignment adaptationwere described inWu et al. (2005)
where out-of-domain data is used in order to get better results when per-
forming in-domain word alignment. In their work, an alignment model is
trained using the out-of-domain corpus and another alignment model is
trained using the in-domain corpus (size of out-of-domain >> size of in-
domain). A new alignment model results by interpolating the two models.
3. Multiple experiments in domain adaptation for smt were explored by
Koehn & Schroeder (2007). The baseline systems were trained using differ-
ent methods: using only out-of-domain data, using only in-domain data
and using concatenated out-of-domain and in-domain data. Among these
three baselines the best bleu score was obtained using the concatenated
data. The adaptation methods used were: only use the in-domain data to
build the languagemodel, interpolate the lm estimated fromout-of-domain
data with the lm estimated from in-domain data, use both language mod-
els as separate features with weights set using mert, and the last method
made use of factored translation models where two decoding paths
corresponding to each translation table are used.
4. In Chen et al. (2008) n-best hypotheses are used for language, transla-
tion and reordering model adaptation. Each hypothesis holds phrase
alignment information that is useful in the word reordering for the source
text. The best word reordering for a source text is the one with the high-
est posterior probability. The source sentences are reordered taking into
consideration the best word reordering. The weights of the decoder are
optimized using the reordered source sentences.
5. One approach to translation model adaption relies on using compa-
rable corpora.2 In Snover et al. (2008), monolingual target data is used
in the improvement of an smt system. The method consists in using mul-
tiple texts in the target language that have a similar topic as the source
2Texts that have the same topic and similar content.
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language document that will be translated. The documents are used to in-
crease the probability of generating texts that are similar to the comparable
document.
6. The use of a domain dictionary and monolingual corpora is explored
in Wu et al. (2008). The out-of-domain data is used in estimating a lan-
guage model and constructing a phrase table, probabilities are assigned to
entries in the in-domain translation dictionary, an in-domain phrase table
is constructed, and the two phrase tables are combined. If in-domain tar-
get data is available, a language model is estimated and combined with the
out-of-domain one. If in-domain source data is available, the already built
model is used in translating the data, thus obtaining a synthetic corpus
that is added to the training data.
7. Monolingual resources are also explored in Bertoldi & Federico (2009).
The approaches pursued are: use the baseline translation system to gen-
erate synthetic bilingual data, use the generated data for translation and
reordering model adaptation, and use the synthetic texts or given target
texts for language model adaptation.
8. Recent work in DA forsma focuses on using web-crawled data for build-
ing language models, improving translation models, tuning and testing. In
Pecina et al. (2011) and Pecina et al. (2012), domain-specific data is obtained
by web-crawling. The basic workflow of their work is: use focused web-
crawling, text normalization, language identification, document clean-up
and near-duplicate detection.
9. Ling et al. (2011) use weighted alignment matrices for reordering
modeling.These matrices encode all possible alignments and generate bet-
ter phrase-tables. The alignment matrix is used to create the translation
model and the 1-best alignment to generate the reordering model. In their
paper, two algorithms to generate the reordering model are presented: one
uses the alignments for the phrase pairs, and the other algorithm makes
use of the contextual information of the phrase pairs.
In Figure 2, a domain adaptation setup for statistical machine translation is
presented.
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Figure 2: Domain adaptation setup. Figure adapted from Plank (2011:
Chapter 3) where a da setup is presented in the task of parser adapta-
tion. The adapted system is made up of the same type of models as the
baseline system, but these models were omitted in the drawing due to
the fact that one or more models can be adapted.
4 The baseline translation system
The experiments were run using the widely-used open-source toolkit Moses.3
Moses is a statistical machine translation toolkit which utilizes large parallel
corpora in order to train the translation system. In our experiments, we used
the phrase-based translation model provided by the Moses system. The training
pipeline4 consists of the following steps: pre-processing the data by tokenizing,
true casing and cleaning using tools from theMoses toolkit, followed by language
model training and translation training where a word-alignment is performed,
phrases are extracted and multiple scores are computed. For the language model
training, we chose the srilm toolkit,5 which is also open-source. It builds statis-
tical language models and it also offers the possibility of interpolating language
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monly used tool for word alignments. Because of the fact that this tool runs
slowly on long sentences or fails to align them, we chose to work with a maxi-
mum sentence length of 50 words.
In order to train a statistical machine translation system, parallel corpora were
needed.The jrc-Acquis7 corpus is a multilingual parallel corpus for 22 European
languages consisting of paragraph alignments for 231 pairs8 of languages. The
data is made up of a selection of European Union documents referred to as Ac-
quis. This term identifies the body of common rights and obligations that bind
all the member states of the European Union. The choice of using this corpus
is motivated by the fact that it is freely available, it is sufficiently large and it
contains aligned corpora for all the language pairs within the atlas project.
The experiments were evaluated using the common bleu evaluation metric
which uses n-grams counts.
5 Experiments in domain adaptation
In order to investigate current methods of domain adaptation, experiments were
performed thatwere inspired by thework presented in Koehn& Schroeder (2007).
In their work, the language pair French–English was used, with the Europarl cor-
pus used as out-of-domain date. The in-domain data was made up of the News
Commentary corpus. The bleu scores for each of the adaptation methods pro-
posed are presented in Table 2.
Table 2: bleu scores for the experiments from Koehn & Schroeder
(2007)
Method bleu
Large out-of-domain training data 25.11
Small in-domain training data 25.88
Combined training data 26.69
Language model interpolation 27.12
Two language models 27.30
In-domain language model 27.46
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From the seven experiments conducted by Koehn & Schroeder (2007), we se-
lected three experiments that can be easily reproduced (combined training data,
in-domain language model and interpolated language model).Then we identified
the best one according to the bleu scores, which was the in-domain language
model method.
We performed three experiments using the out-of-domain jrc-Acquis, the in-
domain Politics from the atlas parallel corpora and the language pair Bulgarian–
English. Even though the out-of-domain and the in-domain data both belong to
the same topic, they differ in text style. The aim of these experiments was to
verify if using the in-domain language model method is also the best adaptation
method for our setting. But, as results show in Table 4, the best method actually
is language model interpolation (even though using only the in-domain language
model gives results close to language model interpolation).
In Table 3 and Table 4, the statistics for the corpora used and the bleu results
are presented.
Table 3: Statistics for the corpora used in the experiments for bg–en
#sentences in- #sentences out-of- #sentences test-set
domain Politics domain jrc-Aquis (Politics domain)
56796 306767 3000
Table 4: bleu results for the adaptation methods tested on bg–en with
in-domain Politics
Method bleu
Combined training data 24.98
In-domain language model 39.07
Language model interpolation 39.36
In order to estimate language models and to perform language model interpo-
lation, we used the srilm toolkit. Two language models were built: one for the
target language estimated from the out-of-domain corpus and one for the target
language estimated from the in-domain corpus. Then, we used the compute-best-
mix script from srilm to compute the best interpolation weight. This weight and
the two language models were used in order to build the interpolated language
model.
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Table 5: Results of experiments on Business in-domain data
Lang. bleu bleu #sent. In- #sent. Out- #sent. Test improvement
Pair Adapted Baseline domain of-domain Set
System System Corpus Corpus
de–en 13.18 9.84 93160 1199447 4500 3.34
en–de 11.3 7.96 93160 1199447 4500 3.34
en–ro 14.97 6.98 10109 336455 500 7.99
ro–bg 19.58 7.22 10410 241670 500 12.36
ro–en 23.82 9.69 10109 336455 500 14.13
After deciding what the best adaptation method was in our current setting
(LM interpolation), we conducted experiments on other atlas in-domain cor-
pora: Sociology and Business. We wanted to check the correlation between the
size of the out-of-domain data, the in-domain data and the improvement9 on
different language pairs: English–German, German–English, Romanian–English,
English–Romanian and Romanian–Bulgarian. As can be seen in Table 5 and Ta-
ble 6, there is a big difference between the sizes of the Business and the Sociology
in-domain data. Another goal of our work was to evaluate the chosen da method
by comparing the bleu scores of the baseline systems to the scores of the adapted
systems.
The test sets belonged to the same domain as the in-domain corpus and the size
of the test sets was set to approximately 5% of the size of the in-domain corpora.
Table 6: Results of experiments on Sociology in-domain data
Lang. bleu bleu #sent. In- #sent. Out- #sent. Test improvement
Pair Adapted Baseline domain of-domain Set
System System Corpus Corpus
de–en 30.05 22.3 1808 1199447 100 7.75
en–de 35.21 27.3 1808 1199447 100 7.91
en–ro 30.46 21.92 2010 336455 100 8.54
ro–bg 17.68 7.31 2176 241670 100 10.37
ro–en 36.82 21.71 2010 336455 100 15.11
9We use the term “improvement” to define the difference between the bleu score of the adapted
system and the bleu score of the baseline system.
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We observed from our experiments that there is a correlation between the size
of the in-domain corpus, the out-of-domain corpus, the number of test sentences
and the bleu score. In the Sociology experiments, the size of test sets was set to
100 sentences and the size of the in-domain data was between 1800 and 2200
sentences. Even though the size of the in-domain data for ro–bg is similar to the
size of the in-domain data for ro–en, the size of the out-of-domain data for the
two language pairs differs by almost 100000 sentences. This is the reason why
there is a large difference in bleu score improvements for the two systems (10.37
for ro–bg and 15.11 for ro–en). The same correlations can be observed in the
Business domain (12.36 for ro–bg and 14.13 for ro–en).
While themost significant improvement among all ten experiments was on the
on the ro–en language pair in the Sociology domain (bleu difference of 15.11),
the least significant improvement of 3.34 bleu points was made on the Business
domain for the language pairs en–de and de–en. The reason for this small im-
provement lies in the large amounts of both in-domain and out-of-domain data.
Sentence alignment problems appear in large corpora leading to word-alignment
problems and, in the end, problems in the translation, which result in low bleu
scores.
Figure 3: Improvement for the experiments in the Business domain
In Figure 3 we plotted on the X axis the improvement, on the left Y axis the
size of the out-of-domain data and on the second Y axis the size of the in-domain
data. It can be observed that for the experiments that used large amounts of
both out-of-domain and in-domain data, the improvement was the lowest. When
the out-of-domain corpus and the in-domain corpus had smaller dimensions, the
improvement was significantly better. Hybrid cases, with a large out-of-domain
corpus and small in-domain corpus, can be observed in Figure 4, where all ten
experiments are illustrated. In this case, the improvement is also significant.
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Figure 4: Improvement for all experiments
By looking at the improvements, we came to the conclusion that having more
in-domain data does not necessarily lead to better results and that the chosen
adaptation method is more important than the amount of in-domain data.
In Table 7, an example of translations in the domain of Sociology and the lan-
guage pair Romanian–English is presented. This is the experiment that gave the
best improvement among all experiments (15.11). In the sentence translated us-
ing the baseline system, unknownwords are underlined.The adapted systemwas
able to translate all the words in this case and the sense of the sentence is similar
to the sense of the reference sentence.
Table 8 presents an example taken from the Business domain German–English
language pair test set. This is the experiment that gave the lowest improvement
among all experiments (3.34). Even though in the sentence translated by the
adapted system there are no unknown words, the sense of the sentence is not
very close to the sense of the reference sentence.
6 Conclusions
In this paper we presented the atlas Content Management System, focusing
on the integration of machine translation into the system. A current problem of
machine translation is domain adaptation, as many statistical systems are trained
on a general domain and used on divergent domains. We have investigated three
methods presented in Koehn & Schroeder (2007) in order to choose a domain
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Table 7: Translation example using a test set sentence that belongs to
the Sociology domain, ro–en
Type Sentence
Source toate declarațiile de susținere vor fi distruseîn termen de
18 luni de la data de înregistrare a inițiativei propuse de
cetățeni, sau, în cazul unor proceduri administrative sau
juridice, cel târziu la o săptămână după data încheierii pro-
cedurilor în cauză.
Reference all statements of support will be destroyed at the latest 18
months after the date of registration of the proposed cit-
izens’ initiative, or, in the case of administrative or legal
proceedings, at the latest one week after the date of con-
clusion of the said proceedings.
Adapted System all statements of support will be destroyed 18 months after
the registration of initiative proposed by citizens, or, in the
case of administrative procedures or legal, at the latest one
week after the date of the procedures in question.
Baseline System all declarațiile of susținere shall be destroyed within 18
months from the date of registration of inițiativei proposed
by cetățeni, or, in the case of administrative or legal, not
later than one week from the date of conclusion of the pro-
cedures in question.
adaptation method that can be easily and quickly integrated into the system.
According to the original article, the best adaption method among these three
was the usage of an in-domain language model. However, our experiments show
that in our current setting, the best method is language model interpolation.
Subsequently, we wanted to evaluate the chosen da method. For this reason,
we performed experiments using baseline systems trained on jrc-Acquis and
evaluated them using bleu. In order to perform domain adaptation, we used the
Business and Sociology in-domain data and the following language pairs: Ger-
man–English, English–German, Romanian–Bulgarian, English–Romanian, and
Romanian–English. The bleu scores for all the adapted systems outperformed
the bleu scores of the baseline systems. It is important to emphasize the high
bleu differences between the baseline systems and the adapted systems (the best
improvement was of 15.11 bleu points).
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Table 8: Translation example using a test set sentence that belongs to
the Business domain, de–en
Type Sentence
Source eine solche anbindung birgt das risiko, dass aufwärts-
gerichtete inflationsschocks zu einer lohn-preis-spirale
führen, was sich in den betroffenen ländern nachteilig
auf beschäftigung und wettbewerbsfähigkeit auswirken
würde.
Reference such schemes involve the risk of upward shocks in inflation
leading to a wage-price spiral, which would be detrimental
to employment and competitiveness in the countries con-
cerned.
Adapted System such carries the risk that monetary policy discussion of an
early, in the countries concerned detrimental to employ-
ment and competitiveness.
Baseline System such a link between carries the risk that aufwärtsgerichtete
inflationsschocks lead to a lohn-preis-spirale, in the coun-
tries concerned on employment and competitiveness.
Two important ideas are highlighted by the results of our experiments. When
performing domain adaptation, it is not necessary to have a large in-domain cor-
pus in order to attain good adaptation results (a size of 2000 sentences is suf-
ficient). The other conclusion is that in our current setting, choosing the right
method of adaptation is more important than having a large in-domain corpus.
We conclude that having in-domain data is important for domain adaptation,
but it is more important to choose a good adaptation method that gives signifi-
cant improvements when applied to different in-domains and different language
pairs.
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Disambiguate yourself: Supporting users
in searching documents with query
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In this paper we present a query-oriented semantic approach and the respective ar-
chitecture for supporting users in searching and browsing documents in a retrieval
framework. While users are typing their queries a “meaning-oriented” analysis of
each keystroke can provide different disambiguation suggestions (spelling correc-
tion, Named-Entity Recognition, WordNet- andWikipedia-based suggestions) that
can help users in formulating their queries for filtering relevant results. On the
other hand systems can better interpret the query, because users implicitly tag the
queries with the related meaning choosing the desired concept they had in mind.
After the presentation of our architecture we show the results of two user studies,
where users were asked to judge the support while typing their query and brows-
ing documents. These results confirm that a semantic support is important in both
cases.
1 Introduction
Keyword-based retrieval typically relies on keyword indexing and Boolean logic
queries. These are sometimes provided with statistical methods like word fre-
quency, where keyword lists are used to describe the content of information ob-
jects (e.g. also for finding synonyms of the query without taking into account the
meaning of them). Semantic information retrieval is based on the cognitive
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Stein & Andreas Witt (eds.), Language technologies for a multilingual Europe: TC3 III, 123–138.
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view of the world, i.e. the meaning of a text (or word) depends on the conceptual
relationships to objects in the world rather than to linguistic or contextual rela-
tions contained in texts or dictionaries. Sets of words, terms, etc. are mapped (in a
conceptual structure) to concepts they encode.The concepts have to be identified
inside the text and then classified (categorization) according to the given concep-
tual structure. The main types of conceptual structure are taxonomies, lexical
resources (e.g. WordNet), general or domain ontologies or networks of concepts.
These kind of resources have been already used for automatic disambiguation of
concepts Haav & Lubi (2001).
Analyzing the current retrieval systems, we can state that query words are not
considered in their different meanings, but only as keywords. Furthermore, they
cannot deliver concept-based result lists. Because it is still difficult to understand
the correlation of the search terms in a given context and documents, we believe
that a semantic-based support can help in filling this gap while query typing and
browsing.
Since the 1950s different researchers have tried to disambiguate words for dif-
ferent purposes such as machine translation, information retrieval and hypertext
navigation, content and thematic analysis, grammatical analysis (Part-Of-Speech
Tagging), speech or text processing Ide & Véronis (1998). A word is called am-
biguous if it can be interpreted in more than one way, thus having multiple
senses. Disambiguation methods try to determine a specific sense of an ambigu-
ous word. In general terms aword sense disambiguation process can be described
as two steps, given a word 𝑤 that should be disambiguated: For disambiguating
word senses a variety of association methods (knowledge-driven, data-driven or
corpus-based WSD) can be used Ide & Véronis (1998). Knowledge-based word
sense disambiguation methods can be combined within semantic (or concept-
based) information retrieval systems and represent one of the high-impact tech-
nologies for the next generation of ir systems.The search in this type of retrieval
systems is based on themeaning of the searched information objects and not only
on keywords in the object Haav & Lubi (2001).
In this paper we present a query-oriented semantic approach and the respec-
tive architecture for supporting users in searching and browsing documents in
a retrieval framework. While users are typing their queries a “meaning-oriented”
analysis of each keystroke can provide different disambiguation suggestions (spel-
ling correction, Named-Entity Recognition, WordNet- and Wikipedia-based sug-
gestions) that can help users in formulating their queries for filtering relevant
results. On the other hand systems can interpret the query better, because users
implicitly tag the queries with the related meaning choosing the desired concept
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they had in mind. After the presentation of our architecture we show the results
of two user studies, where users were asked to judge the support while typing
their query and browsing documents. These results confirm that a semantic sup-
port is important in both cases.
2 Supporting users with query disambiguation
suggestions
In common information retrieval there is a distinction between term-based and
phrase-based queries Singhal (2001). Some ir systems use single terms stored in
the index, others also use multi-word phrases (e.g. “Information Retrieval”) as in-
dex terms. In a similar way, in this work, users can query the index using single
word senseqeries and multi word senseqeries. Single word sense queries
are queries consisting of only one word that could have different meanings de-
pending on the context they are related with. Multi word sense queries consist
of the sum of different single word sense queries. Potentially, they provide more
information about the context than a single word sense query.
Auto completion of query terms is a helpful and well known feature used by
many search engines. It is used to suggest word and query completions or spel-
ling corrections. To extend this approach for suggesting word senses, there is a
need for detecting possible senses in written text. If users can define their query
in a meaning-oriented way, the retrieved results can be navigated easily, because
they are directly related to the meaning of the search.
In the following, we describe four support approaches for query disambigua-
tion and query typing support.These approaches are based on different resources
and help to disambiguate the sense of a query from different points of view.
Specifically, the goal is to improve the semantic search process; therefore sev-
eral problems have to be addressed. When users mistype when writing the query,
the system has to be able to give correction alternatives which is described in the
following section. After this section, it is shown how to recognize named enti-
ties and suggest context-aware disambiguating concepts to retrieve only query-
related documents that are semantically related.
2.1 Spelling correction
An important task for retrieving relevant documents related to the query is to
identify the misspelled words and correct them for a correct interpretation.
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Figure 1: Spelling and auto completion suggestions
Auto completion and a list of term suggestions is the standard approach to sup-
port users in avoiding spelling mistakes as shown in Figure 1. For retrieving such
suggestions, static dictionaries can be used, but for more query driven support,
the selected suggestions should be related to the indexed documents. Therefore
the dictionary of the index including all found senses should be used.
2.2 Named-entity recognition (NER, Stanford)
Because query words used for searching documents are not only common words,
but may also represent locations, organizations, time expressions, and proper
nouns, a named entity recognizer (ner) has been added to the system, in order
to support the user, if the search engine cannot disambiguate this kind of in-
formation. The Stanford ner Finkel et al. (2005) can be used as a support for
recognizing named entities, directing the user to the semantic search. If the user
types, for example, only the name “Java”, the ner should recognize the mean-
ing of this instance and suggest more than one disambiguation possibilities (e.g.
whether “Java” is related to the concept “island” or to the concept “programming
language”).
2.3 Lexical resources (WordNet)
In ourwork, we also use lexical and collaborative knowledge resources to support
users in query disambiguation and semantic browsing.
Lexical resources provide linguistic information about words. This infor-
mation can be represented in very diverse data structures, from simple lists to
complex repositories with many types of linguistic information and relations at-
tached to each entry, resulting in network-like structures. Lexical resources are
used in Natural Language Processing (nlp), for example, to obtain descriptions
and usage examples of different word senses. Different word senses refer to dif-
ferent concepts, and concepts can be distinguished from each other not only by
their definitions or “glosses”, but also by their specific relations to other concepts.
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Such disambiguating relations are intuitively used by humans. However, if we
want to automate the process of distinguishing between word senses, we have
to use resources that provide appropriate knowledge, i.e. sufficient information
about the usage context of a word. One of the most important resources avail-
able for this purpose is WordNet Fellbaum (1998) and its multilingual variants,
including MultiWordNet Pianta et al. (2002) and EuroWordNet Vossen (1999).
WordNet Fellbaum (1998) is an electronic lexical database with its theoretical
design based on psycholinguistic and computational theories of human lexical
memory. It provides a list of word senses for each word, organized into synonym
sets (synsets), each representing one constitutional lexicalized concept. Every
synset is uniquely identified by an identifier (synsetId). It is unambiguous and car-
rier of exactly one meaning. Furthermore, different relations link these elements
of synonym sets to semantically related terms (e.g. hypernyms, hyponyms, etc.).
All related terms are also represented as synset entries. These synsets also con-
tain descriptions of nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. With this information
we can describe the usage context of a word.
2.4 Collaborative knowledge resources (Wikipedia)
The most well-known collaborative knowledge resource is Wikipedia1. It
contains 16 million articles that have been written collaboratively by volunteers
and can be edited by anyone with access to the site. It is the largest online en-
cyclopedia which provides linked and partially annotated data and descriptive
information. Based on the evaluation of articles types (e.g. disambiguation pages,
category articles) and the analysis of templates (e.g. info boxes) even semantic
knowledge can be extracted. A popular project aiming to provide structured in-
formation from Wikipedia is DBpedia Lehmann et al. (2009).
3 Building sense folders for disambiguating query terms
As already discussed in the previous section, users can be supported with seman-
tic information for disambiguating search terms. The semantic-based approach
we presented in De Luca & Nürnberger (2006) is used to simplify the search
process by providing users with explicit information about ambiguities enabling
them to easily retrieve the subset of documents they are looking for. In the fol-
lowing, we shortly describe the purpose of the sense folder approach, defining the
1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia
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concept of a sense folder, and providing an overview of the system architecture.
A detailed overview of the approach is given De Luca (2008).
3.1 Sense folder definition
The Sense Folder is an abstract concept that models the contextual information
describing one meaning of a query word. More formally: Given a query term 𝑞, a
sense folder is a container (prototype vector) that includes all selected linguistic
information (linguistic context) of one sense of the query term retrieved from
the different resources described above.
In this work, we dynamically create Sense Folders based on every single query
term (single word sense) selected by the users. It means that every word sense of
a given term chosen is retrieved by the Sense Folder Engine and information is
obtained by retrieving the related meaning from the resources explained in §2.
3.2 System architecture
In order to support users in formulating queries, we decided to develop a system
architecture that is able to handle two major use cases: on the one hand the
system should help users in specifying an information need by using context-
aware disambiguation suggestions (retrieved from different resources). On the
other hand the system should support users in searching relevant information
using context information implicitly retrieved by learned queries (e.g. queries
that have already been typed by other users and being relevant for the given
user context).
Figure 2 gives an overview of the system architecture (and the related dis-
ambiguation process). The process starts after the user submits different query
words through a user interface. For instance, every time the user types a query
word (e.g. the term “chair”), he/she will get some disambiguation suggestions
(as shown in Figure 4) by the system. These can help him/her to better describe
his/her information need. For every word contained in the query different pre-
processing steps (e.g. spelling correction, named entity recognition) or seman-
tic annotation steps (e.g. WordNet or Wikipedia annotation) can be applied and
stored in Sense Folders (sf). All the terms are explicitly chosen by the user and de-
scribe this semantic vector sf that will be used to match and retrieve documents
related to the query De Luca (2010).
During the query analysis, query annotation suggestions are given by the sys-
































Figure 2: System architecture: Sense Folder approach view
to improve the context in which the query terms define the documents to be
retrieved.
After the query has been processed, the users’ keywords are simultaneously
sent to the search engine and to the sense folder engine. While documents are
retrieved, pre-processed and indexed, for every search term the different mean-
ings of a term and the related linguistic relations are retrieved from the different
available resource. For instance, Figure 3 presents an example of using linguistic
relations retrieved from WordNet in order to semantically annotate every term.
Every query term can be expanded with words defining the context for each of
its meanings, thus forming the above defined. Based on all words included in the
relations, semantic prototype vectors (Sense Folders) describing each semantic
class are constructed. The use of Sense Folder can be helpful in order to classify
or cluster similar documents and present only the relevant subset to the user
De Luca (2008).
Figure 3 shows how the system helps the user to formulate a query. The user
starts his/her interaction with the system by typing the term “chair” which is an
ambiguous term (step 1). While typing, the system suggests different senses for
this term that are included in the available resources (step 2). Using WordNet
Fellbaum (1998), we can observe that the system retrieves five different senses
(step 3). These senses are presented to the user, raising the user’s awareness for
the ambiguitiy of the given term and ask to choose the word sense he/she had
in mind (step 4). In this example the user decides to search for the word sense of
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chair 
chair furniture chair professorship chair president 









1. Event: User stops typing
2. Internal representation of query terms
3. Annotated candidates are created by the annotation suggestion module
4. Event: User selects the proper sense
5. Interface changes to visualize selection
6. Internal representation of annotated query term.
Figure 3: Interaction between user and the retrieval system. Semantic



















1. Event: User starts search, after annotating the query terms
2. Internal representation of query: each term is connected to a Wordnet
sense id
3. Based on the terms an index returns results
4. The sense folder architecture groups result by their meaning.
5. For given senses in the query, the best matching sense folder is chosen to
be the result set.
6. Results are presented to the user.
Figure 4: Internal process of finding a result set matching user given
senses
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“chair” that is related to the professorship concept (step 5). After this step the sys-
tem knows that the user submitting this query refers to the “chair professorship”
concept, leading to filtering the results using only this concept and providing
them in the correct context of this term (step 6).
Figure 4 presents the retrieval process after the selection of the single word
sense query explained in Figure 3. In this example, the user annotates the three
query terms (step 1) with the context information provided by WordNet (step 2)
and the system merges them for filtering relevant documents (step 3). Potential
results are collected by the combination of all given word senses (step 4). Then
the Sense Folder system filters these results into sets of different meanings (step
5). These meanings are compared to the given senses from the query and the best
matching set is selected to be presented to the user (step 6).
4 Evaluating the disambiguation support
In order to evaluate our approaches for semantic-based query disambiguation
and browsing support we conducted a user study taking into account the func-
tionalities mentioned in the previous sections.The query disambiguation support
functionality was tested and examined by 12 subjects (see §4.1), while the brows-
ing support was tested and examined by 16 subjects (see §4.2). In the following,
we summarize the results of our findings.
4.1 User study on the query disambiguation support
In this user study we evaluated the query disambiguation support. A total of
seven questions covering different aspects of typing and browsing were pre-
sented to participants. Twelve participants were presented with suggestion re-
sults retrieved from WordNet, Wikipedia, dictionaries (for spelling correction)
and Named-Entity Recognition (from the Stanford ner). All questions had at
least one negative and one positive answer, most allowed the participants to
leave short comments and motivations to their answers. The user study showed
that the query typing support received overall positive opinions from the partic-
ipants. In the following we summarize the results achieved:
1. Users were asked to rate the relevance of the suggestions while typing a
query. Ratings are based on a one to five scale. The rating scale was as
follows: indispensable (5), important (4), nice to have (3), minor (2) or irrel-
evant (1). 38% said that spelling correction was ‘indispensable’. WordNet
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(53% of the participants) and Wikipedia disambiguation pages (46% of the
participants) were seen as ‘nice to have’ features.
2. Similar to the first question, users were asked to rate the relevance of the
suggestions while browsing the results. In this case spelling correction
was a ‘minor’ issue (23%), while WordNet (66% of the participants) and
Wikipedia disambiguation pages (50% of the participants) were seen as
‘important’ features.
3. We asked if the support was more important while typing, during the
browsing or in both cases. 58% explained that both were relevant, while
17% preferred it while typing the query and 23% during the browsing.
4. Users were asked to prioritize the suggestions (spelling correction, ner,
WordNet-based suggestions, Wikipedia-based suggestions) they would
like to have while they are writing their query. On average participants
wanted to have a first suggestion from a spell checker (75%), then from
WordNet (58%), Wikipedia (50%) disambiguation pages and Named-Entity
Recognizer (50%).
5. Participants were asked which kind of auto completion function they
would like to have as a standard. 60% wanted to have the most frequent
entities (e.g. persons, locations, and events), 23% the most frequent words
(from a dictionary) and 17% the most frequent noun.
6. We asked if the auto completion function should complete the word when
the cursor shows its correct form, and/or the respective concept is known.
75% would like to have this functionality, 25% would not.
7. Provided that the semantic-based query disambiguation functionality pre-
sented were to be integrated in the search engines of the future, we wanted
to know if the users would use this possibility to narrow down the search
results using the context suggestions presented. 41% would directly use
it, 83% would use it, if they still could search in the normal way they are
already comfortable with.
4.2 User study on the semantic-based browsing support
In this user study we evaluated the performance of the Sense Folder approach
for browsing results. A total of 9 questions covering different aspects of the
Sense Folder search results presentation were asked. Sixteen participants were
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Figure 5: Using sense folders for browsing support
presented with results of the same queries from Google2, Yippi3 and a local de-
ployment of the Sense Folder system (see Figure 5). Yippi was chosen because
it groups similar results together into “clouds”4. All questions had at least one
negative and one positive answer, most allowed the participants to leave short
comments and motivations to their answers.
The user study showed that the Sense Folder Approach received overall pos-
itive opinions from the participants. In the following we summarize the results
achieved:
1. Users were asked to recognize the different concepts of one given word
related to the search results retrieved by the search systems. Most of them
(93%) recognized between one and five concepts.
2. Users were asked whether or not they agreed with the concepts found
by the Sense Folder approach (retrieved from WordNet). 80% said that all
expected concepts were presented.
3. The participants had to estimate the difficulty of the interaction with the
Sense Folder approach. 70% found it easy, while 17% difficult and the re-
maining 13% abstract.
4. Users were asked to describe the differences between Google, Yippi and
the Sense Folder system. 76% were positive to the added value of the Sense
Folder annotation. The system was intuitive and supported them in disam-






was seen as positive (52%). 23% recognized that the Sense Folder system
clustered documents similarly to Yippi. They also noticed that Google and
Yippi only covered one dominant concept. 6% of the participants observed
that the Sense Folder system did not allow search for different media types.
5. We asked if the Sense Folder system had been helpful and why. 81% ex-
plained that the use of filtering by concept for the query was very positive
(56%) and they could access information quickly and categorized by con-
cepts. They saw an easy way of filtering results (25%). 18% claimed the cov-
erage of topics was incomplete, while 6% said they preferred to use longer
queries instead.
6. Participants were asked whether they would like to use features similar to
the Sense Folder system in future search engines. 80% were positive. They
also said that the feature reduced non-relevant information (33%), gives
quick access to good results (40%). 6% said they preferred theWikipedia dis-
ambiguation page due to its clustering. However, Wikipedia only presents
concepts, without clustering.
7. We asked if the participants had suggestions for improving the Sense
Folder system. The majority liked it as-is. They (66%) would however pre-
fer a nicer user interface. This functionality is implicitly available as doc-
uments are already filtered by concepts, by clicking on a concept, others
are automatically excluded.
8. Would they use the Sense Folder System instead of common search engine?
80% would. 20% of which due to the better support for finding relevant of
documents, as well as the filtering of search results (60%). The 20%, who
chose not to use the engine, said that old habits died hard (9%) and 11%
questioned the usability.
9. We wanted to know which kind of search tasks users would use the
Sense Folder system for. 49% would use it for all searches, 50% for specific
searches and 6% for none of them.
4.3 Evaluation summary
Analyzing the results of our user studies we can say that semantic-based support
can be very useful. This support during query typing and browsing is seen as
positive and users would use it. However, it should not be intrusive. Different
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resources likeWordNet andWikipedia are seen as reasonable for semantic-based
support services.
While typing a query, users like to have auto completion suggestions, but
rather get suggestions that can be related to the concepts they are looking for.
Context exploitation is an interesting issue, when users use multi word sense
queries. While typing queries users want to have one context, where the con-
cepts are related to one another. This is helpful and the best matching meanings
(if there is more than one word) should be presented.
For browsing search results in a semanticway almost all participants explained
that the use of filtering by concept for the query was very positive and that they
could access information quickly and categorized by concepts. They would use
the Sense Folder System instead of common search engines and appreciated the
added value of the Sense Folder annotation. The system supported them in dis-
ambiguating the concepts related to the query. The list of concepts was seen as
positive and was desired in both user studies.
It is interesting to observe that many users judge spelling correction as ‘indis-
pensable’ while typing a query, but as ‘minor’ while browsing the results. Word-
Net andWikipedia disambiguation pages are seen as ‘nice to have’ features while
query typing, but as ‘important’ features for browsing.
5 Conclusion and future work
In this paper we presented a query-oriented semantic approach and the respec-
tive architecture for supporting users in searching and browsing.We have shown
that a semantic-based support based on different types of suggestions (spelling
correction, Named-Entity Recognition, WordNet- and Wikipedia-based sugges-
tions) can help users in formulating their queries and systems in understanding
the query-related meaning. We conducted two user studies, where users were
asked to rate the support while typing their query and browsing the search re-
sults. At the moment we are working on an agent-based extension of the system
architecture (based on the jiac Agent Platform, see Hirsch et al. 2009), where ev-
ery agent is responsible for a certain resource, provides services (e.g. spelling cor-
rection, WordNet-based suggestion, etc.) and can interact with other agents and
the user. First tests have shown promising results regarding the flexible and re-
active requirements of the proposed architecture. Together with automatic load
balancing capabilities (based on concepts like agent cloning and mobility), we
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Multilingual lexical-semantic resources play an important role in translation ap-
plications. However, multilingual resources with sufficient quality and coverage
are rare as the effort of manually constructing such a resource is substantial. In re-
cent years, the emergence ofWeb 2.0 has opened new possibilities for constructing
large-scale lexical-semantic resources. We identified Wiktionary and OmegaWiki
as two important multilingual initiatives where a community of users (“crowd”)
collaboratively edits and refines the lexical information. They seem especially ap-
propriate in the multilingual domain as users from all languages and cultures can
easily contribute. However, despite their advantages such as open access and cov-
erage of multiple languages, these resources have hardly been systematically inves-
tigated and utilized until now. Therefore, the goals of our contribution are three-
fold: (1) We analyze how these resources emerged and characterize their content
and structure; (2) We propose an alignment at the word sense level to exploit the
complementary information contained in both resources for increased coverage;
(3) We describe a mapping of the resources to a standardized, unified model (uby-
lmf) thus creating a large freely available multilingual resource designed for easy
integration into applications such as machine translation or computer-aided trans-
lation environments.
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1 Introduction
In recent years, operating internationally has become increasingly important for
governments, companies, researchers, and many other institutions and individ-
uals. This raises a high demand for translation tools and resources. Statistical
machine translation (smt) systems are pervasive nowadays and their use has be-
come very popular (especially among layman translators), but they are usually
hard to adapt to specific needs as parallel texts for training are not available for
many domains, and even if training data is available the error rate is considerable.
Thus, they are mainly useful during the gisting or drafting phase of translating a
text, or as a supplementary tool to provide additional translations for a word or
phrase. However, high quality translations as they are needed for many real-life
situations still require human effort and editing (Koehn 2009; Carl et al. 2010).
smt systems are not sufficient for this purpose, since there is usually no hint of
what the translations actually mean and why one alternative is preferable when
only a bare probability score is provided.
To produce translations of higher quality, additional tools and resources need
to be considered. Translation Memory systems became very popular for this pur-
pose in the 1990s (Somers 2003). They maintain a database of translations which
are manually validated as correct and can be applied if the same or a similar
translation is required. They can, to some extent, deal with unseen texts due to
fuzzy matching, but while this approach yields a high precision, it cannot vali-
date translations for entirely new content and is thus mostly useful in environ-
ments where the context does not changemuch over time. More recently, parallel
corpora have been used to identify suitable translations in context; for example,
through the Linguee1 service. While this might help in identifying the correct
translation, pinpointing the exact meaning can be hard because no sense defini-
tions or any other lexicographic information is provided. Moreover, the lack of
sufficiently large parallel corpora is also an issue here.
We argue that to support translators directly and to improve smt, multilin-
gual lexical resources such as bilingual dictionaries or multilingual wordnets (in
addition to the tools mentioned) are required. Using the information in those
multilingual resources (such as sense definitions), it becomes possible to manu-
ally or (semi-)automatically assess if a translation is appropriate in context and
to perform corrections using a better suited translation found in the resource.
As has been shown earlier, this is especially true for unusual language combina-
tions and specific tasks such as cultural heritage annotation (Declerck et al. 2012;
Mörth et al. 2011).
1http://www.linguee.com
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Consider, for example, the English noun bass. In Google Translate,2 probably
the most popular smt system to date, only the music-related word sense of bass
is considered for the example translation into German shown in Figure 1. None
of the translation alternatives addresses the less frequent animal-related word
sense, which would be correct in this context. Moreover, there are no sense def-
initions or validated usage examples for the proposed translations.
In contrast, a multilingual lexical resource such as Wiktionary allows to easily
distinguish between the two word senses of bass and provides a vast amount of
lexicographic information to help identify a good translation. Although in this
case of homonymy it would be comparatively easy to pick the correct sense, it
poses a much greater problem for closely related senses sharing the same ety-
mology. Figure 2 shows an excerpt of the animal-related word sense of bass in
Wiktionary that contains the suitable German translation Barsch for the example
discussed above. OmegaWiki encodes another possible translation Seebarsch and
provides additional lexicographic information. An excerpt is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 1: The translation alternatives for bass in Google Translate, ac-
cessed on May 20th, 2011
Among others, we identified the following three major requirements for such
multilingual lexical resources to be useful for translation applications:
1. The resources should have a high coverage of languages and allow for
continually adding or revising information. This is important to cater for
neologisms or domain-specific terminology, and especially for correcting
improper or adding missing translations. Terminology-rich resources are
especially important for human translators, as smt systems cannot cope
well with domain-specific texts due to the lack of training data.
2http://translate.google.com
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Figure 2: An excerpt of the Wiktionary entry on bass. http://en.
wiktionary.org/wiki/bass
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Figure 3: An excerpt of OmegaWiki’s Defined Meaning 5555 on bass.
http://www.omegawiki.org/DefinedMeaning:bass_(5555)
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2. There should be a large variety of lexicographic information types, such as
sense definitions, example sentences, collocations, etc. that illustrate the
use of a translation without being redundant.
3. Ideally, the resources should be seamlessly integrable into the translation
environment via established standards and interfaces.
Most popular expert-built resources such as WordNet (Fellbaum 1998) fail to
fulfill some or all of these requirements. First of all, they need enormous building
effort and are in turn rather inflexible with regard to corrections or addition of
knowledge. This effort is also the reason why for many smaller languages such
resources remain small or do not even exist. Second, expert-built resources usu-
ally have a narrow scope of information types. WordNet focuses, for example,
on synsets and their taxonomy, but mostly disregards syntactic information. Fi-
nally, many expert-built resources utilize proprietary or non-machine-readable
formats, which make the integration into a translation environment difficult.
In order to alleviate these problems, we study the collaboratively constructed
resources Wiktionary3 and OmegaWiki4 and describe how multilingual lexical-
semantic knowledge can bemined from and linked between these resources.This
is meant as a first step to integrating them into smt systems, computer-aided
translation systems, or other applications in the future. For the sake of illustrat-
ing our methodology, we focus on the English and German versions of these
resources, but our results and insights can for the most part be directly applied
to other languages. Among others, Wiktionary and OmegaWiki have the follow-
ing advantageous properties:
Easy contribution. Wiktionary and OmegaWiki are based on a wiki system,
which allows any Web user to contribute. This crowd-based construction
approach is very promising, since the large body of collaborators can
quickly adapt to new language phenomena like neologisms while at the
same time ensuring a remarkable quality – a phenomenon known as the
“wisdom of crowds” (Surowiecki 2005).
Good coverage of languages. These resources are open to users from different
cultures speaking any language, which is very beneficial to smaller lan-
guages. Meyer & Gurevych (2012) found, for instance, that the collabora-
tive construction approach of Wiktionary yields language versions cover-
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covers a vast amount of domain-specific descriptions not found in word-
nets.
Free availability. All the knowledge in these resources is available for free un-
der permissive licenses. This is a major advantage of collaboratively con-
structed resources over efforts like EuroWordNet (Vossen 1998), where the
aligned expert-built resources are subject to restrictive licenses.
To our knowledge, the collaboratively constructed lexical resources OmegaWiki
and Wiktionary have not yet been discussed in the context of translation appli-
cations. There exists a significant amount of previous work using Wikipedia in
the context of cross-lingual information retrieval for query expansion or query
translation (Gaillard et al. 2010; Herbert et al. 2011; Potthast et al. 2008), but it is
primarily an encyclopedic resource, which limits the amount of lexical knowl-
edge available for the application we address here. In previous work, Müller
& Gurevych (2009) discussed combining Wiktionary and Wikipedia for cross-
lingual information retrieval, but also in this case Wiktionary is merely used for
query expansion and most of the lexicographic knowledge encoded in it remains
disregarded. However, this knowledge is essential for translation applications in
order to make well-grounded decisions. To fill this gap, we present the following
four contributions in this article:
1. We provide a comprehensive analysis of Wiktionary and OmegaWiki to
characterize the information found therein, as well as their coverage and
structure.
2. We automatically align Wiktionary and OmegaWiki at the level of word
senses, that is we create a list of word senses in both resources which de-
note the same meaning so that we can benefit from the complementary
lexicographic information types. For example, we aim at directly linking
the animal-related word sense of bass in Wiktionary to its corresponding
sense in OmegaWiki – but not to its music-related sense. As opposed to
the mere linking at the lemma level, this is a non-trivial task because the
resources differ greatly in the way they represent word senses (for exam-
ple, different definition texts or varying granularity of senses). Solving this
issue allows us to effectively use the variety of lexicographic information
found in both resources without being redundant.
3. We standardize Wiktionary and OmegaWiki using the Lexical Markup
Framework (Francopoulo et al. 2009). This is a necessary step for using
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those resources in natural language processing systems and for integrat-
ing them with other resources.
4. We create a sense-aligned unified resource containing the English and Ger-
man versions of Wiktionary and OmegaWiki, serving as an example of
how the standardization process can be operationalized. We publish this
aligned resource as integral part of uby (Gurevych et al. 2012), our unified
lexical-semantic resource which is freely available at http://www.ukp.tu-
darmstadt.de/uby/. The alignment between Wiktionary and OmegaWiki,
along with accompanying information, is available at http://www.ukp.tu-
darmstadt.de/data/lexical-resources/wiktionary-omegawiki-alignment/ .
Since the data ofWiktionary and OmegaWiki is freely available with non-restric-
tive licenses, we are able to publish our sense alignment data and the standard-
ized representation of the two resources.
Note that a task-based evaluation of our resulting resource is a crucial step
to be taken. As this is still work in progress, we limit ourselves to presenting in
detail the preparatory work that has been done with regard to analyzing, stan-
dardizing and combining Wiktionary and OmegaWiki.
The remaining article is structured as follows: in the first part, we carry out
our analysis of Wiktionary and OmegaWiki in §2 and §3 to familiarize the reader
with these resources. After this, in §4, we discuss previous work in the areas
of multilingual resources, aligning them at the level of word senses, and using
standardized models to represent them. Based on this, we introduce our work on
aligning Wiktionary and OmegaWiki (§5) and discuss how to represent them in
a standardized model (§6), before we conclude our article in §7.
2 Wiktionary
2.1 Overview
Wiktionary is a publicly available multilingual dictionary. It is based on the wiki
principle that users are free to add, edit, and delete (only with admin right) en-
tries collaboratively.” entries collaboratively. Being a sister project of Wikipedia,
gaining much attention, a rapid growth of dictionary articles ensued. Currently,
Wiktionary is available in over 171 language editions providing more than 27.1
million articles (as of May 2018). The dictionary is organized in multiple arti-
cle pages, each of them covering the lexicographic information about a certain
word. This knowledge includes the lexical class, pronunciations, inflected forms,
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etymology, sense definition, example sentences, translations, and many other in-
formation types commonly found in dictionaries. Meyer & Gurevych (2012) give
a more detailed introduction to the macro- and microstructure of Wiktionary.
Multilinguality is a key design feature of Wiktionary, which is implemented
by two different notions:
1. For each language, there is a separate Wiktionary language edition, for in-
stance, an English language edition available at http://en.wiktionary.org
and a German language edition at http://de.wiktionary.org. The language
of an edition determines the language of the user interface and of the en-
coded lexicographic information. The German Wiktionary edition hence
uses the German language for its browsing and search tools as well as its
sense definitions, usage examples, etc.
2. A language edition is not limited to words that are native to this language,
but also allows the inclusion of foreign language entries. There is, for in-
stance, an entry about the German verb spazieren gehen in the English
Wiktionary. The rationale behind this is to become able to use one’s native
language for describing foreignwords; for example, describing the German
verb as to take a stroll, to stroll, to take a paseo. Defining foreign words in
one’s native language is important, as the actual native language definition
sich in gemütlichem Tempo zu Fuß fortbewegen, meist ohne Ziel (English: to
wander on foot at comfortable speed, often without specific destination) is of-
ten beyond the language proficiency of a non-native speaker or language
learner.5
The different language editions are interlinked by translation links and inter-wiki
links. The former are links between words with equivalent meanings in two lan-
guages. The German Wiktionary entry spazieren gehen has, for instance, an En-
glish translation (to) walk. The latter is a link to the same word form in another
language edition, for example, from the German Wiktionary entry spazieren ge-
hen to the English Wiktionary entry spazieren gehen. Using the inter wiki links,
we are able to extract sense definitions of a word in multiple languages.
Table 1 shows the number of translations found within the English and Ger-
man Wiktionary (in comparison with OmegaWiki). The table also shows the
number of languages for which at least one translation is encoded and the num-
ber of translations for the most frequently used languages. Most translations are
5http://en.wiktionary.org/w/index.php?oldid=20466324 (12 May 2013), http://de.wiktionary.
org/w/index.php?oldid=2706581 (19 October 2012).
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found for languages spoken worldwide, such as English, French, Spanish, etc.
Languages with only a few number of speakers also have only a small number
of translation links. Besides a country’s main languages, sometimes also dialects
and ancient languages (like Egyptian) are included. An important difference be-
tween the language editions are the translations into the Wiktionary’s native
language: there are no translations to English within the English Wiktionary,
while the German Wiktionary contains 69,135 translations into German. In the
German edition, non-native entries are equipped with a translation into German.
The entry for the English word boat encodes, for instance, a translation Boot into
German. In the English edition, such translations are encoded as part of the def-
inition texts. The number of languages seems to be extremely high, especially
for the English Wiktionary. It should thus be noted that there are only a few
translations for some of them.
2.2 Wiktionary as machine-readable resource
Wiktionary has been designed to be used by humans rather than machines. The
entries are formatted for easy perception using appropriate font sizes and bold,
italic, or colored text styles, while at the same time assuring that as much infor-
mation as possible fits on a screen. For machines, data needs to be available in
a structured manner in order to become able to obtain, for instance, a list of all
translations or enumerating all English pronouns. This kind of structure is not
explicitly encoded in Wiktionary, but needs to be inferred from the wiki markup
of each article by means of an extraction software. The wiki markup is an an-
notation language consisting of a set of special characters and keywords that
can be used to mark headlines, bold and italic text styles, tables, hyperlinks, etc.
within the article. The four equality signs in “====Translations====” denote, for
example, a small headline that usually precedes the list of a word’s translations.
Besides the mere formatting purpose, the wiki markup can be used by a software
tool to identify the beginning of the translation section, which looks similar on
each article page. The vast use of such markup structures allows us to extract
each type of information in a structured way and use this kind of data in other
contexts or process it automatically in natural language processing applications.
Although there are guidelines on how to properly structure a Wiktionary en-
try, it is permitted to choose from multiple variants or deviate from the stan-
dards if this can enhance the entry. This happens, for instance, for homonyms,
which are distinguished by their differing etymology (as opposed to monose-
mous entries that do not require this distinction) and presents a major challenge
for the automatic processing of Wiktionary data. Another hurdle is the openness
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ofWiktionary – that is, the opportunity to perform arbitrary changes at any time.
While a key to Wiktionary’s success and rapid growth, this might cause major
structural changes, which raises the need for constant revision of the extraction
software.
There are multiple software tools available for extracting lexicographic knowl-
edge fromWiktionary, such as jwktl (Zesch et al. 2008), Wikokit (Krizhanovsky
& Lin 2009), or wisigoth (Navarro et al. 2009). We use jwktl for our work. This
is the only one capable of extracting information from both the English and the
German Wiktionary editions, which are the ones we focus on in this work.
Table 1: Number of translations for selected languages and the sum
of languages for which translations are available in Wiktionary and
OmegaWiki
Wiktionary OmegaWiki
Resource En De En De
Translations 190,055 449,517 335,173 304,590
into Chinese 5,067 10,194 4,377 4,248
into English 0 63,006 0 56,471
into Finnish 14,342 4,114 18,997 19,536
into French 5,388 53,364 54,068 46,931
into German 8,342 69,135 56,471 0
into Italian 3,243 26,759 27,499 25,288
into Japanese 11,905 7,883 10,879 11,088
into Spanish 5,852 41,114 67,622 47,554
Languages 597 234 279 265
3 OmegaWiki
3.1 Overview
OmegaWiki is a lexical-semantic resource which is freely editable via its Web
frontend. To alleviate Wiktionary’s problem of inconsistent entries caused by
the free editing, OmegaWiki is based on a fixed database structure which users
have to comply to. It was initiated in 2006 and explicitly designedwith the goal of
offering structured and consistent access to lexical information, or as the creators
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Table 2: Descriptive statistics about Wiktionary and OmegaWiki as of
May 2011. Further statistics can be found on our website http://www.
ukp.tu-darmstadt.de/uby/
Wiktionary OmegaWiki
Entries (Total) 14,021,155 442,723
Entries (English) 2,457,506 55,182
Entries (German) 177,124 34,559
Languages covered >400 290
Languages with >10.000 entries 54 12
Information storing Wiki Markup/xml Relational DB
put it: “The idea of OmegaWiki was born out of frustration with Wiktionary.”6
The central elements of OmegaWiki’s organizational structure are language-
independent concepts (so-called defined meanings) to which lexicalizations of
the concepts are attached. These can be considered as multilingual synsets. This
way, no language editions exist for OmegaWiki as they do forWiktionary. Rather,
all multilingual information is encoded in a single resource. As an example, De-
fined Meaning no. 5616 carries the lexicalizations hand,main,mano, etc. and also
definitions in different languages which describe this concept, for example,That
part of the fore limb below the forearm or wrist. This method of encoding the multi-
lingual information in a synset-like structure directly yields correct translations
as these are merely lexicalizations of the same concept in different languages.
Table 1 shows statistics about the translations between different languages that
we derived from these multilingual synsets. As with Wiktionary, the number of
languages into which translations are available should be taken with a grain of
salt, as for many languages only very few translations exist. An important thing
to note here is that the number of translations from English to German is the
same as for the opposite direction. The reason is that translations only exist if a
concept is lexicalized in both languages. The number of possible translations for
a concept is then the product of the number of lexicalizations in either language,
which is symmetric.
A useful consequence of this concept-centered design for multilingual appli-
cations such as cross-lingual semantic relatedness is that semantic relations are
unambiguously defined between concepts regardless of existing lexicalizations.
Consider for example the Spanish term dedo: it is marked as hypernym of finger
6http://www.omegawiki.org/Help:OmegaWiki, accessed on June 20th, 2012.
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and toe, although there exists no corresponding term in English. This might also
be immediately helpful for translation tasks, since concepts for which no lexi-
calization in the target language exists can be described or replaced by closely
related concepts. Exploiting this kind of information is not as easy in resources
like EuroWordNet where concepts are linked across languages, but the respective
taxonomies are different (Jansen 2004).
3.2 OmegaWiki as machine-readable resource
OmegaWiki is based on a fixed structure, manifested in an sql database. This
fixed structure of OmegaWiki is proprietary in the sense that it does not conform
to existing standards for encoding lexicographic information such as the Lexical
Markup Framework. Plainly spoken, it was designed and over time extended in
a “grass-roots approach” by the community to cater for the needs identified for
such a multilingual resource.
While this approach to structuring the information is not easy to tackle in
terms of interoperability, it still makes the use of this resource easier than for
Wiktionary. The underlying database ensures straightforward structured extrac-
tion of the information and less error-prone results due to the consistency en-
forced by the definition of database tables and relations between them. This
database structure is documented in the help pages. Most recently, we published
a Java api for OmegaWiki (jowkl7) which enables the easy usage of OmegaWiki
in applications without resorting to using plain sql.
However, the fixed structure also has the major drawback of limited expres-
siveness. As an example, the coding of grammatical properties is only possible
to a small extent; complex properties such as verb argument structures can not
be encoded at all. Moreover, an extension of this structure is not easy, as this
would, in many cases, require a reorganization of the database structure by ad-
ministrators to which present and future entries would have to conform. While
it could be argued that such information is outside of the scope of the resource
and thus does not need to be reflected, the possibility given in Wiktionary to (in
theory) encode any kind of lexicographic information using the more expressive
wiki markup makes it more attractive for future extension. In OmegaWiki, the
users are not allowed to extend the structure and thus are tied to what has been
already defined. Consequently, OmegaWiki’s lack of flexibility and extensibility,
in combination with the fact that Wiktionary was already quite popular at its
creation, has caused it to grow less rapidly (see Table 2).
7http://code.google.com/p/jowkl/
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Despite the above-mentioned issues, we believe OmegaWiki is useful as a case
study since it exemplifies how the process of collaboratively creating a large-
scale lexical-semantic resource can be moderated by means of a structural “skele-
ton” in order to yield a machine-readable result for machine translation and re-
lated applications.
4 Related work
Previous work has been carried out in the areas of multilingual resources, sense
alignment, and resource standardization. Table 3 summarizes the advantages and
drawbacks of each type of resource which we discuss in greater detail below.
Table 3: Comparison of the advantages of different resource types (oie
= Open Information Extraction)
Resource Information Lexicon Computational Update Quality
type types size usage time
Dictionaries many considerable hard long very high
Wordnets limited small easy long very high
oie-based many huge easy short low
Wikipedia encyclopedic large medium short high
Wiktionary many large medium short high
OmegaWiki many medium easy short high
4.1 Multilingual resources
Human translators traditionally utilize monolingual and bilingual dictionaries
as a reference. Dictionaries provide many different kinds of lexicographic infor-
mation, such as sense definitions, example sentences, collocations, idioms, etc.
They are well-crafted for being used by humans, but pose a great challenge to
using them computationally. Although machine-readable dictionaries allow pro-
cessing their data automatically, computers are often overstrained to properly
interpret the structure of an entry or resolve ambiguities that are intuitively clear
to humans.
The Princeton WordNet (Fellbaum 1998) is a lexical knowledge base designed
for computational purposes. The great success of the project motivated the cre-
ation of a large number of multilingual wordnets, such as EuroWordNet (Vossen
1998), BalkaNet (Stamou et al. 2002), or MultiWordNet (Pianta et al. 2002). While
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the nature of these resources seems to perfectly meet our requirements, none of
these multilingual resources gained a significant size or provides as many dif-
ferent information types as dictionaries, such as etymology, pronunciation or
derived terms.
A large problem of these expert-built resources (both dictionaries and word-
nets) is their time-consuming and costly construction. The small number of ex-
perts, moreover, prevents timely updates featuring new or updated contents. Au-
tomatically induced resources based on the output of Open Information Extrac-
tion (oie) systems such as KnowItAll (Banko et al. 2007) can be huge and kept up
to date at any time. However, those resources are not sense-disambiguated per
se and, due to the completely automatic creation process, limited in their quality.
Regarding collaboratively constructed resources, Wikipedia8 has been found
as a very promising resource for a multitude of natural language processing tasks
(Zesch et al. 2007; Medelyan et al. 2009). Possibly the most well-known works
are yago (Suchanek et al. 2008), DBpedia (Bizer et al. 2009), and WikiNet (Nas-
tase et al. 2010) that provide the Wikipedia data in different machine-readable
formats. The large size of Wikipedia and the overall high quality of the articles
make Wikipedia a promising resource for translation tasks – for example, as a
parallel corpus (Adafre & de Rijke 2006) and for mining bilingual terminology
(Erdmann et al. 2009). However, the vast majority of information in Wikipedia is
encyclopedic and almost entirely focusing on nouns. Translators also require lex-
icographic information types such as idioms, collocations, or usage examples as
well as translations for word classes other than nouns – most importantly verbs,
adjectives, and adverbs.
This is why we explore Wiktionary and OmegaWiki as two novel collabora-
tively constructed multilingual resources. Wiktionary and OmegaWiki combine
the advantages of the other resources discussed above:
• They contain multiple different lexicographic information types.
• They are of considerable size and available in a large number of languages.
• Their data can be processed automatically.
• They are continually revised by the community and thus allow for timely
updates.
• The information is provided by humans and therefore it is of higher quality
than in resources that have been induced fully automatically.
8http://www.wikipedia.org
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4.2 Word sense alignment
There have been many works on aligning resources at the level of word senses,
as it is deemed more and more crucial for natural language processing to make
use of complementary resources in an orchestrated manner; see for instance (Shi
& Mihalcea 2005; Ponzetto & Navigli 2010). Most of them propose aligning the
PrincetonWordNet to other resources in order to improve its coverage and intro-
duce novel types of information. It has been aligned to Roget’s thesaurus and the
Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (Kwong 1998), the hector corpus
(Litkowski 1999), the Unified Medical Language System (Burgun & Bodenreider
2001), cyc (Reed & Lenat 2002), VerbNet and FrameNet (Shi & Mihalcea 2005), as
well as the Oxford Dictionary of English (Navigli 2006).
A large body of work addresses the alignment of WordNet andWikipedia. Au-
tomatic methods have been explored for aligning WordNet synsets with Wikipe-
dia categories (Toral et al. 2009; Ponzetto & Navigli 2009) and WordNet synsets
with Wikipedia articles (Ruiz-Casado et al. 2005; de Melo & Weikum 2010; Nav-
igli & Ponzetto 2010; Niemann & Gurevych 2011).
In our own previous work, Wiktionary has been aligned to WordNet and
FrameNet (Meyer & Gurevych 2011; Matuschek & Gurevych 2013; Hartmann &
Gurevych 2013), OmegaWiki has been aligned to WordNet (Gurevych et al. 2012;
Matuschek & Gurevych 2013), but they have not yet been aligned to each other.
See §5 for details on our previously used alignment approach based on gloss
similarity.
We go beyond this previous work by applying this approach to an alignment
between two collaboratively-constructed resources which are inherently more
error-prone. This has not been addressed so far in the literature. It is a very chal-
lenging task, as word sense representations (such as glosses), granularities, etc.
vary greatly between different resources and the similarity between them has
to be assessed appropriately. This is also part of the reason why using Word-
Net as a pivot resource, although tempting, did not give satisfactory results in
preliminary experiments. Another reason is the small number of word senses in
the intersection of the three resources, which would render the resulting aligned
resource very small.
4.3 Standardized resources
Previous work on the standardization of resources includes models for represent-
ing lexical information relative to ontologies (Buitelaar et al. 2009; McCrae et al.
2011) and standardized single wordnets in English (Soria et al. 2009), German
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(Henrich & Hinrichs 2010) and Italian (Toral et al. 2010) using the kyoto stan-
dard Lexical Markup Framework (lmf) (Francopoulo et al. 2009). Wiktionary has
also been modeled in lmf (Sérasset 2012) and other formats (Declerck et al. 2012)
recently. lmf defines a meta-model for lexical resources and has proven to be the
most flexible and powerful approach for modeling such resources.
Soria et al. (2009) define WordNet-lmf, an lmf model for representing word-
nets used in the kyoto project, and Henrich & Hinrichs (2010) do this for the
German wordnet. These models are similar, but they still present different imple-
mentations of the lmf meta-model, which hampers interoperability between the
resources. With uby-lmf (Eckle-Kohler et al. 2012), we proposed a model for a
broad variety of wordnets and dictionaries.
Sérasset (2012) proposes a transformation ofWiktionary to lmf. However, this
approach does not include all information encoded in Wiktionary – translations,
for instance, are modeled at the level of words rather than at the level of word
senses. However, this is crucial for translators since words can have different
translations with different meanings. The same holds for the approach proposed
by McCrae et al. (2012), who focus on linking lexical information to ontologies
and hence model only a small part of Wiktionary’s lexicographic information in
their lmf model. In contrast, we aim to cover all information contained in Wik-
tionary. Declerck et al. (2012) representWiktionary data using the Text Encoding
Initiative (tei) standard, an alternative to lmf. Although their model is able to
represent translations and many other lexicographic information types found in
Wiktionary, the model does, for example, not contain pronunciations. In addition
to that, only a few major lexical resources have been encoded using the tei stan-
dard, which limits the interoperability with other resources. To our knowledge,
OmegaWiki has not been modeled in a standardized format by anyone else so
far.
In §6, we will discuss the uby-lmf model (Eckle-Kohler et al. 2012) in detail as
this is the model we base our unified model of Wiktionary and OmegaWiki on.
5 Word sense alignment of Wiktionary and OmegaWiki
As we have seen in §2 and §3, the structures of Wiktionary (loosely defined and
changeable by users) and OmegaWiki (fixed and well-defined) are quite different,
and to some extent this is also true for their content. While Wiktionary offers a
greater coverage and a richer variety of encoded information, OmegaWiki pro-
vides the advantage of unambiguous translations and relations which are poten-
tially useful in translation applications. Thus, a crucial next step for exploiting
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both resources is combining them, or, more specifically, aligning them at the
word sense level. This offers various advantages:
• Better coverage as the information from both resources can be considered.
• Exploitation of complementary information such as additional example
sentences for a sense which help choosing the correct translation or ad-
ditional translations contained in the additional resource.
• Better structuring of translation results, for example, by clustering the
translations into the same language for aligned senses instead of simply
considering all of them in parallel.
• Identical translations in both resources yield combined evidence and thus
higher translation confidence; the redundancy in the displayed results can
be avoided by collapsing these translations.
Figure 4: Illustration of the sense alignment between Wiktionary and
OmegaWiki. As the translations in OmegaWiki are unambiguous, they
directly apply to the alignedWiktionary sense. Although this is not the
case for the translations in Wiktionary, they still offer additional trans-
lation options. The ambiguity in Wiktionary is exemplified by the ar-
rows pointing fromGerman “Barsch” and “Bass” to both English senses
of “bass” – there is no explicit link to the correct sense, only to the lex-
eme.
In this paper we align the English Wiktionary with OmegaWiki. As English is
the language with the most entries in both resources, such an alignment yields
the largest resulting resource and thus the greatest benefit. Moreover, there are
no errors introduced into the alignment process by using machine translation,
which would be a prerequisite for automatic cross-lingual alignment. As Omega-
Wiki is a multilingual resource by design, if Wiktionary (or any other resource)
is aligned to OmegaWiki, we obtain an alignment to multilingual synsets – this
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means that the (disambiguated) translations encoded here apply to the aligned
Wiktionary senses.This entails that the correct translation is immediately known
once the word sense in the source document can be correctly identified, either
by the user or by automatic word sense disambiguation. A similar argument also
holds for Wiktionary – all aligned senses from OmegaWiki benefit from the ad-
ditional translations available in Wiktionary. The only disadvantage in this case
is that these are not disambiguated. This alignment is illustrated in Figure 4.
In the remaining section, wewill present the alignment algorithm, evaluate the
results and present examples where the combination of resources is beneficial.
5.1 The alignment procedure
Creating sense alignments between multilingual lexical resources automatically
is a challenging task because of word ambiguities and different granularities of
senses (Navigli 2006). For aligningWiktionary and OmegaWiki, we used the flex-
ible alignment framework described in Niemann & Gurevych (2011). The frame-
work supports this task for a large number of resources across languages and
allows alignments between different representations of senses as found in differ-
ent resources, for exampleWordNet synsets, FrameNet frames or evenWikipedia
articles.The only requirement is that the individual sense representations are dis-
tinguishable by a unique identifier in each resource.
The basic idea of the algorithm is, in a nutshell:
1. For each sense in one resource, all possible candidates in the other resource
are retrieved, and a similarity score between the glosses is calculated. For
instance, for the programming sense of Java in Wiktionary, the program-
ming, island and coffee senses in OmegaWiki are considered.
2. For a subset of these (the gold standard), the alignment decision is man-
ually annotated, and based on this, we can learn an optimal (in terms of
F-measure) similarity threshold, that is the minimum similarity that is nec-
essary for an alignment to be considered correct.
3. Using this threshold learned from the gold standard, the alignment deci-
sion is made for all candidates to produce a complete alignment of the
resources.
In this case, we first extract OmegaWiki Defined Meaning candidates for each
entry in the English Wiktionary. This is solely based on the combination of
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lemma and part-of-speech, that is, in the first step all senses for a word are con-
sidered potential candidates. Second, we create a gold standard by manually an-
notating a subset of candidate pairs as “valid” or “non-valid”. Note that due to
different granularities in these resources, it is well possible that 𝑚 ∶ 𝑛 align-
ments occur when, for example, one Wiktionary sense corresponds to several
OmegaWiki senses. Then, we extract the sense descriptions to compute the sim-
ilarity of word senses with two similarity measures:
(i) The cosine similarity (cos) calculates the cosine of the angle between a




To represent a sense as a vector, we use a bag-of-words approach – that is, a
vector BoW(𝑠) containing the term frequencies of all words in the description of
𝑠. Note that there are different options for choosing the description of sense 𝑠.
For Wiktionary, we selected the gloss, usage examples, and related words of the
word sense. For OmegaWiki, we chose the gloss, usage examples, and synonyms
in the same language.
(ii) The personalized PageRank based measure (ppr) (Agirre & Soroa 2009)
estimates the semantic relatedness between two word senses 𝑠1 and 𝑠2 by repre-
senting them in a semantic graph and comparing the semantic vectors Pr𝑠1 andPr𝑠2 by computing




which is a 𝜒2 variant introduced by Niemann & Gurevych (2011). The main
idea of choosing Pr is to use the personalized PageRank algorithm for identifying
those nodes in the graph that are central for describing a sense’s meaning. These
nodes should have a high centrality (that is, a high PageRank score), which is
calculated as
Pr = 𝑐 𝑀 Pr + (1 − 𝑐) v
with the damping factor 𝑐 controlling the random walk, the transition matrix
𝑀 of the underlying semantic graph, and the probabilistic vector v, whose 𝑖th
component v𝑖 denotes the probability of randomly jumping to node 𝑖 in the next
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iteration step.9 Unlike in the traditional PageRank algorithm, the components of
the jump vector v are not uniformly distributed, but personalized to the sense 𝑠
by choosing v𝑖 = 1𝑚 if at least one lexicalization of node 𝑖 occurs in the definitionof sense 𝑠, and v𝑖 = 0 otherwise. The normalization factor 𝑚 is set to the total
number of nodes that share a word with the sense descriptions, which is required
for obtaining a probabilistic vector.
5.2 Aligning Wiktionary and OmegaWiki
The candidate extraction process yielded 98,272 unique candidate sense pairs
overall, covering 56,111Wiktionary senses and 20,674 OmegaWiki DefinedMean-
ings (that is, synsets containing one or more senses). When we consider the over
400,000 word senses in Wiktionary and the over 50,000 senses in OmegaWiki,
this confirms that there is a considerable lexical overlap between the two re-
sources, as well as a large number of entries which are only available in either
one of the resources. This suggests that a combination of the resources indeed
leads to a significantly increased coverage.
For creating the gold standard, we randomly selected 500 Wiktionary senses,
yielding 586 candidate pairs.These were manually annotated by a computational
linguistics expert as representing the samemeaning (190 cases) or not (396 cases).
This gold standard was used for training the threshold-based machine learning
classifier and the subsequent evaluation with 10-fold cross-validation. Note that
the threshold was optimized for F-measure; optimizing for precision would have
led to higher thresholds and thus fewer alignments. Table 4 summarizes the re-
sults for the different similarity measures and their combinations in terms of
precision 𝑃 , recall 𝑅, and 𝐹1 measure (the harmonic mean of precision and re-
call). The results of a random baseline are given for comparison. As there is no
explicit sense frequency information encoded in either resource, the application
of a most frequent sense baseline is not possible. We also considered using the ex-
isting alignments toWordNet to directly infer an alignment betweenWiktionary
and OmegaWiki using WordNet as pivot, but the different sense granularities in
combination with small lexical intersection of all three resources rendered this
approach very ineffective.
We observe that themore elaborate similaritymeasure ppr yieldsworse results
than cosine similarity (cos), while the best result is achieved by a combination of
9We use the publicly available ukb software (Agirre & Soroa 2009) for calculating the PageR-
ank scores and utilize the WordNet 3.0 graph augmented with the Princeton Annotated Gloss
Corpus as 𝑀 . The damping factor 𝑐 is set to 0.85.
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Table 4: Alignment results
Similarity measure 𝑃 𝑅 𝐹1
Random 0.542 0.473 0.489
cos 0.774 0.771 0.773
ppr 0.745 0.582 0.582
ppr + cos 0.782 0.783 0.783
both. However, this difference between cos and the combination of cos and ppr is
not statistically relevant at the 1% level (McNemar test). These results differ from
those reported in our earlier work which might be due to the fact that, by our
observation, some sense definitions in OmegaWiki have been copied or adapted
fromWiktionary, so that Cosine similarity alone already gives a very strong hint
towards the correct sense. All measures outperform the random baseline by a
huge margin.
The F-measure of 0.783 in the best configuration is above the results we re-
ported in Meyer & Gurevych (2011) (0.66) and Niemann & Gurevych (2011) (0.78)
for alignments between Wiktionary and WordNet and Wikipedia and WordNet,
respectively. The application of the trained classifier to all candidate pairs leads
to a final alignment of 25,742 senses between Wiktionary and OmegaWiki.
5.3 Error analysis
We carried out an error analysis to identify the main errors made by our align-
ment algorithm. Of the 586 sense pairs in the gold standard, the classifier yielded
71 false positives (that is, incorrectly aligned senses) and 69 false negatives (that
is, senses which should have been aligned but were not).
For the false positives, the main error we identified is that different senses
were aligned because of very similar sense descriptions expressing only a slight
difference which is hard to grasp for our approach. An example for this are two
senses of (to) carry: (1) To lift (something) and take it to another place; to transport
(something) by lifting (2) To transport with the flow.
For the false negatives, we could basically identify two categories of errors:
1. Different sense descriptions for the same concept. These are not easy to
tackle as a certain degree of understanding and world knowledge would be
required. An example for this are two senses of the adjective aware which
should have been aligned, but were not because of insufficient overlap: (1)
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Conscious or having knowledge of something (2) noticing something; aware
of something.
2. Short definitions making references to other, closely related or derived
words. An example are these two definitions of alluvial: (1) Pertaining to the
soil deposited by a stream (2) Of or relating to alluvium. Without resolving
the definition of the derived word a disambiguation is nearly impossible.
This is, however, another word sense disambiguation problem which can-
not be easily solved.
5.4 Discussion of alignment results
As mentioned earlier, the alignment yields a significantly increased lexical cov-
erage as many entries are only contained in either resource. The other benefit,
which we want to discuss in more detail, is the availability of additional infor-
mation, and especially translations, for aligned resources. While a task-based
evaluation of the sense-aligned resource is beyond the scope of this article and
subject to future work, we would like to illustrate the advantages of the derived
alignment on the example introduced earlier.
Consider again the noun bass. The word sense A male singer who sings in the
deepest vocal range from OmegaWiki is automatically aligned with the sense A
male singer who sings in the bass range from Wiktionary. While these two differ-
ent definitions might themselves be useful for pinpointing the exact meaning of
the term, there are a number of further valuable information sources:
• Wiktionary offers translations into Spanish, Dutch, Bulgarian, Tatar, Fin-
nish, German, Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Japanese, Russian and Slovene,
while OmegaWiki additionally encodes translations into French, Georgian,
Korean and Portuguese. Only the Spanish translation bajo and the Italian
translation basso are included in both. Thus, the alignment directly yields
a significantly broader range of translations than either resource alone.
• OmegaWiki offers sense definitions of this word sense in Spanish, and
French which are useful for a translator fluent in one of these languages.
Moreover, the Spanish sense definition from OmegaWiki can directly be
used to identify the correct sense of the Spanish translation, which is not
disambiguated in Wiktionary.
• Wiktionary also offers additional information not included in OmegaWiki,
such as etymology, pronunciation, and derived terms.
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Table 5 summarizes the information that becomes available through the sense
alignment of Wiktionary and OmegaWiki for our example word bass.
Table 5: Information gain through the alignment for one sense of bass
Resource Translation Available Additional
languages definitions information types
Wiktionary 12 1 5
OmegaWiki 6 3 0
Combined 16 4 5
6 Modeling Wiktionary and OmegaWiki in LMF
Our analysis in §2 and §3 showed that Wiktionary and OmegaWiki differ largely
in the way they represent the encoded lexicographic information. In order to
make use of this data we need to harmonize their heterogeneous representations
and thus make them interoperable. Interoperability is a prerequisite for a smooth
integration of multilingual resources into applications and for making them ac-
cessible in a unified user interface.
Ide & Pustejovsky (2010) distinguish syntactic interoperability and semantic
interoperability as the two types of interoperability of computer systems. The
former addresses the degree of the heterogeneity of the formats used to store
and retrieve the language data. The latter represents the reference model for in-
terpreting the language data. In terms of lexical resources, we need a structural
model for storing and retrieving the data and a set of standardized information
types for encoding the lexicographic data. For this purpose, the iso standard Lex-
ical Markup Framework (lmf: iso24613 2008), a standard with a particular focus
on lexical resources for natural language processing (Francopoulo et al. 2009), is
an obvious choice. lmf has proven very useful for modeling wordnets (Soria et al.
2009; Henrich & Hinrichs 2010), but has only rarely been used for representing
collaboratively constructed resources. Previous works on Wiktionary (McCrae
et al. 2012; Sérasset 2012) did not model all information available in the resource,
such as translations or information at the level of word senses. We are not aware
of any works other than uby-lmf modeling OmegaWiki in a standardized model.
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6.1 The Lexical Markup Framework and UBY-LMF
lmf defines a meta-model for lexical resources using the Unified Modeling Lan-
guage (UML). That is to say, lmf introduces a number of classes and relationships
between them. The classes are organized in multiple packages (called extensions)
that may be chosen according to the type of resource that is to be modeled. Exam-
ples are theMachine Readable Dictionary extension or the NLP syntax extension.
The core package represents the essence of the standard and is to be used for each
instance of lmf. It includes, among others, the LexicalEntry class for modeling
lexical entries in accordance to dictionaries, the Form class for representing dif-
ferent orthographic variants of a lexical entry, and the Sense class for modeling
one of multiple possible meanings of a lexical entry.
Since lmf is conceived as a meta-model for representing different kinds of
resources, the standard does neither state which classes are to be used nor which
attributes should be chosen to encode the language data in the resources. This is
defined by the actual lexicon model – that is, an instantiation of the lmf standard.
Eckle-Kohler et al. (2012) mention that a single lexicon model for standardizing
divergent and multilingual resources has to be comprehensive (that is, the model
covers all the information present in the resource) and extensible. Thus, we had to
choose a model that is standard-compliant, yet able to express the large variety
of information types contained in both resources. For our work, we use uby-lmf
(Eckle-Kohler et al. 2012), which defines a lexicon model for a broad variety of
resources, including wordnets and collaboratively constructed resources.
uby-lmf consists of 39 lmf classes and a huge number of attributes for rep-
resenting lexicographic information (for example, the lemma form, sense defini-
tions, example sentences). Each attribute is registered in isocat,10 where a large
amount of linguistic vocabulary is standardized as individual data categories fol-
lowing the kyoto standard for data category registries (iso12620 2009). The se-
lection of a set of lmf classes and the relationships between them allows for
structural interoperability, while the selection of data categories ensures the se-
mantic interoperability of the lexicon model and hence of our standardized rep-
resentation of Wiktionary and OmegaWiki.
6.2 A common LMF model for Wiktionary and OmegaWiki based on
UBY-LMF
In this section, we describe the subset of the uby-lmf model which is used to
represent Wiktionary and OmegaWiki, as well as an extension (which has been
10http://www.isocat.org
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integrated into uby-lmf in the meantime) we deemed necessary for properly
representing translation information. Figure 5 shows an overview of all classes
and data categories used in our derived lexicon model.
Lexicon. In our lmf model, one unique LexicalResource instance which repre-
sents the complete resource consists of one or more Lexicon instances. In
uby-lmf, each integrated resource is modeled as a separate Lexicon. Note
further that lmf requires each Lexicon instance to belong to exactly one
language (that is, having exactly one language identifier) – a requirement
that reflects the diversity of different languages at the morphosyntactic
and lexical-syntactic level.Therefore, themultilingual resourceOmegaWiki
is split into separate Lexicon instances for each language while each lan-
guage edition of Wiktionary constitutes one Lexicon.
Lexical Entry and Sense. The lexical information is modeled using the LexicalEn-
try class, which is characterized by a Lemma (that is, a written form) and
a part-of-speech. Each entry in Wiktionary naturally corresponds to ex-
actly one LexicalEntry. In OmegaWiki, the LexicalEntry corresponds to
each lexicalization of a Defined Meaning. Each LexicalEntry may be con-
nected to multiple instances of the Sense class modeling a certain meaning
of the lexical entry. Word senses are explicitly encoded in Wiktionary and
can therefore be straightforwardly used to populate the Sense instances.
In OmegaWiki, word senses are represented by the Defined Meanings.
Lexicographic Information. An integral part of our lmf model is the representa-
tion of the variety of lexicographic information found in Wiktionary and
OmegaWiki, which is represented by different classes attached to Sense:
While Definition and SenseExample are self-explanatory, the Statement
class contains further knowledge about a Sense, such as etymological in-
formation. The SemanticLabel class contains labels for many different di-
mensions of semantic classification (for example, domain, register, style,
sentiment) for word senses. Such labels are very useful, as they contain
valuable hints on the situations or contexts in which a word sense is usu-
ally used. Relationships between word senses can be represented bymeans
of paradigmatic relations, such as synonymy, antonymy, hyponymy that
are modeled in the SenseRelation class.
Translation. In addition to the elements of uby-lmf described above, we intro-
duce a new Equivalent class which is essential for any of the translation
applications we have inmind. In this class, we store translation equivalents
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Figure 5: Overview of classes and data categories in our derived lexicon
model
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of a Sense, for example, the German translation Barsch of bass. Using the
Equivalent class for this has been suggested before by Sérasset (2012), but
– as opposed to our model – they represent translations at the word level
rather than at the level of word senses.
For OmegaWiki, these translation equivalents are directly available via the
lexicalizations in different languages attached to the same Defined Meaning. In
Wiktionary, translation equivalents are encoded as links to other Wiktionary
language editions. We create an instance of Equivalent for each of these transla-
tion links. The Equivalent class is designed to offer information that is vital for
multilingual applications. Besides the written form of the translations and the
target language, this includes: transliteration to encode different scripts (such
as Cyrillic), geographicalVariant for representing a certain region in which the
translated word is predominantly used (for example, Moscow), and orthography-
Name for storing a certain orthographic variant, such as the German orthography
reform of 1996.
In the following sections, we will discuss the special issues of standardizing
Wiktionary and OmegaWiki. More precisely, we will discuss classes, data cate-
gories, and general modeling questions concerning only one of the resources.
6.3 Modeling Wiktionary in LMF
As discussed in §2, the guidelines for formatting entries in Wiktionary are not as
strict as in OmegaWiki. This gap between the weakly structured Wiktionary ar-
ticles and the rigidly structured lmf classes raises a number of challenges to our
lmf representation ofWiktionary that we discuss below. Despite the heterogene-
ity of Wiktionary entries, we achieve a nearly lossless conversion of Wiktionary
into the uby-lmf representation.
Homonymy and Polysemy. Wiktionary distinguishes between homonymy and
polysemy, as it is traditionally done in dictionaries. The former is used
for words sharing the same form, but originating from different etymolo-
gies. Homonymy can be represented in our model by creating separate
LexicalEntry instances for the homonymous entries in Wiktionary. The
latter, polysemy, is used to encode different word senses sharing the same
etymology. In this case, only one LexicalEntry is used. Consider the En-
glish noun post as an example: There are separate entries in Wiktionary
that refer to the Latin postis (that is, the meaning of a doorpost, pillar) and
the Latin positum (that is, the meaning of a place where one is stationed).
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Hence, there are two instances of LexicalEntry representing the two dif-
ferent etymologies. Each of the lexical entries has multiple word senses
modeling the polysemous meanings. For example, the distinction between
a mail system (sent via post) and the assigned station (leave one’s post).
Underspecified Relations. An important type of information are paradigmatic re-
lations such as synonymy, hyponymy, antonymy, etc. which are modeled
using the lmf SenseRelation class. The lmf standard, however, originally
considers each SenseRelation to be defined between two instances of
Sense – for example, between the message-system-related word senses of
post andmail. InWiktionary, only one of these word senses is explicitly de-
fined: The first word sense of mail encodes, for example, a synonymy link
to post, but does not give information about which word sense of post is to
be used. This conforms to the layout of most printed dictionaries, which
list synonyms for a certain word sense without explicitly specifying the
word sense of the synonym. The rationale behind this is that humans can
easily disambiguate the different meanings of post and do not require an
explicit reference. To bridge the gap between this underspecification of
Wiktionary’s paradigmatic relations and our lmf representation, we intro-
duce a new association relationship between the SenseRelation class and
the FormRepresentation class. This way, we are able to store the word
form of the relation targets without violating the model. In future work,
we plan to automatically disambiguate the relations, so that we achieve a
better structured representation of our resource.
In addition to those peculiarities of modeling Wiktionary in lmf, there is a
number of information types found in Wiktionary, but not in OmegaWiki. We
therefore use the following classes and data categories from the uby-lmf model.
Phonetic Representation. Wiktionary contains a large number of phonetic rep-
resentations explaining how a word is pronounced. For encoding this
type of information, both ipa (International Phonetic Alphabet) and sampa
(Speech Assessment Methods Phonetic Alphabet) notations are used; see
Schlippe et al. (2010) for more details on Wiktionary’s representation of
phonetic information. For our lmf representation, we use the phonet-
icForm data category of the FormRepresentation class to represent the
pronunciation information. While pronunciations are not very useful for
translations of written text, they are very helpful for foreign language
learners. Often, there are sound files attached to Wiktionary that allow
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for listening to native speakers pronouncing a certain word. Such sound
files can be linked from the model and hence be exploited for translation-
related applications.
Inflected Word Forms. Amajor problemwhen learning or translating to a foreign
language is to use grammatically correct word forms. Although many in-
flected word forms are constructed using regular patterns, there are lots
of exceptions that are difficult to remember or to manually encode into a
translation system.The collaborative construction approach ofWiktionary
can alleviate that, as a large number of people are involved and inflected
word forms can quickly be encoded in a joint effort. In our model, we repre-
sent Wiktionary’s inflected word forms using the WordForm class. For each
word form, the grammatical number, gender, case, person, tense, etc. can
be explicitly stored, such that an application using our resource can make
use of this structured information.
Related Words. In addition to paradigmatic relations between word senses, there
are relations between word forms encoded inWiktionary; for example, the
nominalization driver of the verb form (to) drive. This type of relation is
stored using the RelatedForm class. Of particular interest for translation-
based applications are relations between similar word forms that are often
mixed up by language learners or layman translators. There are, for ex-
ample, relations between affect and effect or between the German words
dediziert (English: dedicated) and dezidiert (English: determined).
6.4 Modeling OmegaWiki in LMF
While the fixed database structure of OmegaWiki as discussed in §3 ensures that
the information can be consistently mapped to our lmf model, there are still a
number of issues which have to be addressed during the conversion process.
Splitting Defined Meanings. As mentioned before, OmegaWiki does not have sep-
arate editions for each language. Instead, OmegaWiki is based on the no-
tion of multilingual synsets, that is, language-independent concepts to
which lexicalizations of the concepts are attached. As the lmf standard
requires that a Lexicon is monolingual, we have to split OmegaWiki’s De-
fined Meanings to create artificial language editions. For example, when
populating our lmf model with a Lexicon for the German OmegaWiki,
we iterate over all Defined Meanings and only create those LexicalEntry,
Sense, etc. instances for which German lexicalizations are present. In turn,
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this means that concepts which are not lexicalized in German are simply
left out of this Lexicon. The lexicalizations in the other languages are, how-
ever, not lost, but stored as translations using the Equivalent class.
If more than one artificial language edition is created, there naturally exists
a considerable overlap of concepts which are lexicalized in different lan-
guages. To express that the corresponding word senses in these languages
refer to the samemeaning, we utilize the SenseAxis class to link them.This
is essentially the same mechanism as used to represent sense alignments
between two resources (see §6.5 below). In other words, the information
originally contained in OmegaWiki’s Defined Meanings is preserved by
modeling it as a cross-lingual sense alignment between the artificial lan-
guage editions.
Synsets and Synset Relations. As we explained earlier, the word senses of a
LexicalEntry are derived from OmegaWiki’s Defined Meanings. In our
model, these senses are subsequently grouped into Synsets. This reflects
the fact that the different lexicalizations of the same Defined Meaning de-
scribe the same concept and are thus synonyms. Consequently, as all rela-
tions in OmegaWiki are encoded between Defined Meanings, the paradig-
matic relations expressed by SenseRelation instances can also be triv-
ially transferred to SynsetRelation instances. That is to say, the structure
of OmegaWiki enforces that paradigmatic relations between synsets also
hold for the contained senses and vice versa.
Another fact worthmentioning is that, other thanWiktionary, OmegaWiki
also contains ontological (as opposed to linguistically motivated) relations
– for instance, the borders on relation used to represent neighboring coun-
tries. This is very much in the spirit of OmegaWiki, being a collection of
lexicalized concepts rather than a classic dictionary. This offers interest-
ing ways of utilizing the multilingual information contained in our uni-
fied resource, such as using this ontological knowledge to enrich Wik-
tionary senses. Those relations are also modeled using the SenseRelation
and SynsetRelation classes.
Syntactic Properties. To a small extent, OmegaWiki allows encoding syntactic
properties such as verb valency. While this only affects a small fraction of
the entries for now, we assume that the importance of this will increase
as the resource is edited and extended by the crowd. Thus, we integrate
this information to make the transformation as complete as possible or
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even lossless, and also to prepare the ground for integrating OmegaWiki
with resources which specifically focus on syntactic properties. To cater
for this, we are utilizing the classes SubcatFrame, LexemeProperty and Syn-
tacticBehavior which enable us to model all of the syntactic information
available in OmegaWiki. Providing information on the proper grammati-
cal usage of a word is important for finding a good translation, in particular
if the target language uses different structures than the source language.
6.5 Modeling sense alignments
The word sense alignments between Wiktionary and OmegaWiki (as discussed
in §5) are modeled by means of SenseAxis instances. Note again that this is the
same mechanism as for representing the multilingual information after splitting
OmegaWiki into distinct language editions.
6.6 Populating the LMF model
As suggested by the lmf standard, we describe our model using a Document Type
Definition (dtd) that describes each class and their data categories. Based on this
dtd, we developed a software for converting Wiktionary and OmegaWiki to our
lmf representation. The software is designed for easy adaptation in case the re-
sources change in the future, so that transformation to the common lmf model is
still possible. This has the advantage that applications using the standardized re-
sources can be continually kept up to date without the need to adapt to changes
of a certain resource, as all adaptation effort is concentrated on the conversion
software.
Our resource consists of four Lexicon instances: one for each of the German
and English Wiktionary, and one for each of the German and English parts of
OmegaWiki. It should be noted at this point that we use English and German as
a case study on how this can be done – the lmf converters allow to import other
language editions with minor (Wiktionary) or no (OmegaWiki) modifications,
and includingmore language editions into this resource is an important direction
for future work.
Table 6 shows statistics about the most important lmf classes in our model re-
garding the single resources as well as the unified one. As can be seen, even with
only two languages considered, we created a resource of an exceptional size with
over 500,000 lexical entries and senses and well over 200,000 paradigmatic rela-
tions. Probably most important for translation applications, we also have almost
1,600,000 instances of the Equivalent class, which represent the translations (as
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discussed in §2 and §3; a breakdown into single languages can be found in Ta-
ble 1). In Table 7, we can see that almost 90,000 SenseAxis instances have been
created, over 25,000 of them stemming from our novel alignment of the two re-
sources. Considering the around 58,000 senses in the English OmegaWiki, we
have reached a fairly dense alignment of the two resources covering about half
of OmegaWiki.
The final resource is published as an integral part of uby and available from
our homepage http://www.ukp.tu-darmstadt.de/uby/. We offer a downloadable
database, along with the lmf model, an easy-to-use api, the converters and ac-
companying documentation.
Table 6: Statistics about the unified resource. The Equivalent class rep-
resents the translations found in each resource
Resource LexicalEntry Sense SenseRelation Equivalent
Wiktionary En 335,749 421,848 22,313 694,282
OmegaWiki En 51,715 57,921 7,157 335,173
Wiktionary De 85,575 72,752 183,684 250,674
OmegaWiki De 30,967 34,691 7,165 304,590
Total 504,006 587,212 220,319 1,584,719
Table 7: Sense alignment statistics
Resource Pair SenseAxis Comment/Information
source
OmegaWiki En – OmegaWiki De 58,785 Orig. information by
voluntary editors
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7 Conclusions and future work
In this article, we argued that collaboratively constructed multilingual lexical re-
sources present a valuable source of knowledge for translation applications.They
are maintained by a crowd of users, thus guaranteeing highly accurate and up to
date information, while at the same time being available with almost no restric-
tions.We analyzed the twomost prominent ones,Wiktionary and OmegaWiki in
terms of (multilingual) content and structure and presented both their strengths
and weaknesses: While the openness and flexibility of Wiktionary has attracted
many users, leading to a resource of considerable size and richness, the non-
standardized structure of entries also leads to difficulties in the integration into
translation applications. OmegaWiki, on the other hand, does not suffer from this
problem, but the self-imposed limitations to maintain integrity also constrain its
expressiveness and, along with that, the range of information which can be rep-
resented in the resource.
As a consequence of the content-related differences, we proposed amethod for
automatically aligning the two resources at the level of word senses with good
precision. This yields a substantial increase of coverage, especially concerning
available translations. In this respect, the aligned resource outperfoms either sin-
gle resource by far, justifying the few alignment errors which are introduced in
the process. To cater for the differences at the structural and representational
level, we describe a nearly lossless and robust conversion of these two resources
to a common, standardized representation based on the uby-lmf model (Eckle-
Kohler et al. 2012), which we extended to also represent translation equivalents
for word senses. As a result, we created a resource containing the English and
German editions of OmegaWiki as well as Wiktionary, including translations
into a multitude of additional languages, which is now an integral part of the
unified resource uby. In summary, our resource has the following properties:
Continuously updated lexical-semantic knowledge: The frequently updated and
extended knowledge in both resources can at any time be integrated into
the unified resource as the conversion routines into the common model
need no or only minor modifications in the future. This also relieves the
end user from the burden of adapting their application to changes in the
underlying resources as the unified output model remains stable.
High coverage: The alignments at word sense level significantly improve upon
the available information in the isolated resources, which is very valu-
able for translation purposes and other applications. The proposed generic
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alignment framework makes sure that alignments for future revisions of
both resources can be performed with little effort.
A standardized structure: The lmf-based model, supported by a corresponding
database or xml schema, ensures that the resource can be queried with
consistent and reliable results.
Elaborate structure: The structure of the lmf model is elaborate and expressive
enough to cater for a wide range of lexicographic information in different
languages, so that an almost complete representation of the underlying
resources is possible.
Interoperability: The resource is not only in a format which is machine readable,
but it is also compliant to existing kyoto standards to allow for easy reuse
and integration into applications.
There are many directions to pursue for future work. First of all, we want
to apply and extend our resource alignment approach to other pairs of lexico-
graphic resources. A special focus will be on creating additional alignments be-
tween expert-built11 and collaboratively constructed resources to actively exploit
the complementary information in different types of resources, which have been
constructed following different paradigms. The recently published alignment be-
tween Wiktionary and FrameNet based on the same approach (Hartmann &
Gurevych 2013) is a first step in this direction.
Another goal is to apply the graph-based method for sense alignment we re-
cently introduced (Matuschek & Gurevych 2013) to Wiktionary and OmegaWiki
to validate its applicability in a setup with two collaboratively constructed re-
sources. In this context, we will also explore how the combined evidence from
already existing alignments could be used to infer new ones; here, graph-based
methods operating on the graph of aligned senses seem to be a viable option.
Also, the inclusion of more language editions of Wiktionary and OmegaWiki
and, more generally, an improved treatment of cross-lingual alignments should
be tackled in the future work.
A crucial point for further research is the actual usage of our unified resource
in translation applications. The integration into a computer-aided translation en-
vironment or an smt system as mentioned in the introductory section is par-
ticularly interesting. For this, we would be interested in collaborating with re-
11Note that “expert” in this context refers to linguists (language experts) and not professional
translators.
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searchers from the (machine) translation community in order to assess the use-
fulness of aligned resources, and also to discover aspects in which further im-
provement is necessary, for example, regarding coverage or precision.
Lastly, further development of the api12 and the accompanying Web inter-
face13 is necessary to make the resource more easily accessible to as many re-
searchers and end users as possible. We especially deem the interface important
as visually assessing and evaluating the generated sense alignments becomes in-
creasingly difficult for larger lexical resources.
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Basque is both a minority language (only a small proportion of the population of
the Basque Country speaks it) and also a less-resourced language. Fortunately, the
Basque regional government is committed to its recovery, and has adopted policies
for funding, among other things, language technologies, a field which a language
aiming to survive cannot dispense with. BerbaTek was a 3-year (2009–2011) strate-
gic research project on language, speech and multimedia technologies for Basque
carried out by a consortium of five members, all prominent local organizations
dedicated to research in the above-mentioned areas, and partially funded by the
Departments for Industry and Culture of the Basque Government. Collaboration
in BerbaTek allowed to carry out a great amount of both basic and applied research.
In addition, various prototypes were developed to show the potential of integrating
the developed technologies to the language industry sector.
1 Introduction
The Basque language is one of the oldest alive in Europe, although it has suf-
fered continuous regression over the last few centuries. However, many citizens
and local or regional governments have been promoting its recovery since the
1970s. Now, Basque holds partial co-official language status in the Basque re-
gions of Spain but it has no official standing in the Northern Basque Country
in France, neither in the European institutions. Today, there are about 700,000
Basque speakers, around 25% of the total population of the Basque Country,
but they are not evenly distributed, and the use of Basque in industry and es-
pecially in Information and Communication Technology is still not widespread.
In September 2012, meta-net placed Basque as one of the 21 European languages
that are in danger of digital extinction1. A language that seeks to survive in the
modern information society has to be present also in such fields and this calls
for language technology products. Basque, like other minority languages, has to
make a great effort to address this challenge (Williams et al. 2001).
In this context, BerbaTek2 was a strategic research project in language, speech
andmultimedia technologies developed over the years 2009–2011. Its consortium
was made up of the Elhuyar Foundation, the ixa and Aholab research groups
of the upv/ehu (University of the Basque Country), the Vicomtech-ik4 Visual
Interaction and Communication Technologies Centre and the Tecnalia Research
& Innovation foundation. The project was partly funded by the Departments for
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Themembers of the consortium had been collaborating since 2002 in two sim-
ilar previous projects, Hizking (Diaz de Ilarraza et al. 2003) and AnHitz (Arrieta
et al. 2008), in which basic foundations, tools and applications were created for
Basque.
We believe that research and development for less-resourced languages should
be addressing following four points: (1) high standardization, (2) open-source, (3)
reuse of language foundations, tools and applications, and (4) incremental design
and development. Any hlt project relating to a less-privileged language should
follow those guidelines, but from our previous experience we knew that in most
cases they did not. We believe that if Basque is now in a fairly good position in
hlt, it is because these guidelines have been applied, even though in some cases
it was easier to create “toy” resources or easily obtainable tools (Alegria et al.
2011).
2 The consortium
Vicomtech-ik43 is an applied research center whose main lines of research are
graphic computation, interaction and multimedia. Three of its groups partici-
pated in BerbaTek: (i) the Speech and hlt group, (ii) the 3d Animation group,
and (iii) the Audiovisual Content Analysis group.
Tecnalia4 is a private, applied research center specialized in information and
telecommunication technologies.
The Elhuyar Foundation5 is a not-for-profit organization, set up with the aim
of bringing science and the Basque language together. Elhuyar is firmly estab-
lished in the market for dictionaries, educational software, multimedia products,
plugins and Machine Translation. In 2001, it set up a LT unit.6
ixa7 is a group of the University of the Basque Country (upv/ehu), consisting
of 43 researchers, which works on nlp specialized in the processing of written
texts at different levels. The main projects ixa is currently working on are the
PATH, OpeNER and NewsReader European STREP projects.
The Aholab Signal Processing Laboratory8 is a research group of the University
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and digital signal processing. Aholab developed the first commercial tts system
for Basque, Ahotts,9 as well as most of the resources and voice processing tools
publicly available for Basque.
3 Objectives
Themain aim of BerbaTekwas the research and development of language, speech
or multimedia technologies, so that they could provide the technological basis to
support the economic sector of the language industries in the Basque Country.
The key challenge was to prove that Basque processing technologies could be
useful to improve the performance, social impact and competitiveness of some
industrial products.This challenge required the partners to take a new significant
step forward in the strengthening of the language industries by incorporating
the results and devices into real market scenarios. This point was particularly
relevant given that basic resources and tools must be robust enough to support
industrial use.
As most companies do not want to take on this task as it is expensive and com-
mercially not profitable, we considered this initiative a social investment. Tools
for languages like Basque are usually developed at universities or research cen-
tres and adapting those linguistic tools to the real industrial scenario is crucial.
BerbaTek was geared towards applications. Without neglecting basic research,
it was endeavouring to present experimental applications which could subse-
quently be developed further and turned into products by companies. The im-
portance of generating knowledge in the area of language technologies for voice
and multimedia lies in their potential for applications mainly in the language
industry sector:
Translation: interpretation, dubbing, localization, human translation etc.
Content industry: Internet, audiovisual sector, the media, off- and on-line pub-
lishing, multimedia companies, etc.
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Table 1: Resources developed or improved during BerbaTek
Corpus resources Basque Dependency Treebank (BDT), 300,000-word
corpus.
Basque Propbank and tools for its development (Aldez-
abal et al. 2010).
AhoSyn, a large speech database (6 hours per speaker)
(Sainz et al. 2012).
AhoSpeakers, database designed for voice conversion
(Sainz et al. 2012).
AhoEmo3, created for emotional speech synthesis
(Sainz et al. 2012).
A large general corpus (+100M words) collected auto-
matically from the web (Leturia 2012).
Ontology resources Basque WordNet (Pociello et al. 2011), the Basque ver-
sion of WordNet.
wnterm (Pociello et al. 2008), WordNet + 25,000 sci-
ence and technology terms.
Termide, automatic ontology building out of corpora.
QAWS, question answering over Linked Data.
Dictionary resources Various bilingual dictionaries created automatically
using a pivot language (Saralegi et al. 2012).
4 Resources, tools and applications developed
The partners had been working in nlp and Language Engineering for Basque
since 1990. The most basic tools and resources (lemmatizers, pos taggers, lexi-
cal databases, speech databases, electronic dictionaries, etc.) had been developed
before, but most of them were further improved within the project, and many
others were created in BerbaTek.
BerbaTek carried out basic research and built many resources and tools that
are necessary for the development of applications. Tables 1, 2 and 3 show the re-
sources, tools and applications developed or improved during the project.The key
resources and tools in the development of applications on the aforementioned ar-
eas of translation, content management and learning were the following:
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Table 2: Tools developed or improved during BerbaTek
Analysis tools Dependency Parsing (Bengoetxea & Gojenola 2010;
Agirre et al. 2011).
UKB (Agirre & Soroa 2009) graph-based Word Sense
Disambiguation
ArikIturri (Aldabe & Maritxalar 2010), automatic cre-
ation of exercises out of corpora.
Web as corpus tools Co3 (Leturia et al. 2009), building multilingual compa-
rable corpora.
PaCo2 (San Vicente & Manterola 2012), collecting par-
allel corpora.
• Tools for building corpora from the web (monolingual and multilingual,
general and domain-based, comparable and parallel), and various corpora
collected by using these.
• Syntactic dependency analysers, semantic analyzers and systems for iden-
tifying sentence and phrase boundaries.
• Terminology extraction from corpora and automatic building of dictionar-
ies.
• General and domain-specific ontologies and semantic search engines.
• Cross-lingual search and question answering.
• Machine translation systems (rule-based, statistical and hybrid).
• Techniques for voice segment detection and text/image alignment in video.
• Engine for continuous speech recognition; text-to-speech conversion sys-
tems.
• Speaking avatars.
• Writing aids and automatic exercise creation.
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Table 3: Applications developed or improved during BerbaTek
Automatic dictionary building AzerHitz (Saralegi et al. 2008), extraction of
equivalent terms from comparable corpora.
PiboLex (Saralegi et al. 2012), building new
dictionaries using a pivot language.
Phraseology and idiomatic expressions extractor
(Gurrutxaga & Alegria 2011).
Information retrieval Ihardetsi (Ansa et al. 2008; Agirre, Ansa, et al.
2009), a Question-Answering system.
Elezkari (Saralegi & Lacalle 2009), CLIR (Basque,
Spanish and English).
Machine translation Opentrad-Matxin (Alegria et al. 2007; Alegria et al.
2008; Mayor et al. 2011), open-source rule-based
machine translation system for Spanish-Basque.
EUsmt, statistical Machine Translation from
Spanish to Basque. (Labaka 2010).
Speech synthesis AhoT2P, a letter to allophone transcriber for
standard Basque.
Ahotts_Mod1, a linguistic processor for speech
synthesis.
Ahotts, modular Text-To-Speech conversion for
Basque, Spanish and English.
tts system based on HTS (Erro et al. 2010), with
own vocoder (Erro et al. 2011a).
Hybrid Ahotts combining advantages from
statistical and unit selection speech synthesis (Erro
et al. 2010).
Speech recognition Ahosr (Odriozola et al. 2012), speech recognition
engine (standard Basque).
5 Prototypes
Throughout the project, we created some demos to show the usefulness of the
linguistic tools and the potential of the integration of language-, speech- and
multimedia-technologies when it comes to creating applications for the areas
of language industries, i.e., for translation, contents and teaching. These are the
demos we built:
• Automatic dubbing of documentaries into Basque using subtitles in Span-
ish (with possible automatic creation of the Spanish subtitles from the
Spanish audio, by means of asr).
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• Two multimedia and multilingual semantic web search engines on sci-
ence and technology content, one of them including subsequent naviga-
tion through related content or similar images.
• Personal tutor in language learning through a speech-driven avatar, with
automatically created grammar and comprehension exercises, writing aids
(dictionaries, writing numbers, spelling…) and automatic evaluation of pro-
nunciation.
5.1 Automatic dubbing of documentaries
The automatic dubbing of films is still a difficult challenge (different voices, speed
and tones, colloquial language etc.), but for some types of documentaries (single
speaker, voice-over, coordination of the lips not necessary or unimportant) we
produced a demo that performs satisfactorily. The general structure of the appli-
cation developed is shown in Figure 1. Given a documentary in Spanish and its
transcription (the transcription can be obtained automatically bymeans of any of
the available dictation programs for Spanish), Vicomtech-ik4’s alignment tech-
nology creates a subtitles file (the transcription with time marks for the begin-
ning and end of each sentence). Then, ixa group’s Matxin MT system automati-
cally translates the subtitles into Basque, and Aholab’s text-to-speech technology
produces the synchronized voice output. We successfully applied this demo to
the single-speaker sections of the television programme Teknopolis produced by
Elhuyar.
The automatic alignment of speech and text is based on speech recognition
technology. In this case, it is forced to recognize the text of the transcription and
provided timing information at phoneme andword levels.That way, the start and
end time-codes of each word are obtained automatically and used to synchronize
subtitles with the video image.
The translation of subtitles is done using Opentrad-Matxin (Mayor et al. 2011)
adapting it to the domain of science and technology. Matxin is a rule-based
deep syntactic transfer system for translation into Basque. It translates text from
Spanish into Basque, but its architecture allows for an easy implementation of
new systems for translating other languages into Basque (Mayor & Tyers 2009).
Opentrad-Matxin is open source. The free code of the Spanish-Basque system
with a reduced version of the bilingual lexicon can be downloaded from http:
//matxin.sourceforge.net. The system can be used at http://www.opentrad.org.
The average hter evaluation result of Matxin was 0.42, meaning that 42 edit-
ing corrections are required for every 100 tokens. One of the key features of our
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Figure 1: Scheme of the automatic dubbing of documentaries demo
work is the reuse of existing linguistic resources: we created the system’s lexicon
by automatically processing high-coverage dictionaries. Given that we reused
previously created resources, the xml-based format guaranteed their interoper-
ability. Now we are working on the construction of smt systems and a hybrid
system including three subsystems based on different approaches (España-Bonet
et al. 2011).
Regarding speech production, we use the hmm-based synthesis engine. First,
its Basque linguistic module extracts linguistic features from the input text.Then
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the acoustic engine uses them to select previously trained statistical models and
generate a sequence of suitable acoustic parameters. Finally, the synthetic speech
signal is constructed from the aforementioned parameters by AhoCoder. Align-
ment time stamps are used to synchronize the synthetic audio and the original
video, by modifying either the speech rate or the duration of silences.
5.2 Multimedia and multilingual semantic web search engines
5.2.1 Semantic retrieval system based on document expansion
One of the main problems ir systems have to deal with is the vocabulary mis-
match problem between the query and documents: some documents might be
relevant for the query even if the specific terms used differ substantially. On the
contrary, some documents might not be relevant for the query even if they have
some terms in common. The former is because languages are rich in the sense
that more than one word or phrase could be used for expressing one idea or thing.
The latter is because of ambiguity, in other words, because one word could have
more than one interpretation depending on the context. If a system only relies
on terms occurring in both the query and the document when it comes to de-
ciding whether a document is relevant, it might be difficult to find some of the
interesting documents and also to reject non-relevant documents. It seems fair
to think that there will be more chances of successful retrieval if the meaning
of the text is also taken into account. Even though this problem has been widely
discussed in the literature ever since the early days of ir, it remains unsolved and
there is still a high degree of uncertainty about the possibility of overcoming the
problem by making use of any nlp technique.
This BerbaTek demo explored whether nlp can benefit the effectiveness of the
search engine (Otegi 2012): http://ixa2.si.ehu.es/BerbatekDemo/bilatu.
Although in principle synonymy, polysemy, hyponymy or anaphora should
be taken into account in order to obtain high retrieval relevance, the lack of
algorithmic models has prohibited any systematic study of the effect of these
phenomena on retrieval. Instead, researchers have resorted to distributional se-
mantic models to try to improve retrieval relevance, and overcome the brittleness
of keyword matches. Most research has concentrated on Query Expansion (qe)
methods, which typically analyze term co-occurrence statistics in the corpus and
in the highest scored documents for the original query in order to select terms
for expanding the query terms (Manning et al. 2009). Document expansion (de)
is a natural alternative to qe, but, surprisingly, it has not been explored until very
recently. Several researchers have used distributional methods from similar doc-
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uments in the collection to expand the documents with related terms that do not
actually occur in the document. The work carried out in BerbaTek was comple-
mentary in that we also explored de, but used WordNet instead of distributional
methods (Agirre et al. 2010).
Our key insight was to expand the document with related words according
to the background information in WordNet (Fellbaum 1998), which provided
generic information about general vocabulary terms. WordNet groups nouns,
verbs, adjectives and adverbs into sets of synonyms (synsets), each expressing
a distinct concept. Synsets are interlinked with conceptual-semantic and lexical
relations, including hyperonymy, meronymy, causality, etc.
In contrast to previous work, we selected those concepts that are most closely
related to the document as a whole. For that, we used a technique based on ran-
domwalks over the graph representation ofWordNet concepts and relations.We
represented WordNet as a graph as follows: nodes represent concepts (synsets)
and dictionary words; relations among synsets are represented by undirected
edges, and dictionary words were linked to the synsets associated to them by di-
rected edges. We used version 3.0, with all relations provided, including the gloss
relations. This was the setting that achieved the best results in a word similarity
dataset (Agirre, Soroa, et al. 2009).
Given a document and the graph-based representation of WordNet, we ob-
tained a ranked list of WordNet concepts as follows:
• We first pre-processed the document to obtain the lemmas and parts of
speech of the open category words.
• We then assigned a uniform probability distribution to the terms found in
the document. The remaining nodes were initialized to zero.
• We computed personalized PageRank (Haveliwala 2002) over the graph,
using the previous distribution as the reset distribution, and producing a
probability distribution overWordNet concepts.The higher the probability
for a concept, the more related it was to the given document.
Thismethod revealed important concepts, even if theywere not explicitlymen-
tioned in the document. Once we had the list of words for document expansion,
we created one index for the words in the original documents and another index
with the expansion terms. This way, we were able to use the original words only,
or to include the expansion words during the retrieval as well.
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The retrieval system was implemented using mg4j (Boldi & Vigna 2005), as it
provided state-of-the-art results and allowed several indices over the same docu-
ment collection to be combined. bm25 was the scoring function of choice. It was
one of the most relevant and robust scoring functions available (Robertson &
Zaragoza 2009).
5.2.2 Multilingual semantic search engine for science and technology based
on a specialized ontology, with similar image search
As proof of what language technologies could bring to the field of content, we
also created a semantic multimedia search engine for science and technology.
This search engine is based on the wnterm ontology (Pociello et al. 2008) spe-
cialized in science and technology and created by Elhuyar and ixa (a network in
which scientific and technological terms were semantically related to each other,
with subclasses, synonyms, etc.), and works on content from Elhuyar (text and
images from the Elhuyar magazine, videos from the Teknopolis tv show and au-
dio files from the radio programme Norteko Ferrokarrilla). Using Tecnalia’s tech-
nology, the search for a term also shows results containing synonyms, subclasses
or superclasses, via the ontology. The resulting search engine is available in two
versions, simple and advanced; the advanced version allows to choose an intelli-
gence level (a higher level exploits more the relationships between the concepts
in the ontology) and a type of document (image, video, audio and text) and en-
ables filtering by subject. Furthermore, when the result is an image, it shows
similar images by means of technology developed at Vicomtech-ik4. A demo is
available online at http://bilatzailesemantikoa.berbatek.com/.
One of the first tasks launched was the analysis of the aggregated collection
of digital resources made available by the Zientzia.net web site on our semantic
search engine site. It was deduced that the Science and Technology domain cov-
ered the following subjects: general subjects, computer science, earth science, en-
vironment, health, life science, physics, mathematics and chemical science, space
and technology in general.
Constructing the BerbaTek ontology included the following steps:
• The manual creation of a skeleton ontology that specified what the root
concepts of the ontology were, e.g., Life Science, Technology, Earth science
and Computer science.This skeleton should be modified if new knowledge
sources were added for the annotation process.
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• An ontology with 25,000+ concepts of science and technology was built
by hierarchically organizing the terms of the Basque Encyclopaedic Dic-
tionary of Science and Technology produced by Elhuyar. Every term from
this ontology, called wnterm, was mapped to one of the root concepts or
areas.
Figure 2: Scheme of the semantic search engine demo
For describing the resources, we decided to adopt an existing and standard
metadata model to describe resources, in order to ensure interoperability with
other organizations showing interest in sharing resources or contents with our
semantic web search engine. Dublin Core was the metadata model selected.
The annotators were providedwith ametadata editor where resources could be
manually annotated, thus allowing the user to choose the topic or topics for the
annotation by selecting from the different predefined concepts in our ontology.
The semantic search engine service was built onto the semantic layer, and we
developed in the service layer the semantic search engine service.
If the search term entered was detected as a concept in the ontology, searches
for related concepts were proposed (synonyms, hyponyms, hyperonyms etc.).
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If the type of result obtained was an image, the search engine allowed the user
to display a list of up to 10 similar pictures.This was because each recorded image
had been pre-processed, generating a resemblance relationship.
5.3 Personal tutor for language learning
For the field of education, we created a demo consisting of a tutor for language
learning.This tutor is a 3d avatar that showed emotions, developed byVicomtech-
ik4; it speaks Basque and understands what is said in Basque, using Aholab’s
technology. The tutor assists the student in various tasks: the student can orally
solve grammar exercises (verb conjugation, word inflection etc.) and reading
comprehension exercises (filling in gaps in a text, multiple choice tests) that are
created automatically from texts using technology from ixa; his or her pronunci-
ation can be evaluated with Aholab technology; The tutor can also provide help
for writing texts, such as word inflection, writing of numbers or querying dictio-
naries, by means of technology from ixa and Elhuyar. The technologies included
in this demo are shown in Figure 2.
The avatar module includes all the necessary functionalities to show and an-
imate the 3d character that acts as the front-end of the demo. Its lip animation
is synchronized with the audio synthesized by the tts module, and it can also
show facial emotions when required. In addition, the module generates blinking
and head movement animations through a set of behaviour rules in order to in-
crease the illusion that the 3d character is alive. It was developed in c++, using
OpenSceneGraph (http://www.openscenegraph.org) as its graphic library.
For the automatic creation of exercises, we use ArikIturri (Aldabe &Maritxalar
2010). This is a system for generating different types of questions. It uses as input
a set of morphologically and syntactically analyzed sentences represented in xml,
and it transforms them into the generated questions, also represented in xml.
There are some differences between the architecture of our and previous sys-
tems (Kraift et al. 2004; Schwartz et al. 2004). We separate an Answer focus iden-
tificator module and an Ill-formed questions rejecter module. Sumita et al. (2005)
also included a module to reject questions, which was based on the web. De-
pending on the parameters’ specifications, the Sentence retriever selects candidate
sentences from the tagged source corpus. In a first step, it selects the sentences
where the specified linguistic phenomena appear. Then the Candidates selector
studies the percentages of the candidates in order to make a random selection of
sentences depending on the number of questions specified in the input param-
eters. Once the sentences are selected, the Answer focuses identifier marks out
some of the chunked phrases as answer focuses, depending on the morphosyn-
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Figure 3: Personal tutor in language learning demo
tactic information of the phrases. Then the Item generator creates the questions
depending on the specified exercise type. This is why this module contains the
Distractor generator submodule. By this time, the system has already constructed
the question instances. However, as the whole process is automatic, some ques-
tions might be ill-formed. That is why we include the Ill-formed questions rejecter
in the architecture.
With regard to writing aids, the system offers three possible types of help:
inflection of words, writing of numbers and querying dictionaries.
The module for helping with inflections asks for a word, then for the case
(absolutive, dative, etc.) and then for definiteness and number (singular, plural,
indefinite). For the latter two, it can be told to come up with the inflections for
all of them. The system calls a web service developed by Elhuyar that generates
inflections of words based on a two-level morphology transducer, and returns a
table with the inflections of the chosen word.
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The writing of numbers module asks for a 1 to 10 suite of one-figure numbers
(for example “hiru zazpi lau lau bost bat”, which means “three seven four four
five one”) and it tells the user how to write and pronounce the number produced
(in the example “hirurehun eta hirurogeita hamalau mila, laurehun eta berrogeita
hamaika”, which means “three hundred and seventy four thousand, four hundred
and fifty one), using a system developed by Elhuyar.
Finally, the dictionary-querying module asks for a Basque word and looks it
up in various online dictionaries produced by Elhuyar (a Basque-Spanish dictio-
nary, a Basque-French dictionary, a Basque-English dictionary and a synonyms
dictionary), showing all the results found.
Speech technologies are extensively used in this demo. Ahosr, the asr engine
for Basque, is used to recognize the choices and answers of the students, and
Ahotts to generate the responses of the avatar. There is also a module to auto-
matically evaluate the correctness of the segmental pronunciation.
The Ahotts version based on hmm is used in this demo. As HTS does not per-
form any kind of linguistic analysis, the output of the first module of Ahotts
has to be translated into proper labels containing phonetic and linguistic infor-
mation. See Erro et al. (2010) for a detailed list of the kinds of features encoded
into context labels. In order to extract the frame-wise parametric representa-
tion of both the spectrum and the excitation, an hnm (Harmonics plus Noise
Model)-based vocoder, AhoCoder, is used (Erro et al. 2011b). This vocoder al-
lows speech to be reconstructed, too. The voice built is a female voice created
using a speech database with the same characteristics as the AhoSyn database
(Sainz et al. 2012). A female and a male synthetic voice are used in the demo.
The female voice is built following the standard procedure, and the male one
is obtained by applying voice transformation techniques (Erro et al. 2013). This
Ahotts version is bilingual, works for Spanish and Basque and is available online:
http://sourceforge.net/projects/ahotts/.
Regarding the system that evaluates the correctness of the pronunciation, nor-
mally specific databases designed for capt (Computer-Assisted Pronunciation
Training) purposes are used. But there is currently no available capt database
for Basque. Although there are some speech recognition databases for Basque,
the only one which is publicly available (Hernáez et al. 2003) was recorded over
the fixed telephone network, so it is not suitable for capt purposes, where speech
is usually recorded over a microphone. This is why pronunciation teaching sys-
tems for Basque have to be developed with other available data.
The database we use was designed for the training and development of speech
recognition for Basque. It is a Speecon-like database (Siemund et al. 2000) and
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contains recordings from native and non-native speakers, as well as dialectal and
standard Basque data for the former. It contains data from a total of 230 speak-
ers, collected in different places of the Basque Country, where Basque has a dif-
ferent official status, health and phonetic influence of neighbouring languages
(mainly French and Spanish). During the recording, speakers were asked about
their level of language knowledge, so the database could be divided into differ-
ent subcorpora according to this information. The native speakers’ subcorpus
was composed of 149 speakers. Non-native speakers spoke Basque as a second
language at two different levels: the high level non-natives’ subcorpus included
56 speakers and the low level non-natives’ subcorpus 25. Due to dialectal varia-
tion and also to the different level of fluency, there were some irregularities in the
pronunciation of several phonemes, which were not labeled in the transcription.
However, they could be partially deduced from the information provided about
the speaker. For example, we could obtain information about the region of origin
of the speakers and their Basque level through the labels that indicated their city
of birth, city of youth and language level. The audio files had their corresponding
orthographic transcription file, and the rule-based AhoT2Ptranscriber was used
to obtain phonetic transcriptions.
Due to the lack of a suitable speech database with recordings of Basque non-
native speakers, the pronunciation evaluation module was developed using a
general purpose asr speech database (Odriozola et al. 2012). More precisely, the
method applied consisted of automatically determining the threshold of gop
(Goodness Of Pronunciation) scores, which were used as pronunciation scores at
phone-level. Two score distributions were obtained for each phoneme: one corre-
sponding to its correct pronunciation and the other one to its incorrect pronunci-
ation.The distribution of the scores for erroneous pronunciations was calculated
artificially by inserting controlled errors in the dictionary, so that each changed
phoneme was randomly replaced by a phoneme from the same group. These
phoneme groups were obtained by means of phonetic clustering performed by
using regression trees. After obtaining both distributions, the eer (Equal Error
Rate) of each distribution pair was calculated and used as a decision threshold
for each phoneme. The results of the experiments showed that this method was
useful even when there was no database specifically designed for capt systems,
although it was not as accurate as those specifically designed for this purpose.
For the speech recognition module and also for the verification of the correctness
of responses, the same database was used.
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6 Conclusions
Being present in icts, in general, and in language, speech and multimedia tech-
nologies, in particular, is, in our opinion, absolutely necessary for any language
that intends to go on living in a world that is becoming more and more mobile,
digital and interconnected.
As Alegria et al. (2011) stated there is a need of incremental design and de-
velopment of language resources, tools, and applications in a parallel and coordi-
nated way in order to get the best benefit from them. Our experience in BerbaTek
proved that collaboration between research agents working in the aforemen-
tioned fields is the right way to go. Apart from doing basic research and devel-
oping and putting into the hands of the users a considerable number of basic
tools and resources, the integration of the different technologies made it possi-
ble to create prototypes of advanced applications for the language industry, i.e.,
translation, content management and learning.
The results of the cross-language comparison10 provided by the meta-net
White Paper Series showed that Basque now stands in a better position than some
European official languages such as Croatian, Icelandic, Irish, Latvian or Lithua-
nian; and that Basque is in the 4th among 5 possible levels of support through
language technology on Speech, Text Analytics and Languages Resources. The
particularWhite Paper on Basque (Hernáez et al. 2012) concluded that there were
application tools for speech synthesis, speech recognition, spelling correction,
and grammar checking, and that there are also some applications for automatic
translation, mainly between Spanish and Basque.
Figure 4 shows graphically the classification of the languages in the world
proposed by Alegria et al. (2011) according to their degree of development in
language technology. As of 2012 Basque is located on an intermediate position
in the set of the around 60 languages with some language technology application.
It was the 35th language in number of Wikipedia articles. There were 6 products
for Basque in the elra catalogue11, 15 products in the acl wiki12, and more than
40 on-line dictionaries in the local site hiztegiak.com (although only 5 of them
were reflected in yourdictionary.com).
The correlation between Basque speakers and the number of available lan-
guage products for this language is unusually high.This is due to the coordinated
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Figure 4: Six different levels for less resourced languages
such as BerbaTek. The collaboration of the five main players in Language Tech-
nology for Basque in BerbaTek allowed to make a step further in this direction:
this cooperation enabled the creation of many new tools and resources and of
three new prototypes in the fields of translation, content management and learn-
ing.
In the future, we intend to continue our collaboration and move forward with
both the basic research and the development of applications and prototypes, for
the language industry and also for other fields. But we also intend to go beyond
prototypes and, in collaboration with companies devoted to translation, content
management and learning, develop and put onto the market real applications for
users, which is the next logical step. It will be a challenge that the members of
the BerbaTek consortium are willing and prepared to face.
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